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Abstract

To meet the growing demands for service provisioning using wireless ac-
cess, efficient utilization of the available radio spectrum is a key issue of
great importance. To achieve high spectrum efficiency, use of spectral
efficient modulation methods in combination with tight physical channel
reuse are anticipated in future cellular communication systems. As a con-
sequence, the link performance and hence the capacity of these systems
will to a large extent be limited by the robustness against interference
provided by the receiving terminals operating within the systems. Thus,
in all future system aiming at serving mass markets, interference rejec-
tion algorithms—both transmitter and receiver oriented—will be natural
components along with other capacity increasing means such as adaptive
resource allocation etc.

In this thesis, interference rejection and parameter estimation meth-
ods suitable for multichannel systems are developed and investigated, i.e.,
methods suitable for receivers exploiting different diversity techniques to
recover the data from a desired user. In particular, statistical methods
to reject cochannel interference originating from transmitters support-
ing transmit diversity based on space-time block codes and methods to
retrieve information about unknown interferers needed to accomplish in-
terference suppression are studied.

To handle the presence of transmit diversity interference, a space-
time processing based extension of the conventional interference rejection
combining algorithm is proposed. For single antenna receivers, it is shown
that noise whitening techniques are effective for interference rejection
purposes if the rate of the space-time block code is smaller than one. It is
further shown that for receivers with more than one antenna, alternatively
if space-time block codes with rate smaller than one are used, taking into
account the inherent structure of the transmit diversity interference is
of major importance as interference rejection by means of conventional
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processing will severely degrade the achievable performance as compared
to using optimal space-time processing methods.

To retrieve model parameters characterizing unknown cochannel
users, a structured semi-blind parameter estimation technique utilizing
the known training data of a desired user is suggested. Employing spatio-
temporal processing, the proposed scheme exploits the temporal correla-
tion present in the output from a multichannel system to find parameter
estimates that fit the range space of a structured cochannel interference
model to the signal subspace of the interfering signals. Numerical ex-
amples are provided for two different spatio-temporal interference sup-
pression schemes indicating that substantial performance gains can be
obtained, especially for short training sequences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of wireless services is today an integrated part of everyday life to
a majority of the world’s population. With over one billion subscribers
only in the networks for mobile telephony and many more consuming
broadcast services, this is clearly an indisputable fact. And the popular-
ity and the demands are continuously growing. Both from existing but
also from new groups of users. In fact, new systems offering a plurality
of services, including radio and television broadcasts, mobile telephony,
point-to-point communication, wireless data traffic, etc, ranging in size
from large cellular networks to small stand-alone systems, are currently
deployed in rapidly increasing numbers. A common factor to all wireless
systems is that they share the same propagation medium over which they
operate. Since this medium has a limited frequency spectrum suitable
for wireless transmissions, the large growth in the demands for wireless
service provisioning seen over the last decades has significantly increased
the attention on the importance of an efficient spectrum utilization. In
particular for future mobile communication systems that in order to be
commercial must be able to amortize often high spectrum licence costs
over a large customer base while providing both conventional low-rate
circuit switched as well as bandwidth consuming high-speed data based
services at a reasonable cost for the subscribers.

In this thesis principles and methods applicable to obtain high spec-
trum efficiency in future cellular wireless networks are developed and
discussed. In particular, the focus is on interference rejection strategies
and structured parameter estimation algorithms based on statistical sig-
nal processing methods.
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1.1 Cellular Wireless Systems

Concurrent wireless service provisioning to a large number of users is
a well-known non-trivial problem. Both from purely practical reasons
but primarily due to the nature of the physical medium over which the
users’ data are to be conveyed. This medium is in general both shared,
spectrum-wise bandlimited, and suffering from physical impairments such
as fading due to multipath propagation, shadowing and path loss. More-
over, its characteristics often change at rates that can be significant rela-
tive to the system time scale, i.e., to the transmission rate of the system or
the duration of the frame structure defined by the transmission protocol.

The maximum number of simultaneously communicating users that
can be accommodated within a given bandwidth, subject to some quality
constraint, is due primarily to two factors; the multiple access scheme
used and the ability to handle interference at the receiving stations. Per
definition, the task of a multiple access scheme is to define rules for how
to share a common resource. In wireless communications, the available
bandwidth can be shared in several different ways. Commonly, multiple
access is achieved using either frequency, time or code division methods
(or arbitrary combinations of these), see e.g. [Pro95] for a thorough
discussion on multiple access methods.

From an abstract point-of-view, a multiple access scheme defines a
mapping rule from the available bandwidth of the propagation medium
into a number of physical channel resources over which communication
can be performed. Due to the spectral properties of the modulation meth-
ods used to convey data over the different channels, the characteristics of
the propagation medium, as well as the inherent properties of the multi-
ple access scheme itself, the channels will in general not be independent.
Crosstalk or so-called adjacent channel interference, will occur between
the channels that may deteriorate the quality of the data passed over the
different channels. As a consequence, the total number of channels that
can be provided within a given portion of bandwidth will be restricted
by the receiving stations robustness to adjacent channel interference and
the imposed link quality constraint.

Considering physical channel resource reuse, communication means
can be provided in large geographical so-called service areas using only
a finite portion of spectrum. By taking into account the empirical laws
of physics stating that the intensity of a received signal is inversely pro-
portional to the distance between a transmitter and a receiver raised to
some power α, where the path loss exponent α usually ranges from 2 to 8
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depending on the characteristics of the propagation environment [Stü99],
it directly follows that a given channel can be geographically reused with-
out experiencing strong interference provided that the physical distance
between pairs of transmitters and receivers using the same channels is
large enough. Hence, by dividing the service area into smaller areas,
so-called cells, the available channels may be distributed and reused to
provide not only coverage but also capacity in terms of more users.

The ultimate goal of cellular wireless systems is to provide high traffic
carrying capacity while satisfying quality of service expectations. Inher-
ently, the cellular network concept itself provides a flexible solution to
achieve this goal since physical channels can be reallocated from cells
with low to cells with high traffic demands. However at a certain point,
when the total capacity demand has reached some critical level, redis-
tributing the available physical channels will no longer be an effective
tool to meet local capacity demand variations since moving channels from
one cell to another will only move the capacity shortage problem from
one part of the network to another. Facing this problem, two approaches
are intuitive. Either the available spectrum can be increased allowing
more physical channels to be defined which can then be assigned to the
different cells. Alternatively, techniques may be employed that allow the
available channels to be geographically more efficiently used. That is,
solving the capacity problem by taking on measures that aim at increas-
ing the spectrum efficiency of the system.

Assume hypothetically that the service area of a given system is cov-
ered by uniform cells and that all physical channels defined in the avail-
able spectrum carry the same amount of traffic, then the spectrum effi-
ciency of a cellular network can be defined as [SH88, Stü99]

η =
gch
bsys

· ncell

acell
, (1.1)

where gch [erl/channel], ncell [channels/cell], bsys [Hz] and acell [m2] denote
the carried traffic per channel, the number of physical channels assigned
to each cell, the system bandwidth, and the area of a unit cell respectively.
Despite the hypothetic system assumptions considered, (1.1) provides ba-
sic insight into the solution of the capacity problem. From the definition
it follows directly that in order to improve the spectrum efficiency of a
system, either the coverage area of the cells can be reduced and/or the
number of physical channels assigned to each cell can be increased.

Taking on the former approach, improved local spectrum efficiency
can be reached simultaneously as the output power of the transmitters
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operating in the small cells can be lowered. This is clearly a very at-
tractive feature as the battery capacity of the mobile terminals can be
conserved and the emission of interference into neighboring cells may be
reduced. However, in reducing the coverage area of the cells, an increased
number of cells is typically required. In addition, using smaller cells may
eventually lead to substantially increased volumes of traffic in the back-
bone network serving the network access points as handover requests need
to be expedited much more frequently. Furthermore, trunking inefficien-
cies due to non-uniform traffic demands may also occur.

Considering the second approach, no or small additional network over-
head is in general generated since the coverage areas of the cells are most
often preserved. However, as the prospect of obtaining additional spec-
trum to increase the number of physical channels in an existing system
is often small, resorting to techniques that allow the available channels
to be geographically more efficiently used is often the only practical so-
lution. Similar to the effects of reducing the coverage area of a cell, this
may also lead to a need for an increased number of sites in the network
since the reuse distance between the cells will be reduced. In addition,
more importantly, it may also lead to increased levels of cochannel in-
terference in the neighboring cells using the same physical channels. A
problem that may severely degrade the performance of a system unless
appropriate techniques are employed in the transmitters and receivers to
minimize both the generation and the impact of cochannel interference.

1.2 Interference Rejection

In most cellular systems the service and capacity demands are far from
uniformly distributed. Neither over the geographical service area nor in
time. To match such local variations, cellular network architectures em-
ploying cells with different reuse distances, coverage areas, and number
of assigned physical channels per cell are often used in practice. From
a downlink communication perspective, i.e., in communication scenar-
ios where signals are conveyed from a network access point to a mobile
terminal, this poses no problem as long as the physical channel reuse
distances are sufficiently large since the level of cochannel interference in
the different cells will then be low, cf. Figure 1.1a. For the uplink case
however, i.e., communication from a mobile terminal to a network access
point, the situation is different. As mobiles on the rim of large cells must
transmit with high output power in order to be detected by their assigned
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c) d)

b)a)

Figure 1.1: Examples of interference scenarios in cellular systems. a)
Downlink communication with sparse physical channel reuse: no or small
cochannel interference problems. b) Uplink communication in small cell
close to large cell, c) downlink communication with dense physical chan-
nel reuse, d) uplink communication with dense physical channel reuse:
severe cochannel interference problems may occur.

network receivers, network receivers operating in small cells close to large
cells may experience severe cochannel interference, cf. Figure 1.1b. Simi-
lar, considering short physical channel reuse distances, strong interference
may occur in both links as the coverage areas of different cells using the
same set of physical channels may partly or in the worst case scenarios
even completely overlap, cf. Figure 1.1c–d. Thus, in order to achieve
both efficient spectrum utilization and avoid local capacity shortages due
to the emergence of cochannel interference e.g., in scenarios as the one
discussed above, it is of fundamental importance that the generation of
interference from the transmitters is minimized but even more important
that the receivers are inherently robust to interference.

1.2.1 Interference Rejection Techniques

Much of the original interest in interference rejection and the use of tech-
niques for mitigating the impact of interference has its roots in military
applications. Primarily to protect signals of interest from being inten-
tionally or unintentionally jammed, but also to find effective methods
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to achieve jamming. However, concurrent with the rapid growth seen
in mobile communications that has lead to capacity problems in many
networks, the interest for using interference rejection techniques in non-
military applications has gradually increased.

Different combinations of diversity and interference rejection tech-
niques are usually considered to make a receiver robust against interfer-
ence. Whereas diversity methods aim at optimizing the reception of the
desired user’s signal, interference rejection techniques incorporate known
or assumed characteristics of the interference into the optimization. Al-
though it is often of subordinate importance what type of diversity that
is exploited from an interference rejection point-of-view, in the literature,
interference rejection algorithms are often classified according to whether
they exploit spatial diversity at the receiver or not. That is, whether the
algorithm is a single or multi-antenna technique.

Interference rejection techniques for single antenna receivers have for
practical reasons attracted much attention in the literature. Although
optimal detection in the presence of cochannel interferers in general re-
quires joint multiuser detection [Van76, Ver86, Wal95], many subopti-
mal detectors based on interference rejection have been proposed as a
response to the fact that many receivers lack both sufficient informa-
tion and computational complexity in order to implement an optimal
detector. In for example [NV91, NAZ93, PF94, LFS95, YFS97] different
adaptive equalization techniques are discussed for handling both adja-
cent as well as cochannel interference. For signals having constant mod-
ulus and signals with known envelope, examples of adaptive filters try-
ing to achieve interference rejection by restoring the envelope of the sig-
nal can be found in [TA83, TL85b, TL85a, MRHA91, FTT97, JSE+98].
A third approach is to consider neural networks based filters [Hay96].
In [CM92, CK92, Arn93, HSD97, XLY01] the use of radial basis func-
tion networks are addressed and in [Bi92, SS94] feed-forward networks
with back propagation are considered. Techniques exploiting periodic
structures in the signals, such as cyclostationarity, are discussed e.g., in
[RH90, Gar93, RYH95]. For additional references, the interested reader
is referred to e.g. [LR97].

Due to the trends toward less expensive hardware and communication
using wavelengths in the order of centimeters rather than meters, the use
of multi-antenna receivers has become increasingly popular during the
last decade as a viable approach to achieve diversity in many practical
applications. Not only in the network access points of a system but also in
the terminals. Using multiple sensors, linear combinations can be formed
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by the receiver to help improve the estimate of the signal transmitted.
An operation known as spatial filtering or beamforming [MM80, VB88,
KV96, God97, Win98, Tso99, BO01, Tre02]. In contrast to the use of only
one receive antenna, having access to observations collected in the spa-
tial domain, both spatial and spatio-temporal processing approaches can
be considered to improve the interference robustness of a receiver. De-
pending on the known or assumed characteristics and properties of the
interfering signals many different detection schemes have been proposed.
In [ME86, VPPF94, BJ95, KH96, DP97, Kar98, MB98] the cochannel
signals are modeled as temporally white but spatially correlated Gaus-
sian noise in order to arrive at a maximum likelihood sequence estimator
(MLSE) [Pro95] for the signal of interest. The Gaussian assumption is
also considered in [Slo96, LCP97, AO98b, AO98a, Ast99, BMC99] to take
the presence of both spatial and temporal correlations in the cochannel
interference into account.

As a complement to the use of diversity at the receivers, ex-
ploiting spatial diversity at the transmitters combined with coding—
commonly referred to as transmit diversity—has been proposed as a
viable method to help improve the performance of receivers operating
in fading environments [Wit91, SW93, TSC98, Ala98, TJC99]. How-
ever, in considering transmit diversity schemes based on space-time codes
[TSC98, Ala98, TJC99], new dimensions to the interference rejection
problem are added. Since transmitters employing space-time codes peri-
odically transmit temporally correlated sequences in parallel to provid-
ing diversity at the receivers, cochannel interference observed from such
transmitters will typically be cyclostationary. A fact that, if not taken
into account, may severely degrade the performance of conventional in-
terference rejection methods [KO03]. Different approaches to handle
cochannel interference due to space-time block codes may be found in
e.g.,[NS99, NSC00, KN00, LSL02, LLC02].

1.3 Parameter Estimation

Signal processing algorithms in general and interference rejection algo-
rithms in particular are inherently model based. A fundamental problem
of many applications is however that the exact parameter values of these
models will not be a priori available. Instead they need to be estimated
prior to applying the signal processing algorithm. To handle this problem,
most wireless communication systems have known training data period-
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ically inserted into the transmission protocol to support synchronization
and parameter estimation. As the throughput over a given communica-
tion link is often fix, in practice, the number of training symbols sent at
each occasion is usually determined by a tradeoff between the minimum
required estimate accuracy and the maximum acceptable level of system
overhead.

For receivers to be robust against interference, they need accurate
models describing the fundamental characteristics of the interfering sig-
nal. As the characteristics of the physical propagation channel and the
interference scenario may change, the available models need to be con-
tinuously re-estimated. Hence, the receivers ability to support efficient
spectrum utilization in a wireless system will in practice strongly depend
on the accuracy of their different signal and model parameter estimates.
To maximize spectrum efficiency and minimize system overhead, it is
thus of major importance that the estimators providing these estimates
are efficient in their use of the available training data. That is, that the
estimators take advantage of all known structures present in the under-
lying physical problem in order to improve the accuracy of the estimates.
Estimators designed to meet this requirement are usually refereed to as
structured estimators.

1.3.1 Blind Parameter Estimation Techniques

For interference rejection purposes, having access to models describing
the propagation channels of the interfering users is often very useful. De-
spite the fact that most cochannel interference in cellular networks is
generated by transmitters incorporating training data into their trans-
mission protocols, as it is often too complicated to keep all receivers
in a network updated about the training sequences used by all active
transmitters, the receivers must in general resort to blind or semi-blind
parameter estimation techniques to gain this information.

Blind parameter estimation amounts to retrieving parameter es-
timates from the outputs of a system where no explicit knowledge
about the system input data is available. For channel identification,
this was first shown possible by Sato [Sat75] taking advantage of the
fact that communication signals are in fact highly structured. In
the early era of blind channel identification, use of high-order statis-
tics was frequently considered to identify non-minimum phase systems
[Sat75, God80, TA83, BG84, SW90, Men91]. A major drawback working
with high-order statistic based estimators is their slow convergence rate.
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Often very large sets of output data must be available to obtain accurate
estimates. Under time varying conditions this fact limits the usefulness
of these high-order statistics based estimators and implies that to ensure
fast convergence, only estimators working with second order statistics
or finite alphabet properties are suitable from a practical point-of-view.
Unfortunately, considering a single-input single-output (SISO) system, it
can be verified that unique identification of the channel is impossible con-
sidering only the second order statistics of the output data. However, as
was first discovered and exploited by Tong et al. in [TXK91, TXK93] and
later by several other researchers (for example [MDCM95]), by transform-
ing the SISO system into a single-input multiple-output (SIMO) system
considering for example temporal oversampling, it can be shown that
unique identification up to a complex scalar multiplication of the chan-
nels is indeed possible studying only the second order statistics of the
observed data. For thorough discussions on blind estimation, the inter-
ested reader is referred to the overviews given in [LXTK96, TP98] and
the references therein.

In contrast to the standard blind parameter identification problem
addressed in the references above, using blind parameter estimation tech-
niques in a receiver to extract information about interfering users, a com-
plicating factor exist. That is, the desired user’s signal will act as inter-
ference while estimating the parameters of the interfering users. In this
thesis, a semi-blind parameter estimation approach is suggested where
the known training data of the desired user is taken into account to han-
dle this problem.

1.4 Outline and Contributions

The intentions of this section are twofold. To give a chapter by chapter
overview of the thesis and to summarize its contributions. After an intro-
ductory chapter introducing the mathematical framework used through-
out the thesis, the material has been divided into two major parts. The
first part addressing general interference rejection issues. The second
part being devoted to the problem of estimating parameters related to
the interfering signals.

Chapter 2, Preliminaries

Interference rejection and parameter estimation methods are inherently
model based. To establish the model framework used in the subsequent
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chapters, system and data modeling are the central themes of this chap-
ter. The chapter starts with a brief introduction to complex signal rep-
resentation of bandpass signals and systems. Next, propagation channel
modeling is addressed. After that, an introduction to front-end models
is given followed by a discussion on baseband models. Finally, based on
the introduced models, a time-discrete baseband signal model is derived
that forms the basis for the discussions in the subsequent chapters.

Part I — Interference Rejection

The first part consists of two chapters and is concerned with strategies
and signal processing methods for interference rejection. In a wide sense,
interference rejection is about controlling the generation and reducing
the impact of undesired signals. Over the years many different, both
transmitter and receiver oriented, strategies have been proposed in the
literature to achieve these goals. The first chapter of this part serves as
an introduction and brief overview of the central ideas and algorithms
used in this context. Although transmitter oriented strategies are briefly
mentioned, the main focus is on receiver oriented approaches and tech-
niques. The second and last chapter is applied. In this chapter, the focus
is on the problem of handling cochannel interference using noise whiten-
ing techniques in systems where transmit diversity based on space-time
block codes is supported.

Chapter 3, Strategies

In this introductory chapter different strategies and methods to achieve
interference rejection in wireless communication systems are briefly re-
viewed. The chapter starts with a general discussion on different capac-
ity improving techniques applicable to cellular communication systems.
Following this discussion, an introduction to interference modeling with
focus on statistical interference models is then given. Finally, conclud-
ing the chapter, several receiver oriented interference rejection algorithms
based on different rejection strategies are briefly reviewed.

Chapter 4, Space-Time Interference Rejection Combining

In this chapter, interference robustness aspects of employing transmit
diversity based on space-time block codes in multiuser systems are con-
sidered. As receivers of most systems lack accurate descriptions of the dis-
tortion obstructing the detector, interference rejection by means of noise
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whitening is considered. In particular, interference rejection combining
is discussed. To handle the presence of transmit diversity interference,
a space-time processing based extension of the conventional interference
rejection combining algorithm is proposed. For single antenna receivers,
it is shown that noise whitening techniques are effective for interference
rejection purposes if the rate of the space-time block code is smaller than
one. It is further shown that for receivers exploiting receiver based di-
versity methods, alternatively if space-time block codes with rate smaller
than one are used, it is of major importance that the inherent structure
of the interfering transmit diversity signals are taking into account since
interference rejection by means of conventional processing will severely
degrade the achievable performance as compared to using space-time pro-
cessing. Parts of the material in this chapter have been published as

G. Klang and B. Ottersten. “Interference Rejection in Systems
Employing Transmit Diversity”. In Proceedings of European Signal
Processing Conference, September 2002.

G. Klang and B. Ottersten. “Space-Time Interference Rejection
Cancellation in Transmit Diversity Systems”. In Proceedings of
WPMC 2002, October 2002.

and a longer version is submitted for publication

G. Klang and B. Ottersten. “Interference Robustness Aspects of
Space-Time Block Code Based Transmit Diversity”. Submitted to
IEEE Transaction on Signal Processing, March 2003.

Part II — Parameter Estimation

Parameter estimation plays a fundamental role in achieving interference
rejection. In this second part, consisting of two applied chapters, struc-
tured semi-blind parameter estimation is investigated as a tool to help im-
prove the quality of parameter estimates related to unknown interferers.
In the first chapter, interference suppression based on spatio-temporal
processing is considered, i.e., processing taking the stationary correlation
structure in the observed data into account. In the last chapter, semi-
blind parameter estimation in the context of spatio-temporal interference
rejection combining is discussed.
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Chapter 5, Structured Spatio-Temporal Interference Suppres-
sion

In this chapter, a structured semi-blind parameter estimation procedure
to support rejection of unknown cochannel interference (CCI) in systems
facing multipath channels with non-negligible delay spread is proposed.
Employing spatio-temporal processing, the proposed scheme exploits the
temporal correlation present in the output signal from an antenna ar-
ray and the training data of a desired user in order to find parameter
estimates that fit the range space of a structured CCI model to the sig-
nal subspace of the interfering signals. Simulation results illustrating
the behavior of a spatio-temporal receiver using the proposed scheme
with respect to both signal-to-noise and signal-to-interference ratios are
presented. In addition, results highlighting the impact of the training
sequence length as well as the impact of the channel model order of the
CCI users are also included. Different parts of this chapter can be found
in

G. Klang and B. Ottersten. “Channel Estimation and Interference
Rejection for Multichannel Systems”. In Proceedings of the 32th
Asilomar Conference on Signals, Systems and Computers, pp. 769–
773, November 1998.

G. Klang and B. Ottersten. “A Structured Approach to Channel
Estimation and Interference Rejection in Multichannel Systems”.
In Proceedings of RadioVetenskap och Kommunikation (RVK), pp.
362–366, June 1999.

An extended paper version, including more results, is also published as

G. Klang and B. Ottersten. “Semi-blind Structured Interference
Rejection in Dispersive Multichannel Systems”. In IEEE Transac-
tion on Signal Processing, Vol. 50, No. 8, pp. 2027–2036, August
2002. October 2000.

Chapter 6, Structured Spatio-Temporal Interference Rejection
Combining

The semi-blind parameter estimation method discussed in Chapter 5
is designed to retrieve the channel parameters of cochannel interfering
users in the presence of a desired user’s signal. In this chapter a struc-
tured training sequence based method to find the parameters of a spatio-
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temporal cochannel interference (CCI) rejection combining filter is pro-
posed. By exploiting the inherent structure of the CCI, it is shown that
the number of parameters that are to be estimated can be made in-
dependent of the spatio-temporal filter order. It is further shown that
by taking advantage of the desired user’s known protocol structure, the
parameters can be estimated using a semi-blind technique. Simulation
results indicate that by taking the structure into account, for short train-
ing sequences, considerable gains are achievable as compared to an un-
structured approach. Parts of the content presented in this chapter are
published in:

G. Klang, D. Astély and B. Ottersten. “Structured Spatio-
Temporal Interference Rejection with Antenna Arrays”. In Pro-
ceedings IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference, pp. 841–845, May
1999.

1.5 Topics for Future Research

How to solve the interference rejection problem for conventional com-
munication systems has been subject to extensive research in the liter-
ature for decades and many different aspects and principles have been
addressed. For systems employing space-time transmissions however, the
situation is different. Still many issues are open and many questions
unanswered. For example, just to mention a few:

• Interference rejection methods for space-time trellis codes. Space-
time coded modulation offers an interesting approach to achieve
high data rates in wireless applications [NTS98]. In contrast to
the use of space-time block codes, the cyclostationary period of
space-time trellis codes is often large. Hence, for practical reasons
it may not be possible to exploit the cyclostationary nature of the
interfering signals using a similar approach as discussed in Chapter
4 to reject the interference. Alternative approaches to handle this
problem has to our knowledge not yet been published.

• Generalization to multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems.
In single-user environments MIMO systems are well-known capable
of providing very large throughput. Space-time codes can be viewed
as one class of techniques to provide at least a fraction of the band-
width efficiency predicted by MIMO system theory [Tel95, FG98].
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A relevant question, related to the previous question, not fully ad-
dressed in the literature is how to incorporate interference pro-
tection mechanisms if MIMO systems are to be used in multiuser
scenarios.

Although interference rejection may be achieved in theory, the lack of
perfect channel state or other relevant knowledge may completely thwart
the possibility in practice. Throughout the work leading to the algorithms
discussed in Chapter 5 and 6, a number of different topics have been
identified that call for further investigation. Here only a few of them are
listed.

• In the outlined framework, a number of simplifying assumptions
have been considered to obtain a tractable problem. One such
crucial assumption is for example the knowledge about the number
of interfering cochannel users. In practice this quantity will not
be known and in addition it will be time varying. Thus, a further
extension of the considered work is to study the impact of model
error effects. That is to study the detection problem mentioned
in Chapter 5 with respect to robustness aspects of the parameter
estimation scheme.

• Another assumption of great importance is the assumption of rough
frame synchronization in case of a time shared access network. In
practice this corresponds to a loosely synchronized network. A
prerequisite which is currently not met in most existing cellular
networks. Hence, the impact and the handling of completely un-
synchronized transmissions is another important continuation of
this work.

• In Chapter 5 a receiver employing structured interference suppres-
sion based on an algorithm optimizing a SIR criterion was studied.
From the simulation results it was seen that in case of strong inter-
ference the parameter estimates delivered by the structured estima-
tor improved the performance of the detector considerably. How-
ever, at moderate to high SIR values other estimators performed
equally well or even better. This because the studied algorithm
does not take into account the power balance between the differ-
ent signal types. Thus, in order to find a better overall receiver,
the interaction between the proposed estimation scheme and a sup-
pression filter based on e.g., the MMSE criterion function is another
suggestion for the future.
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• Finally, the evaluation and findings regarding the proposed method
are done via computer based simulations. The ultimate test of the
proposed scheme would of course be to apply it to real measurement
data.

1.6 Notation

The following notational conventions will be used throughout this thesis:
plain letters denote scalars (e.g., a and A), bold lower/upper case
letters denote vectors and matrices (e.g., a and A) respectively. Time-
continuous scalar, vector and matrix valued functions are represented
using parenthesis, e.g., a(t), a(t), A(t), whereas time-discrete functions
are represented using brackets, i.e., a[n], a[n], A[n]. In addition:

Re{A},Im{A} The real and imaginary parts of A respectively.
|A| The absolute value of A.
[A]i,j The element at row i and column j of A.

AT The transpose of A.
A∗ The conjugate of A.

AH The Hermitian transpose of A.

A† The Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of A.
tr(A ) The trace of the square matrix A, [Lüt96].
rk(A ) The rank of the matrix A, [Lüt96].
vec(A) The column vector obtained by stacking the

columns of A on top of each other, [Lüt96].
ran(A) The range of A, [Lüt96].
‖A‖F The Frobenius norm of A, [Lüt96].
‖A‖2

Q The weighted squared Frobenius norm of A, i.e.,
‖A‖2

Q = vec(A)HQvec(A).

A ⊗ B The Kronecker product of A and B, [Lüt96].
A ⊕ B The direct sum of A and B [Lüt96], i.e.,

A ⊕ B =

[

A 0
0 B

]

.

Im The identity matrix of dimension m×m.
0m×n An m× n matrix with elements equal to zero.
diag(x1, . . . , xm) An m×m matrix with the indicated elements on

its main diagonal and zeros elsewhere.
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E{x} The mathematical expectation of x.
arg minx f(x) The argument that minimizes the function f(x).
arg maxx f(x) The argument that maximizes the function f(x).
δ(t) The Dirac delta function.
δ[n] The Kronecker delta function.
xdiv y Integer division bx/yc.
xmod y Integer modulo y operation. 0 ≤ (xmod y) < y.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

Models represent per definition simplified descriptions of real phenom-
ena. As such they provide not only indisputable help and use for gaining
insight and understanding of events or processes. They also often provide
means for exploiting the characteristics of an encountered phenomena in
order to minimize its impact or optimize the outcome of some related
problem.

To reliably transmit a stream of data to a dedicated receiver using
radio waves over a bandwidth limited channel in the presence of cochan-
nel interference and noise is a well known and challenging problem. In
order to succeed, well designed transmit and receiver algorithms opti-
mizing the spectrum utilization while being robust to interference play
a fundamental role. To formulate interference rejection strategies and
derive such algorithms it is necessary to have access to accurate models
describing the behavior and characteristics of both the physical propaga-
tion medium, the system architecture, and the interfering signals. The
intention of this chapter is to establish such models and to define the
model framework to be considered in the rest of this thesis.

The models derived in this chapter are to a large extent based on dif-
ferent simplifying assumptions and approximations with respect to the
underlying real physical phenomena they attempt to model. These as-
sumptions and approximations are introduced to obtain simple and math-
ematically tractable models. However, complex enough to accurately
capture the relevant behavior of the modeled phenomena or device.
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2.1 Complex Baseband Representation

In radio communications, real-valued bandpass signals are used to convey
messages from the transmitting to the receiving ends of a communication
system. As most communication systems employ narrowband signaling,
i.e. the bandwidth allocated for data transfer is small in comparison to
the carrier frequency around which the available spectrum is centered,
compact carrier frequency independent representations of the communi-
cation systems and their propagation environments may be found. The
intention of this section is to establish such a representation.

The representation of narrowband bandpass signals as complex base-
band signals are also treated in e.g., [Tre71, Pro95].

Let x(t) denote a real-valued time-continuous finite energy signal with
an associated Fourier transform X(f). Observing that for real-valued
finite energy signals, the Fourier transform is symmetric satisfying the
relation,

X(f) = X∗(−f), (2.1)

it is immediately clear that if x(t) is a bandpass signal whose frequency
content is concentrated to the frequency band [fc− B

2 , fc+ B
2 ], X(f) can

be expressed as:

X(f) =
1

2
XZ(f − fc) +

1

2
X∗
Z(−f − fc), (2.2)

where

XZ(f) =

{

2X(f + fc) |f | ≤ B
2

0 otherwise
. (2.3)

Transforming (2.2) back to the time domain it directly follows from the
inverse Fourier transform laws that,

x(t) = Re
{

xz(t)e
j2πfct

}

, (2.4)

where xz(t) is a complex-valued low-pass signal. Hence, via xz(t), com-
monly referred to as the complex envelope or the baseband representa-
tion of x(t), a carrier frequency independent description that completely
describes the amplitude and phase behavior of the bandpass signal is
obtained.

Similar, if x(t) is a sample function of a zero-mean wide sense sta-
tionary stochastic process with power spectral density Rx(f), which is
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assumed to be zero outside an interval of frequencies centered around
±fc, or if x(τ ; t) denote the impulse response of a time-varying bandpass
filter, it directly follows that the same decomposition as in the determin-
istic signal case can be made.

2.2 Propagation Model

As the radio waves emitted by the transmitter propagate through the
propagation medium, the presence of natural and man-made obstacles
will expose the waves to reflections, scattering and diffraction effects caus-
ing the energy of the waves to be reduced and redirected in many different
directions. At the receiver, the impact of these phenomena can be char-
acterized by three approximately separable effects known as path loss,
shadowing and multipath fading respectively [Jak74].

While path loss and shadowing effects are caused mainly by terrain
features of the propagation environment such as the distance and the
potential presence of large obstacles in the propagation paths between
the transmitter and the receiver, multipath fading occurs mainly due to
the presence of local scatterers close to the receiver. Due to the pres-
ence of local scatterers, multiple waves will arrive from many different
directions and with different delays at the receiving antenna, giving rise
to rapid signal strength fluctuations as a consequence of the spatially
distributed standing wave patterns that are generated by constructively
and destructively interfering waves.

The close relation between the standing wave pattern and the wave-
length of the radio waves implies that the signal strength fluctuations
observed by the receiver will not only depend on the geometry of the
propagation environment and the spatial location of the antenna element
but also on the actual frequency of the waves. As a result, the frequency
response of the radio channel will vary over the defined passband. More-
over, as the propagation characteristics are constantly changing due to
changes in the propagation environment or e.g., a receiver in motion, the
standing wave pattern experienced at the receiving antenna will also vary
in time.

The time spread of the multiple waves impinging on the receiving
antenna is an important parameter characterizing the behavior of the
transmission channel. For narrow band digital communication systems
where the symbol duration is much larger than the time spread of the
propagation paths, all frequencies in the transmitted signal will experi-
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ence approximately the same random attenuation and phase shift. Such
channels introduce amplitude and phase variations but no or small dis-
tortion and are commonly referred to as exhibiting flat fading. If the time
spread is of the same order as the symbol duration, different frequency
components in the radio channel spectra may experience significantly
different attenuation and phase shifts and the channel is said to exhibit
frequency-selective fading.

2.2.1 Baseband Channel Model

If the filtering effect of the receiver front-end bandpass filter (cf. Section
2.3.2) is incorporated into the channel description, the joint response
of the radio channel and the front-end filter may be described by an
equivalent complex low-pass filter model. Due to the time variations in
the transmission medium, this baseband model will in general be time-
varying. Thus, it is described by a complex-valued impulse response
function h(τ ; t). If the number of waves, emitted at time t− τ , impinging
the antenna at time t is large and the contributions are independent, the
central limit theorem implies that h(τ ; t) is well modeled as a complex-
valued Gaussian random process. Hence, depending on whether a strong
specular wave component is present or not, the envelope |h(τ ; t)| will
be either Ricean or Rayleigh distributed. For a thorough discussion on
propagation modeling cf. e.g., [Pro95, Stü99] and references therein.

In practice, τ -spaced channel models are frequently considered to em-
ulate the behavior of different channel scenarios. Thus the impulse re-
sponse of the equivalent channel model may be expressed as

h(τ ; t) =
∑

l

hl(t)δ(τ − τl(t)), (2.5)

where hl(t) and τl(t) are the time-varying complex attenuation factor and
the propagation delay of the lth multipath component respectively.

For multichannel systems where spatially separated sensors are used
to probe the incoming wave fields, the spatial properties of the observed
signals may be exploited to improve the operation of a receiver. This
however requires that the separation between the sensors is large enough.
That is, if the fading processes observed at the different antennas are suf-
ficiently uncorrelated. For receivers operating in rich scattering environ-
ments where it can be assumed that the waves arrive from all directions
with equal probability (Clarke’s isotropic scattering model [Cla68]), it
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Figure 2.1: Normalized envelope auto-covariance function as a function
the normalized distance between two sensors in multiples of the wave-
length.

can be shown [Stü99] that the normalized envelope auto-covariance func-
tion of the received signal is proportional to J2

0 (2π∆) where J0 is the
zero-order Bessel function of the first kind and ∆ is the distance between
two sensors in multiples of the wavelength of the impinging waves, cf.
Figure 2.1. From the graph it can be concluded that approximately un-
correlated fading will be obtained by spacing the antenna elements about
a half-wavelength apart.

If it can be assumed that the inverse bandwidth of the signal is large
compared to the time it takes for a wave to propagate over the array, the
relative delays of the sensors may be included in the channel modeled as
additional phase shifts [Ast99]. Justified by this approximation, known
as the narrowband assumption in array signal processing, the frequently
considered vector-valued τ -spaced channel model is straightforwardly ex-
pressed as

h(τ ; t) =
∑

l

hl(t)δ(t− τl(t)), (2.6)
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where hl(t) = [h1,l(t), . . . , hMa,l(t)]
T and Ma denote the number of sen-

sors in the array.

Note that the narrowband assumption introduced here should not
be mistaken for the narrowband assumption introduced to describe real-
valued bandpass signals using complex baseband signals.

2.2.2 Statistical Modeling of WSSUS Channels

Since the characteristics of the radio propagation environment are inher-
ently random, a statistical characterization of the radio channel model
is appropriate. Due to the Gaussian property of the channel impulse re-
sponse, a complete statistical description may be found considering only
the mean and auto-correlation properties of h(τ ; t).

To find complete and thorough descriptions of statistical channel
modeling in the scalar case, the interested reader is referred to e.g.
[Pro95, Stü99]. Here, only the important special case of wide-sense sta-
tionary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) channels will be addressed.

Let mh(t) denote the expected value of h(τ ; t) at some arbitrary time
instant t. For notational convenience, let us assume that the channel has
a random phase, uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2π[, implying that
mh(t) = 0 for all time instants t. The autocorrelation function of h(τ ; t)
is straightforwardly obtained as

φh(τ2, τ1; t+ ∆t, t) = E{h(τ2; t+ ∆t)h∗(τ1; t)}. (2.7)

If the fading statistics remain constant over a short period of time Tobs,
the fading is said to be wide-sense stationary (WSS). For this type of
channels, the autocorrelation function becomes independent of the abso-
lute time t provided that t0 ≤ t ≤ t+ ∆t ≤ t0 + Tobs, i.e.,

φh(τ2, τ1; t+ ∆t, t) = φh(τ2, τ1;∆t). (2.8)

In many radio channels, due to the physical mechanisms generating the
multipath fading at the receiving antenna, the fading amplitude and
phase of signal components received at different delays τ1 and τ2 will
be uncorrelated. A phenomena referred to as uncorrelated scattering im-
plying that the autocorrelation function of the channel may be expressed
as,

φh(τ2, τ1; t+ ∆t, t) = φh(τ2;∆t)δ(τ2 − τ1). (2.9)
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From (2.9), the function φh(τ ; 0) = φh(τ) may be derived. This function,
denoted the intensity function of the channel, indicates the average power
level of signal components arriving at a delay equal to τ . The range
of τ over which φh(τ) is essentially non-zero, is commonly denoted the
delay spread of the channel, Tds. Taking a similar approach, considering
the frequency function H(f ; t) of the channel, it can be shown that for
WSSUS channel it holds that

φH(f2, f1;∆t) =

∫ ∞

−∞

φh(τ ;∆t)e
−j2π(f2−f1)τdτ

= φH(∆f ;∆t), (2.10)

i.e., H(f ; t) is wide-sense stationary in both f and t. The function
φH(∆f ;∆t) is typically referred to as the spaced-frequency, spaced-time
correlation function. The range of ∆f over which φH(∆f ; 0) is essen-
tially non-zero is a measure of the coherence bandwidth, Bcb, of the
channel. Through the Fourier transform relationship between φh(τ ; 0)
and φH(∆f ; 0) it follows that,

Bcb ≈ 1

Tds
, (2.11)

implying that if the bandwidth of the information bearing signal is small
as compared to the coherence bandwidth, i.e., B � Bcb, the channel fre-
quency response will be effectively flat, or non-selective, over the trans-
mission bandwidth meanwhile ifB 6� Bcb, the response will be frequency-
selective.

The time variations in the channel may be characterized by the
Doppler spectrum of the channel. The Doppler spectrum corresponds
to the Fourier transform of φH(∆f ;∆t) with respect to ∆t evaluated at
∆f = 0, i.e.,

SH(ψ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

φH(0;∆t)e−j2πψ∆td∆t. (2.12)

The range of ψ over which SH(ψ) is essentially non-zero is denoted the
Doppler spread, Bds, of the channel and its reciprocal Tct ≈ 1

Bds
is re-

ferred to as the coherence time of the channel. In general, if the coherence
time is large compared to some observation interval Tobs, the channel is
said to be slowly time-varying indicating that the fading statistics will
be approximately the same during the entire observation interval.
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2.3 Front-End Models

The signal emitted from the transmitting end of a communication system
is a real-valued time continuous bandpass signal with a frequency content
concentrated to a frequency band {f : |f | ∈ [fc−B

2 , fc+
B
2 ]}. The complex

baseband representation of such signal introduced in Section 2.1 suggest
a natural split of the signal processing tasks performed at the transmitter
and the receiver into separate baseband and front-end processing units.
Via this functional split, carrier frequency independent processing may
be considered in the baseband unit meanwhile the frequency translation
operation shifting the spectrum of the information signal to and from the
assigned frequency band is deferred to the front-end processor.

2.3.1 Transmitter Front-End Model

The task of the transmitter front-end processor is to shift the spectrum
of the complex baseband signal delivered from the baseband processing
unit into the assigned frequency band of the radio channel. This is a
straightforward operation involving amplitude modulation of two π/2
shifted sinusoidal carriers. From (2.4) it is readily seen that the passband
signal is obtained as

s(t) = Re
{

sz(t)e
j2πfct

}

= Re{sz(t)} cos(2πfct) − Im{sz(t)} sin(2πfct). (2.13)

2.3.2 Receiver Front-End Model

The radio frequency (RF) signal observed at the input port of the front-
end processor is in general a wideband signal which comprise signal and
noise components from a wide range of frequencies exceeding the defined
passband of the assigned radio channel. To minimize the impact of out-
of-band interference and to avoid spectrum aliasing, the received signal
is band-pass filtered prior to subsequent front-end processing, cf. Figure
2.2. While in the transmitter front-end processor the spectrum of the
complex baseband signal is frequency shifted into the passband of the
radio channel, in the receiver front-end processor, the reverse operation
known as quadrature demodulation is taken place.

The frequency shift operation performed by the quadrature demodu-
lator may be viewed either in the time or the frequency domains. Here
a time domain approach will considered. After being processed by the
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front-end bandpass filter, the received RF signal may be expressed as

r(t) = Re
{

rz(t)e
j2πfct

}

=
1

2

(

rz(t)e
j2πfct + r∗z(t)e

−j2πfct
)

(2.14)

where in the second step the standard identity

Re(ξ) =
1

2
(ξ + ξ∗) , (2.15)

has been used. If the real valued signal x(t) is used to amplitude modulate
the complex carrier 2e−j2πfct it follows from (2.14) that the resulting
signal may be written as

r(t)2e−j2πfct = rz(t) + r∗z(t)e
−j4πfct. (2.16)

Hence, the result will consist of two signal components; the desired com-
plex baseband signal and a superimposed bandpass signal whose spectral
content is centered around a frequency equal to twice the carrier fre-
quency of the original RF signal. Thus, the desired complex baseband
signal may be retrieved simply by filtering the modulation product given
by (2.16) using a low pass filter with a suitable cut-off frequency in the
range B/2 < fcut-off < 2fc −B/2, yielding,

rz(t) ≈ LP
(

r(t)2e−j2πfct; fcut-off

)

, (2.17)

where LP(x(t); f) denote the low-pass frequency part of the input argu-
ment x(t) below the frequency f , and in practice the approximation error
will be small if B/2 � fcut-off � 2fc −B/2.

Front−end processing Baseband processing

PSfrag replacements

2 exp[−j2πfct]

rz(t)

∆f̂c

d̂[n]

Figure 2.2: Generic front-end receiver model.
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2.3.3 Effects of Carrier Frequency Offset Errors

Ideally, the combined operation of the transmitter and receiver front-end
processors is transparent from a system input-output point-of-view. That
is, if the same RF carrier is considered at both the transmitter and the
receiver, no additional signal distortion due to the frequency translation
operations will be experienced at the receiver. In practice, this will not
be the case. This since in real systems the exact carrier frequency used
at transmitter is not known at the receiver. Instead, only an estimate,
fc,receiver, of the true used value, fc,transmitter, is available. From (2.16)
and (2.17), it is readily seen that if a frequency offset exists between
the carrier frequencies considered by the transmitter and the receiver
respectively, the retrieved complex envelop signal is related to the true
baseband signal as

r̂z(t) = rz(t)e
j2π∆fct, (2.18)

where ∆fc = fc,transmitter − fc,receiver is the carrier frequency offset error.
Thus, the estimated complex envelop signal will rotate in the complex
domain according to ej2π∆fct as a function of time, t.

For digital communication systems employing linear modulation, the
presence of a carrier frequency offset error implies that the signal con-
stellation of the received data will rotate as time elapses. Thus, if the
error is large, i.e. if it can not be assumed that

2π∆fcTobs � 2π, (2.19)

where Tobs is the length of the observation interval considered by the
receiver, the structure of the input signal constellation will be destroyed
and may thus not be exploited by the receiver to improve the detection
performance.

2.4 Baseband Processing Models

Although transmission of radio signals in a given frequency band is an
inherently carrier frequency depending task, preparing a signal to match
the characteristics of the transmission channel as well as recovering it
from distorted and possibly noisy data is not.

In this section the baseband processing parts specifying the general
transmitter and receiver devices considered in this thesis will be intro-
duced. For notational convenience, the subscript z introduced in Section
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2.1 to denote the complex baseband representation of a corresponding
bandpass signal will be omitted.

2.4.1 Transmitter Model

In general, the information to be sent over an air interface may originate
from any time-continuous or time-discrete data source having arbitrary
output alphabet and statistical distribution properties. By use of proper
source encoding, the source data signal can however be mapped into a
sequence of information symbols, a[n]. In this treatment, the properties
of the data source is not the main topic why it will be assumed that
the source data has been subjected to ideal source encoding, although
this is not a critical assumption, prior to being passed to the baseband
transmitter. Hence, in the sequel it will be assumed that the input data
stream, passed to the baseband transmitter with some finite rate R, can
be modeled as a stochastic process consisting of independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables belonging to the finite alphabet A.

The main tasks of a baseband transmitter is to perform:

• channel encoding.
To increase the reliability of the data transmitted over the air inter-
face, the baseband receiver may incorporate data dependent redun-
dancy into the stream of source data. Although channel coding may
provide means for combating interference and noise, in this work
no consideration will be taken to this fact. Hence, in the baseband
transmitter to be considered, the channel encoder will be omitted,
which is indicated in Figure 2.3 by the dashed box.

• protocol mapping.
In most communication systems, transmission protocols are em-
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Figure 2.4: Generic transmission protocol for a frame based digital
communication system. Note that the payload part of the protocol may
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ployed to control the flow of data between the transmitting and
receiving ends of the systems. Often, these protocols also incorpo-
rate redundancy in terms of overhead information such as known
training data in order to support and improve the performance of
the receiver.

• data modulation.
Real channels are most often what is referred to as waveform chan-
nels. Hence, they cannot be used to directly pass the sequence of
symbols from a digital source to a receiver. Thus, in order to facil-
itate transmission of the user data, the baseband transmitter must
first map the protocol data stream, d[n], into a format that matches
the characteristics of the transmission channel.

2.4.2 Protocol Mapping

In many systems it is desirable to allow transmission of several logical
channels using one physical channel. Often, this is done in order to allow
for example control data to be sent between the protocol stack layers of
the transmitter and the receiver interlaced with the user data stream. In
practice, frame based protocols are frequently considered, where the rules
of the protocol define the internal structure of the frames (cf. Figure 2.4).

When communicating over unknown time varying channels, sequences
of known data are often incorporated into the transmission protocol to
support the operation of the receiver. From a system point-of-view it is
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desirable to incorporate small amounts of known data since the spectral
efficiency of the communication system will degrade as known data are
sent over the air interface. Despite reduced spectral efficiency there are
however several reasons why use of overhead data are commonly consid-
ered and accepted in most cellular systems. Some of the most important
reasons are listed below.

• Acquisition.
To establish new wireless connections to previously non-active
users, sequences of known data are used to page the random ac-
cess unit of a cellular network base station receiver.

• Synchronization.
To facilitate detection of the desired user’s data the receiver must
be synchronized to the transmitter. As the channel characteristics
change with time, use of known training data simplifies the process
to maintain the synchronized state of the receiver.

• Estimation.
To retrieve the desired user’s data, most existing detection algo-
rithms rely on estimates of several channel dependent parameters.
Exploiting the presence of known training data provide means for
accurate and simple estimation and tracking of these required pa-
rameters.

To maximize the use of the appended training data, selecting se-
quences with “good” properties are of utmost importance. What is good
however depends on the application. In practice, often pseudo-random
sequences with appropriate auto and cross-correlation properties are em-
ployed.

2.4.3 Baseband Modulator

To transform a time-discrete data sequence, d[n], into an equivalent low-
pass waveform, s(t), suitable for up-conversion and transfer over the radio
channel may be done considering either a linear or a non-linear mapping.
For any digital modulation scheme, s(t) can be written as

s(t) = A
∑

n

ptx(t− nT,d[n; k]), (2.20)

where A is the carrier amplitude, d[n; k] = [d[m[n]], . . . , d[m[n]−k+1]]T is
the state vector of dimension k holding the input signal samples effecting
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the output signal at some time nT , m[n] is a function specifying how
d[n; k] is related to d[n], T is the symbol or baud duration of d[n; k] and
ptx(t,d[i; k]) is a low-pass function determining the spectral properties of
the modulation scheme parameterized by the state vector d[i; k].

In practice both linear and non-linear methods are frequently used.
For example, in the American IS-54 system for digital cellular mobile
communication and the corresponding Japanese PDC system, linear π/4-
DQPSK are used while in the European GSM system non-linear GMSK
modulation is employed.

To be classified as linear, the output signal of the modulator must
satisfy the superposition principle, i.e. s(t) must satisfy the basic relation

s(t) =
∑

n

s[n]ptx(t− nT ), (2.21)

where s[n] = f(d[n; k]) and {f : Dk → C} represent the mapping from a
k-tuple of input data symbols into a complex number defining the com-
plex amplitude of the spectrum shaping function. Note that by utilizing
linearization techniques, the decomposition suggested by (2.21) may ap-
ply to non-linear modulation schemes as well [Lau86].

As the name indicates, the role of the spectrum shaping function is
to adapt the spectrum of s(t) to the characteristics of the transmission
channel. Any pulse shape may in principle be used provided it satisfies
the existing spectrum constraints, i.e., sufficiently low emission levels of
adjacent channel interference generated by the side lobes of the shaping
function spectrum. In practice, shaping functions satisfying the Nyquist
criterion for no intersymbol interference are commonly considered. One
such frequently used shaping function is the squared root raised cosine
pulse defined by its time domain impulse response function p(t) and its
associated Fourier transform P (f) as,

p(t) =
4β

π
√
T

cos
[

π(1+β)
T t

]

+ π(1−β)
4β sinc

[

(1−β)
T t

]

1 − 16β2t2

T 2

, |t| 6= T

4β
, (2.22)

P (f) =







√
T 0 ≤ |f | ≤ (1−β)

2T
√

T
2

(

1 + cos
[

πT
β

(

|f | − 1−β
2T

)])

(1−β)
2T < |f | ≤ (1+β)

2T

,

(2.23)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is the rolloff factor defining the excess bandwidth of the
spectrum.
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Figure 2.5: Generic baseband receiver model.

2.4.4 Receiver Model

In principle, the baseband receiver is to perform the reverse operation
of the baseband transmitter, i.e., it is to demodulate the received signal,
detach the user data part out of the transmission protocol data struc-
ture and perform channel decoding. However, due to the impact of the
propagation environment and the potential presence of cochannel users,
thermal noise, carrier frequency offset errors or other types of impair-
ments this is a delicate and non-trivial task that may be solved in many
different ways using many different receiver structures.

In this thesis, a baseband receiver having the structure as is depicted
in Figure 2.5 will be considered. That is, the signal received from the
front-end processor is filtered, sampled and subsequently sent to a device
assigned the task to mitigate the impact of interference prior to or jointly
with detection. In order not to anticipate the subjects addressed in Part
I and II, the discussion in this section will be restricted primarily to the
filtering and sampling operations performed by the baseband receiver.

2.4.5 Receiver Filter

If the rate at which data is emitted from the different cochannel users is
in the same range or larger than the coherence bandwidth of the radio
channel, the distortion introduced by the propagation environment will
result in intersymbol interference at receiver. To eliminate the impact of
intersymbol interference in a single user communication system—in the
presence of a known channel—it is well known that the joint response of
the radio channel and the equipment filters employed in the transmitter
and the receiver should satisfy the Nyquist pulse shaping criterion, cf.
e.g. [Pro95, Stü99]. In the presence of an unknown channel or multi-
ple cochannel users, this criterion can not be met. This because the the
impulse response of the baseband receiver filter, prx(t), can in general
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neither be designed to meet the criterion if the impulse response of the
channel is not known in advance nor for a number of different users si-
multaneously even if their channels were known in advance. Hence, in
practice the impact of the propagation environment is often disregarded
when choosing the impulse responses of the baseband receiver filter. In-
stead, the filter response is usually chosen so that the amount of signal
energy reaching the detector is maximized while the amount of channel
noise is minimized, conditioned that the noise has appropriate spectral
properties. Thus, the problem of intersymbol interference is left to be
handled by the interference rejection and the detector algorithms.

2.4.6 Carrier Frequency Offset Error Estimation

To avoid having the signal constellation of the desired user rotating while
detecting the received data, carrier frequency offset error estimation is a
crucial component in most communication systems. In the presence of
strong cochannel interference this is an intricate problem by its own right
and beyond the scope of this thesis. Because of this, in the subsequent
chapters, we will assume that the frequency offset error is negligible.

2.4.7 Temporal Sampling

The output signal from the receiver filter is in general a time-continuous
(alternatively a highly oversampled time-discrete) signal. To allow effi-
cient processing in digital hardware, this signal is commonly sampled by
the receiver at some rate fs = 1/Ts Hz to produce a time-discrete signal,

x[n] =

∫ ∞

0

prx(τ)r(nTs − τ)dτ, (2.24)

where r(t) denotes the signal vector delivered from the front-end proces-
sor.

Since the joint response of the channel and equipment filters does not
satisfy the Nyquist criterion for intersymbol interference free transmis-
sion, in the case of no spatial oversampling, temporal oversampling with
respect to the symbol period T must be considered in order not to lose
information due to the sampling procedure [CP96a, CP96b]. Choosing
the sample period Ts = T/Ms, where Ms is a positive integer denoting
the temporal oversampling factor, the cyclostationary properties of the
received signal may be exploited to obtain a multichannel representation
of the communication system, cf. Section 3.1.2. This may be achieved
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Figure 2.6: Simplified system model describing the transfer mechanisms
of the considered communication scenario.

by stacking the Ms consecutive samples obtained during each symbol
interval T into a vector.

From the discussion above it is obvious that by choosing Ms prop-
erly, an arbitrary dimensional multichannel representation may be con-
structed. However, by choosing the oversampling factor such that fs
exceeds the Nyquist rate of the signal, small or no additional information
regarding the desired user’s data will be obtained since, in case of no
noise, x(t+ Ts) ∼= x(t).

In the case of spatial oversampling, i.e., Ma > 1, a multichannel rep-
resentation of the system is directly obtained. The vector-valued data
samples observed from this representation is sufficient for channel iden-
tification and detection without considering temporal oversampling pro-
vided that the sampled channels share no common 2πT

Ts
spaced zeros in

the frequency domain [TXK91, TXK93, MDCM95].

2.5 Baseband Signal Model

By considering the equivalent baseband descriptions of the propagation
environment and the transmitter and receiver baseband processing parts
discussed earlier in this chapter, a signal model may be established that
relates the sampled output data of the baseband receiver filter to the sent
data of the cochannel users, cf. Figure 2.6. To account for the random
effects and non-modeled disturbances present at the filter input such as
thermal noise, adjacent channel interference, inter-modulation products,
etc., a stochastic signal description will be considered.
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Let ptx,q(τ) and dq[n] denote the impulse response of the pulse shape
function and the symbols of user q respectively. Assume that linear
quadrature modulation is considered and that the physical propagation
channels may be modeled as WSS during short observation intervals,
Tobs. It is straightforward to show that the possibly vector valued noise
free continuous-time output signal component from the baseband receiver
filter corresponding to the qth user may be approximated as

xq(t) ∼=
∫ ∞

0

prx(γ)

∫ ∞

0

hq(β; t)sq(t− γ − β)dβ ej2π∆fc,q(t−γ)dγ

=
∑

n

sq[n]gq(t− nT ; t)ej2π∆fc,qt, (2.25)

where in the first approximation step it has been assumed that the sup-
port of the receiver filter impulse response prx,q(τ) is much smaller than
Tobs and that the WSS property of the time-varying propagation channel
implies that hq(τ ; t + ∆t) ∼= hq(τ ; t) holds for ∆t ∈ [0, Tobs]. Further,
∆fc,q is the frequency offset error of the qth user and the impulse response
of the joint channel and equipment filter gq(τ ; t) is given by

gq(τ ; t) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

prx(γ)hq(β; t)ptx,q(τ − γ − β)e−j2π∆fc,qγdβdγ.

(2.26)

Feeding the time-continuous output signal from the receiver filter to
a sampling device with rate fs = Ms

T samples per second, the fractionally
sampled signal

xq[n;Ms] = xq

(

n
T

Ms

)

=
∑

m

sq[m]gq

([

n

Ms
−m

]

T ;n
T

Ms

)

ej2π∆fc,qn
T

Ms (2.27)

is obtained. If we define

xq[n] =
[

xTq [nMs;Ms], . . . ,x
T
q [(n− 1)Ms + 1;Ms]

]T
, (2.28)

and introduce the assumption that the impulse response gq(τ ; t) may be
approximated as zero for some τ ≥ (Lq+1)T , a linear time-invariant time-
discrete baseband signal model may be formulated stating the relation
between the T -spaced observation vector xq[n] and the sent data sq[n] as

xq[n] = Aq[n]Gqsq[n], (2.29)
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where

Aq[n] = diag
(

1, e−j2π∆fc,q
1

Ms
T , . . . , e−j2π∆fc,q

Ms−1
Ms

T
)

⊗ ej2π∆fc,qnT IMa
;

(2.30)

Gq is an M × (Lq + 1), M = MsMa, dimensional joint channel and
equipment filter matrix whose (i, j)th element is given by

[Gq]i,j = gq,1+([i−1] modMa)

(

jT − ([i− 1] divMa)
Ms

T
;nT

)

; (2.31)

gq,m(τ ; t) is the corresponding joint channel and equipment filter impulse
response associated with the transmission path via the mth element of
the receiver station antenna array and finally

sq[n] = [sq[n], . . . , sq[n− Lq]]
T

(2.32)

is the state vector of the qth user.
It should be noted that in (2.31), it has been assumed that the

T � Tobs. That is, that the channel impulse response gq,m(τ ; t) can
be approximated as quasi-stationary. Furthermore, it can also be noted
that in many practical applications, the inherent structure of Gq is often
not exploited. Instead, Gq is commonly parameterized by its elements.

Let ε(t) denote the possibly vector-valued noise signal observed at
the input port of the baseband receiver filter. Assuming ε(t) to be a
complex circular Gaussian process with zero mean and covariance matrix
structure given by E{ε(t+ τ)εH(t)} = Rεεδ(τ), it is readily verified that
the noise,

ε[n] =
[

εT [nMs;Ms], . . . , ε
T [(n+ 1)Ms − 1;Ms]

]T
(2.33)

observed after filtering, sampling and stacking will remain Gaussian dis-
tributed. However, with a covariance matrix structure given by

Rεε[k] =







rpp(kT ) . . . rpp(−[k − 1]T − Ts)
...

. . .
...

rpp([k − 1]T + Ts) . . . rpp(kT )






⊗ Rεε

(2.34)

where

rpp(t) =

∫ Tobs

0

prx(t+ γ)prx(γ)dγ (2.35)
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denotes the auto-correlation function of the impulse response associated
with the receiver filter.

Compiling the results from (2.29) and (2.33) the desired baseband
signal model describing the scenario in Figure 2.6 is obtained as

x[n] =

Q
∑

q=0

Aq[n]Gqsq[n] + ε[n], (2.36)

where in the sequel user index 0 will, without loss of generality, be re-
served for the desired user. Note, that in the presence of no or negligible
frequency offset errors, (2.36) simplifies to

x[n] =

Q
∑

q=0

Gqsq[n] + ε[n], (2.37)

a signal model that will be used extensively in the subsequent chapters
of this work.
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Interference Rejection





Chapter 3

Strategies

Cellular wireless communication systems are limited in performance and
capacity mainly by four major impairments; multipath fading, delay
spread, noise, and cochannel interference. While multipath fading and
delay spread are caused by the physical transmission medium through
which the radio waves must propagate before arriving at the receiving
site, noise and cochannel interference represent the penalties for trans-
mitting with low output power and for a tight reuse of the available
physical channels respectively in order to maximize the overall system
capacity.

Traditionally, the major challenge in most wireless communication
systems has been to mitigate the impact of fading and intersymbol inter-
ference occurring due to multipath propagation and channel delay spread.
However, as the demands for increased capacity have forced the channel
reuse distances in many cellular networks to decrease, this situation has
changed. Instead, cochannel interference has in fact become the major
capacity limiting impairment in practice. To adapt to this new situation
and to create opportunities for further improving the often already high
spectrum efficiency in many networks, the use of algorithms—both re-
ceiver and transmitter oriented—capable of reducing the impact of both
channel impairments as well as cochannel interference have started to
become increasingly important.

In this chapter, different interference rejection strategies for cellular
wireless systems are discussed. Although interference rejection to the
highest degree concerns transmitters as well, the main focus here will
be on receiver oriented techniques. For conceptual understanding and
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reference purposes, a number of interference rejection algorithms will be
presented in detail. The outlined methods represent both well known
as well as recently proposed spatio and spatio-temporal interference re-
jection techniques, differing mainly in their assumptions regarding the
interfering signals and the criterion under which the resulting algorithms
are derived.

3.1 Capacity Improving Techniques

As described in Section 1.1, the use of cellular network architectures offer
a natural and flexible solution to the problem of providing both coverage
and capacity in wireless systems. However, as the capacity demands
in different parts of a network may vary substantially, finding the best
network architecture can be far from trivial. In urban areas, locations
with extremely large capacity demands—so called hot spots—may exist
whereas in rural areas the demands may be very small although coverage
must be provided e.g., due to regulatory demands. Furthermore, the
characteristics of the users may be fundamentally different. Some users
may, in terms of mobility, exhibit close to stationary behavior while others
may be moving rapidly. To meet diverse capacity demands and user
behaviors, heterogeneous network architectures, i.e., networks with cells
having different coverage areas often in hierarchical layers [Chi92], are
frequently used in practice. Large so called macro cells with limited
capacity are typically used for providing surface coverage and support
fast moving terminals whereas smaller so called micro and pico cells are
used to optimize the traffic carrying capacity in suburban and urban
areas with quasi-stationary and stationary users [ABFW96].

The use of heterogeneous network architectures to optimize the sys-
tem capacity is however not entirely without implications. As was pointed
out in Section 1.2, scenarios with strong cochannel interference may oc-
casionally occur. In addition, installing large numbers of micro and pico
cells is often associated with high costs for a network operator. To find so-
lutions to problems like these, large efforts have been spent during the last
decades on developing new techniques that can be used to help improve
the spectrum efficiency—and thereby the traffic carrying capacity—and
to cut the infrastructure deployment costs of cellular networks.

In the following two section we will briefly discuss some such tech-
niques, both transmitter and receiver oriented, of major importance.
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3.1.1 Transmitter Oriented Techniques

Transmitters operating in cellular networks can help improve the spec-
trum efficiency in two ways. By using transmission techniques that

1. maximize the power of the signal of interest at the intended re-
ceiver, and/or that minimize the emission of cochannel interference
into neighboring cells. That is, by using techniques that improve
the operational conditions of the receivers in the network. These
improved conditions can then be exploited to reduce the reuse dis-
tance between cells using the same physical channels and thereby
achieving an increase in the number of physical channels per cell.

2. facilitate cell splitting, i.e., by using techniques that make it possible
to divide the coverage area of a given cell into a number of new cells
with smaller coverage areas.

For compatibility reasons, changing the information data rate or the
bandwidth of the physical channels is often not a feasible solution when
trying to improve the spectrum efficiency of an existing network. Hence,
conventional coding techniques cannot be used for this purpose. As a con-
sequence, to provide means for improved spectrum efficiency, the trans-
mitters are in effect reduced to use spatial or spatio-temporal diversity
techniques. That is, to techniques that require that the transmitters are
equipped with multiple transmit antennas.

Transmission techniques taking advantage of multiple transmit anten-
nas are customary classified according to their use of channel state in-
formation. Seen from an arbitrary transmitter, all receivers tuned to the
same physical channel as the transmitter will have unique spatio-temporal
signatures describing the propagation channels between the transmitter
and the receivers. Depending on whether these signatures are known and
taken into account by the transmitter or not, algorithms utilizing spatial
or spatio-temporal diversity are often referred to as either beamforming
or transmit diversity methods.

Beamforming

Taking advantage of known or partially known signature information,
beamforming algorithms attempt to shape the radiation pattern of an
array transmitter in order to maximize the received power at the in-
tended receiver while minimizing the cochannel interference level at all
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known interfered receivers. In practice this is done by weighting differ-
ent copies of the baseband modulator output signal prior to transmitting
them from the different antenna elements of the transmitter. If proper
weights are applied, at the intended receiver, the different signal copies
will add constructively giving rise to an array gain whereas at the inter-
fered receivers the signal copies will add destructively. Ideally cancelling
each other.

Calculating proper beamforming weights is often a challenging prob-
lem. Since the spatio-temporal signatures of the receivers are usually not
known in advance to a transmitter, the weights typically have to be cal-
culated based on estimates. The complexity in retrieving such estimates
is however due to many factors. For example,

• the number of receivers that has to be taken into account.

• whether the estimates can be retrieved observing signals in the same
frequency band as the transmitter operate or if the estimates have
to be retrieved from observations in other frequency bands.

• the characteristics of the scattering environment local to the trans-
mitting array.

In particular, the coherence distance of the scattering environment is a
measure of major importance as it greatly influence the number of param-
eters that need to be estimated. This measure characterizes the space-
selective fading over the antenna array and represents the maximum spa-
tial separation for which the impulse responses from two antennas in the
array remain strongly correlated at the receiver [PP97].

In its simplest form, beamforming algorithms can be used to divide
the coverage area of a given cell into fixed sectors, so called cell sector-
ing [Stü99]. For this to be possible, the aperture of the transmitting
array, i.e., the largest distance between any two elements in the array,
must however be smaller than the coherence distance of the scattering
environment. As the cells defined by the sectors can be served from the
same site, cell sectoring offers a natural and cost effective method to de-
ploy micro and pico cells in practice. To reach even further improved
spectrum efficiency, spatial multiplexing using adaptive beamforming al-
gorithms may be considered [GP94, MB95, GF97, Zet97, BO01, Str03].
This technique allows multiple receivers to be assigned the same physical
channel in the same cell. A technique often referred to as spatial division
multiple access (SDMA) [ZO95, Ott96].
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Transmit Diversity

Without spatio-temporal signature knowledge, the radiation pattern of
an array transmitter can not be shaped to optimize the demodulation at
the intended receiver nor reduce the emission of interference into neigh-
boring cells. However, if the element spacing of the transmitting array
is larger than the coherence distance of its local scattering environment,
the detection performance of the intended receiver can still be improved
by using transmit diversity techniques. These techniques exploit the fact
that since the propagation channels between the different antennas of
the transmitter and the antenna(s) of the intended receiver will not be
strongly correlated, it is possible to obtain both a conventional diver-
sity gain and also in some cases a coding gain at the receiver. Even if
the intended receiver is equipped with only one receive antenna. This is
possible by distributing the transmission of the information bearing data
stream at the transmitter in both the spatial and temporal domains. A
procedure commonly referred to as space-time coding.

Space-time codes can take on many forms. Common to all is that
they incorporate spatial and temporal structures that makes it possible
for a receiver to gain diversity despite the fact that the observations at
the receiver are linear combinations of the signals sent from the serv-
ing transmitter and not multiple uncorrelated replicas of the same sig-
nal. In for example [Wit91, SW93], conceptually, this is accomplished
by using a simple space-time code—referred to as delay diversity—which
distributes the information symbol sequence such that the same symbol
is transmitted from the different antennas of the transmitter at different
time instances. This has the effect that an artificial delay spread is cre-
ated which can be exploited at the receiver to gain diversity using e.g.,
a conventional maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE). Con-
sidering joint design of coding, modulation and diversity, viewing the
problem from a coding theoretical perspective, in [TSC98, NTS98], so
called space-time trellis codes offering both diversity and code gains are
derived. Although delay diversity is indeed optimal in the sense that the
diversity gain experienced in an optimal receiver is equal to the number of
sensors in the transmitting array [Win94], in [Ala98, TJC99], addressing
the issue of receiver complexity, another class of space-time codes referred
to as orthogonal space-time block codes requiring only linear processing
are proposed.
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3.1.2 Receiver Oriented Techniques

The minimum physical channel reuse distance of a cellular network is ul-
timately due to two factors. The link performance constraints set by the
quality of service expectations of the different users and the different re-
ceivers ability to sustain interference. As the link performance constraints
are often fixed, receiver oriented techniques for improving the spectrum
efficiency typically aim at improving the different receivers robustness
against interference.

From a system perspective, improving the receivers robustness against
interference may help improve the overall capacity in two ways.

1. It allows the reuse distance between cells assigned the same phys-
ical channels to be reduced. That is, by trading off the improved
interference robustness, the number of physical channels that can
be used in the different cells may be increased.

2. It can increase the robustness against occasional scenarios of strong
cochannel interference in heterogeneous networks. A problem that
if not considered may result in outage problems and blocked calls,
i.e., in local capacity drops.

In contrast to the options of the transmitters discussed in the previ-
ous section, at the receivers, many different diversity techniques can be
employed to help improve the interference robustness. Often in combi-
nations and usually in conjunction with combining techniques based on
different interference rejection strategies. Next, we will briefly discuss
some such diversity methods and interference rejection strategies.

Diversity Methods

Diversity schemes are used to provide receivers with multiple, preferably
independently fading, copies of the same information bearing signal. In
practice, depending on the characteristics of both the transmitter, the
propagation channel as well as the receiver itself, there are several ways
in which this can be achieved. Common to virtually all methods is that
they naturally let the communication system, including the propagation
channel, to be modeled as a multichannel system, cf. Figure 3.1. From an
analysis point-of-view this is very attractive since it provides an abstrac-
tion that allows communication systems using different types of diversity
to be studied in the same framework. In addition, as will be seen in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3, casting the receiver problem into a multichannel
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Figure 3.1: Generic multichannel communication system.

framework allows powerful algebraic vector-space methods to be used in
finding, under different criteria, optimal and suboptimal filters for com-
bating e.g., cochannel interference.

A multichannel representation of a communication system, can be
obtained in different ways. In fact, correlated signal observations may
be obtained at a receiver for both the single receive antenna case as well
as for the case of multiple sensors. Examples of methods, which may be
combined, yielding multichannel representations are,

• spatial oversampling in presence of multiple antennas.
Probing the spatial dimension at the receiver using an antenna ar-
ray is perhaps the most intuitive and straightforward approach to
get a multichannel representation. Exploiting other antenna re-
lated diversity techniques such as angle [Sur65, PH98], polarization
[BNB99, Bec01], and field diversity [Lee97] also fit naturally into
this framework.

• temporal oversampling with respect to the symbol period.
Communication systems using excess bandwidth in the modulation,
i.e., modulation schemes in which the bandwidth of the modulated
signal exceeds the Nyquist frequency 1/2T where T is the symbol
period, can also be cast as multichannel systems. This is possible
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since considering temporal oversampling with respect to the sym-
bol period, the inherent cyclostationary property of the communica-
tion signal can be exploited to obtain correlated signal observations
[TXK91, SP94].

• signal constellation exploitation.
The third approach represents methods relying on specific signal
constellation properties. In e.g. [KSO96, LD98, Kri98], multichan-
nel representations are derived exploiting the structure present in
one dimensional signal constellations.

A remark on notation is on its place. Due to the strong analogies be-
tween the generic multichannel representation and the use of an antenna
array at the receiver, although sometimes somewhat misleading in cases
where the representation is not derived from pure spatial oversampling,
the terminology used in multichannel processing is often related to the
array processing case.

Interference Rejection Strategies

Interference rejection as a concept is simply about reducing the impact of
one or more signal components in a compound signal in favor a specific
signal of interest. Depending on the statistical characterization of the
interfering signals known to the interfered receiver, fundamentally differ-
ent strategies may be considered to achieve this objective. Intuitively, it
is reasonable to assume that the more that is known in terms of char-
acteristics and properties, the more efficient the rejection can be made.
However, it is also reasonable to expect that the more explicit information
that is utilized, known or assumed, the more sensitive to model errors
the different algorithms will be.

Interference models are often classified as either deterministic or
stochastic. Whereas the former class of models aims at describing the
interference as a deterministic but usually unknown signal, i.e., as a sig-
nal which is exactly specified or predictable according to some model or
rule, stochastic models provide a statistical description that view the in-
terference as a realization of a stochastic process. The use of statistical
interference models has proven to be a useful approach in many appli-
cations. Many signals arising in practice cannot be reasonably described
as purely deterministic although they may have structures and elements
that can. Depending on whether such prior knowledge is incorporated
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into the statistical description or not, stochastic models are often referred
to as being either structured or unstructured respectively.

Next, we will briefly discuss four different interference rejection strate-
gies based on different model assumptions that are of particular interest
in practice. These are,

• noise whitening.
The use of an unstructured stochastic model to quantify the be-
havior of cochannel interference and other types of additive im-
pairments corresponds to the most generic but at the same time,
from an interference rejection point-of-view, the least informative
model that can be employed by a receiver. Since the observed in-
terference is viewed as a realization of a random process rather
than as a deterministic signal, in order to provide means for re-
ducing the impact of all possible realizations, the receiver typically
has to resort to interference rejection algorithms that implements
noise whitening filters. That is, to filtering techniques that aim at
transforming the spatio-temporal distribution of the random signal
such that it becomes white in both the spatial and temporal do-
mains. In considering rejection of a class of signals rather than a
specific sequence, algorithms based on noise whitening approaches
are typically robust to model errors. However, this highly desirable
property is in general achieved at the expense of an overall reduced
rejection performance.

Since noise whitening is a standard procedure in estimation the-
ory, many excellent textbooks address this problem, cf. e.g.
[Tre71, Kay93]. In [ME86, BJ95, ER97], noise whitening is consid-
ered in multichannel communication scenarios with spatially dis-
tributed interference. Extensions to the case of spatio-temporally
distributed interference can be found e.g., in [VPPF94, Slo96,
AO98a, AO98b, BMC99].

• interference suppression.
Regardless of whether a structured stochastic or a deterministic in-
terference model is considered, interference suppression algorithms
typically exploit the presence of known deterministic structures in
the model to achieve interference rejection. Viewed as an alge-
braic problem, this is often accomplished exploiting the fact that
the known structures in many cases confine the signal of interest
and the interfering signals to different subspaces in the observation
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space. Hence, by using subspace processing methods, the different
signals can often, at least to some extent, be separated. The pres-
ence of known structures in the interference can be due to many
factors. For example, the interfering signals may be generated by
other system users or by some other known source. Exploiting in-
herent structures in the interfering signals can often be very effective
in terms of achieving interference rejection. It should however be
kept in mind that the successful use of model based algorithms is
closely related to the quality of the models and thus the different
estimators used to retrieve the parameters of these models. Hence,
the potential gain offered by model based methods is achieved at
the expense of a reduced robustness against model errors.

There are numerous examples of interference suppression based re-
jection algorithms exploiting multichannel representations in the
literature. With a few exceptions, most of the algorithms referred
to in Section 1.2.1 belong to this class.

• interference cancellation.
The third rejection strategy assumes a deterministic interference
model. The basic idea of interference cancellation based algorithms
is simply to first estimate the interference and then subtract it from
the original observation in order to reduce or completely remove its
influence prior to demodulating the signal of interest. In systems
dominated by cochannel interference this is typically achieved by
considering either successive or parallel interference cancellation.
Whereas in the former approach the cochannel users are normally
first ordered according to their received powers and then the sig-
nals are estimated and cancelled successively from the composite
signal, in the later scheme, all signals are estimated in parallel
and are then subtracted from the composite signal. Both these
schemes may be applied as multistage schemes meaning that the
estimates are improved in an iterative manner. Aiming at remov-
ing the actual interference signal observed, interference cancellation
based algorithms may be extremely efficient in achieving interfer-
ence rejection. However, similar to interference suppression based
schemes, exploiting a model description to achieve rejection, inter-
ference cancellation techniques are usually sensitive to model errors
and require knowledge of the interfering signals.

Interference cancellation as a concept has its roots in informa-
tion theory [Wyn74, Car75, CT91]. Applied to communication
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scenarios, the use of cancellation techniques has been proposed
for both non-spread and spread spectrum signals. In for exam-
ple [BNB88, Jan94], interference rejection methods based on inter-
ference cancellation are proposed for angle modulated signals. In
[DHHZ95, Mos96, Ver98] the use of interference cancellation in code
division multiple access (CDMA) based systems is addressed.

• joint detection.
Considering a deterministic interference model, the ultimate in-
terference rejection strategy is well known. It corresponds to
joint detection of the wanted and the interfering users’ signals
[Ver86, Wal95, Ver98]. Unfortunately, joint detection is often an
overwhelming complex task to achieve in practice. Depending on
the number of cochannel users and the characteristics of their prop-
agation channels, in addition to the problems associated with re-
trieving the channel state information of all the users, sequence
estimation taking a large number of states must typically be con-
sidered.

3.2 Interference Modeling

As was mentioned in the previous section, interference models are often
classified according to how they characterize the behavior of the modeled
signal. That is, whether the interfering signal is treated as deterministic
or a stochastic signal. Although in most systems the signals observed by
an interfered receiver usually is due to the transmissions of other system
users and thus can be seen as deterministic signals, in practice, due to
the presence of e.g., model errors, unknown and thus unmodeled signals,
etc., the use of stochastic models to describe the behavior of cochannel
interference has proven useful in many applications.

In this section, forming the basis for the subsequent discussions in
both Section 3.3 as well as in Chapter 4–6, short introductions to un-
structured and structured stochastic distortion models that attempt to
model the interference situation in cellular systems will be given.

3.2.1 Unstructured Distortion Models

For communication scenarios where the origin and/or structure of the
interference are vaguely known or considered to be too complex to be ex-
plicitly modeled, the use of an unstructured stochastic distortion models
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may provide a flexible solution to the problem of establishing a mathe-
matically tractable description of the interfering signals and the noise.

Applied to the multiuser communication scenario discussed in Section
2.5, assuming that the propagation environment is well modeled as quasi-
stationary, the following simple signal model is obtained,

x[n] = G0d0[n] + ξ[n], (3.1)

where ξ[n] is a stochastic process modeling the behavior of the impair-
ment noise, G0 is the M × (L0 + 1) dimensional joint equipment and
channel filter matrix, and d0[n] is the corresponding (L0 + 1)× 1 dimen-
sional state vector that specifies the intersymbol interference structure of
the desired user.

In practice, ξ[n] is predominantly assumed Gaussian distributed. It
should however be observed that other distribution functions may be
considered as well.

To retrieve the most likely sent sequence of data, d0[n], based on (3.1),
it is trivially clear that the receiver should decide in favor of the sequence
{d0[n]}Ndt

n=1 that maximizes the likelihood function of the observations
x[n], i.e.,

{d̂0[n]}Ndt
n=1 = arg max

{d0[n]}N
n=1

p
(

{x[n]}Nn=1 | G0, {d0[n]}Nn=1

)

. (3.2)

Finding the maximizing argument of (3.2) is however in general a non-
trivial problem. Depending on the assumed distribution of the impair-
ment noise and it’s characteristics, often exhaustive search methods must
be used. However, for certain classes of noise processes, for example
Gaussian processes being temporally white or possessing an autoregres-
sive (AR) structure, the use of exhaustive search methods can be avoided
and instead the use of computationally efficient search methods based on
principles from dynamic programming [Omu69] can be considered.

3.2.2 Structured Interference Models

Although a full characterization of the cochannel users and their signals
will rarely be known in advance by an interfered receiver, most often
at least some of their characteristics are. For cellular system users, pri-
marily being interfered by other system users, this knowledge of course
includes information about system parameters such as modulation and
access methods used, transmission protocol structures, etc. In addition to
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these system characteristics, most often also at least partial information
regarding the characteristics of the propagation environment may also
be known. For example, it may be known at the receiver whether the
transmission channels are dispersive or not, and if the transmission en-
vironment can be modeled as quasi-stationary during segments of time.
Exploiting this type of partial information, structured, still stochastic
models of the cochannel users’ signals may be formulated which can be
utilized to reduce their impact with respect to the desired user.

Structured models often arise naturally when considering the phys-
ical mechanisms behind an event or an observation. In Section 2.5, a
deterministic time-discrete signal model was derived explicitly linking
the front-end output signal of a multichannel receiver to the data sent
from a desired user and a number of cochannel users assuming a quasi-
static dispersive propagation environment. Examining this signal model
it is readily seen, cf. (2.37), that the observed signal can be expressed as,

x[n] = G0d0[n] + ξ[n], (3.3)

where the distortion term ξ[n] is given by

ξ[n] = Gd[n] + ε[n], (3.4)

with G = [G1, . . . ,GQ] denoting the joint channel matrix of the interfer-

ing cochannel users and d[n] = [dT1 [n], . . . ,dTQ[n]]T is their corresponding
joint state vector at epoch n. Hence, by taking into account the fact that
the cochannel users convey information over dispersive channels in the
same way as the desired user, however introducing the assumption that
dq[n], q > 0, is a random Lq + 1 vector with some suitable distribution,
a structured stochastic interference model is directly obtained.

In contrast to the unstructured distortion model approach discussed
in the previous section, by considering (3.3), the structure imposed by the
transmission channels may be explicitly exploited to achieve interference
suppression. From (3.3) it is clear that if the space spanned by the
columns of G0 is not spanned by the columns of G, i.e., ran(G0) 6⊆
ran(G), then the desired user’s and the cochannel users’ signals will be
confined to different subspaces in the M dimensional observation space of
the receiver. This important observation implies that powerful algebraic
vector-space methods based on subspace processing can be applied to
remove or at least mitigate the impact of the interfering cochannel users
signals.
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Figure 3.2: Multichannel interference rejection algorithm classification.

3.3 Interference Rejection Algorithms

In this section, different interference rejection algorithms applicable to
multichannel receivers will be discussed. The treatment is restricted
to algorithms based on unstructured and structured Gaussian distortion
models. Interference rejection algorithms can be classified in many dif-
ferent ways. In this section, the classification shown in Figure 3.2 will
be consider. That is, a classification dividing the algorithms into cate-
gories depending on their ability to handle intersymbol interference and
different statistical properties of the impairment noise.

3.3.1 Noise Whitening Algorithms

The ultimate goal of a noise-whitening filter is to remove both the spa-
tial as well as the temporal correlation structure present in an observed
sequence of vector-valued noise samples. Thus, in terms of the unstruc-
tured distortion model introduced in Section 3.2.1, the noise-whitening
filter should ideally normalize the zero-th and cancel all the non-zero time
lags of the covariance matrix Rξξ[k] = E{ξ[n+ k]ξH [n]} associated with
ξ[n]. Hence, with ξ[n] as the input signal, the filter is to produce an
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output signal ξ′[n] satisfying

E
{

ξ′[n+ k]ξ′H [n]
}

= IM ′δ[k]. (3.5)

In most practical systems, the use of transmission protocols make it
natural to process the observed data in the receivers in blocks. From a
noise whitening point-of-view, this may potentially cause problems since
the correlation structure of the impairment noise typically has a finite
support which implies that a noise-whitening filter in order to satisfy
(3.5) in general will have to be of infinite impulse response (IIR) type.
To deal with this problem, different assumptions and approximations
with respect to the support of Rξξ[k] are frequently considered. Next,
different noise-whitening algorithms based on such approximations will
be discussed.

Spatial Filtering Algorithms

The simplest possible filter structure capable of performing noise-
whitening is a spatial filter. The output signal from such filter can be
expressed as,

y[n] = WHx[n], (3.6)

where W is an M ×M ′ dimensional weighting matrix and M ′ ≤ M is
the dimension of the decision statistics passed to the detector. To achieve
noise whitening it follows directly from (3.5) that the weighting matrix
W should be chosen such that the relation

WHRξξ[k]W = IMδ[k] (3.7)

holds. Due to the quadratic form, except for the special case when Rξξ[k]

has zero support, implying that W = R
−H/2
ξξ [0], it is intuitively clear that

there exist no W such that (3.7) is satisfied for all k. Hence, the use of
spatial filters for interference whitening purposes is, in a strict sense,
limited to cases where the interference can be well modeled as spatially
colored only.

Although the interference observed by an interfered receiver will of-
ten be temporally correlated, e.g. due to propagation effects and/or the
equipment filters employed in the transmitters and the receiver, approx-
imating the impairment noise as temporally white has proven useful in
practice. In for example, [AFK+97] substantially improved performance
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is reported using a spatial noise whitening algorithm often referred to as
IRC.

• Interference Rejection Combining (IRC).
In IRC based detectors, the impairment noise signal ξ[n] is assumed
to be a zero-mean stationary Gaussian process with second-order
statistics given by Rξξ[k] = Qδ[k]. Under these assumptions, the
cost function to be optimized in order to find the MLSE solution is
straightforwardly obtained from (3.2) as

{d̂0[n]}Ndt
n=1 = arg min

{d0[n]}
Ndt
n=1

∑

n

∥

∥

∥
x[n] − G0d0[n]

∥

∥

∥

2

Q−1
. (3.8)

Due to the assumed temporal whiteness of the impairment noise,
finding the minimizing argument of (3.8) can efficiently be accom-
plished using the Viterbi algorithm [Vit67, For72, Ung74]. It should
however be noted that (3.8) will only produce the MLSE solution
if the true G0 and Q are known in advance. Methods to estimate
these quantities are treated in e.g., [Kar98].

Spatio-Temporal Filtering Algorithms

As we have just seen, experiencing approximatively white but spatially
colored impairment noise, spatial filters can be used by an interfered re-
ceiver to achieve noise whitening. To extend this capability to temporally
correlated noise as well, spatio-temporal filtering must in general be con-
sidered. That is, vector filters trying to compensate for the presence of
correlation in both the spatial and the temporal domains.

Restricting our attention to linear spatio-temporal filters, the filter
output can be related to the observations x[n] simply as

y[n] =
∑

m

WH
mx[n−m], (3.9)

where Wm, as in the case of the spatial filter, is an M ×M ′ dimensional
weighting matrix and the support of the filter is due to the temporal
covariance structure of the impairment noise.

As was mentioned earlier, if the impairment noise seen by a receiver
is primarily due to the signaling of other cochannel users, its temporal
covariance will in most cases often have finite support. As a direct con-
sequence, in order to achieve noise whitening, the temporal support of
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the noise-whitening filter has to be infinite. This is of course highly un-
desirable of many obvious reasons. To avoid this problem it has been
suggested in e.g., [AO98a, AO98b, Slo96] to model the impairment noise
as a multivariate AR process of some order K, i.e., by assuming that

ξ[n] = −
K
∑

k=1

Akξ[n− k] + e[n], (3.10)

where Ak is an M × M AR coefficient matrix and e[n] is an M × 1
dimensional temporally white innovation process with some spatial color
E{e[n]eH [m]} = Qδ[n −m]. Hence, due to the assumed AR structure,
the corresponding noise whitening filter need only to be of finite impulse
response (FIR) type.

• Spatio-Temporal Interference Rejection Combining.
Assuming the innovation process e[n] to be Gaussian distributed,
the MLSE for the signal of interest is given by

{d̂0[n]}Ndt
n=0 = arg min

{d0[n]}
Ndt
n=0

∑

n

∥

∥

∥W̄
H

x̄[n] − H0d̃0[n]
∥

∥

∥

2

Q−1
, (3.11)

where

W̄
H

= [WH
0 . . .WH

K ] = [IM ,A(K)],

A(K) = [A1 . . .AK ],

x̄[n] = [xT [n], . . . ,xT [n−K]]T ,

H0 = W̄
H

G0,

G0 =













G0 0M×(K−1)

0M×1 G0 0M×(K−2)

...
. . .

...

0M×(K−1) G0













,

and

d̃0[n] = [d0[n], . . . , dq[n− L0 −K]]
T
.

Similar to the MLSE for the temporally white distortion case, find-
ing the minimizing argument of (3.11) can be accomplished using
the Viterbi algorithm. Unstructured and structured methods to
estimate the in general unknown quantities A(K), H0 and Q can
be found in e.g., [AO98a] or in Chapter 6 respectively.
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Space-Time Filtering Algorithms

In conventional transmitters, the symbol sequence sq[n] passed to the
baseband modulator, cf. Section 2.4.3, can often be approximated as in-
dependent, i.e., E{sq[n]s∗q [n + k]} ≈ σ2

sq
δ[k]. At an interfered receiver,

this has the effect that interference observed due to the qth interferer
can be modeled as stationary. Thus, any of the two previously discussed
noise-whitening algorithms can be used to reduce the impact of the inter-
fering signals. However, if the interferer employs for example a transmit
diversity scheme where temporal correlation is intentionally introduced
between the data streams transmitted from the different antennas of the
interferer this approximation will in general no longer be appropriate. De-
pending on the properties of the space-time code used, the interference
will instead typically become cyclostationary with a period determined
by the space-time code word length.

Interference rejection of cyclostationary interference will be discussed
further in Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Interference Suppression Algorithms

The objective of interference suppression algorithms is to exploit the pres-
ence of known structures in the signals observed by an interfered receiver
in order to help improve the detection of a given signal of interest. If
the observations of the receiver can be viewed as the output from a mul-
tichannel system, one approach to achieve interference suppression is to
consider vector-space algorithms that take advantage of the fact that the
known structures often confine the different signals to subspaces that are
at least not identical although they may share some dimensions.

In this section a selection of spatial, spatio-temporal, and space-time
algorithms for interference suppression will be discussed. Similar to the
discussion on noise-whitening, only linear filter methods will be consid-
ered.

Spatial Filtering Algorithms

As in the case of noise-whitening, spatial filtering algorithms provide
the simplest possible structure for suppressing interference considering
a vector-space approach. The output signal from the filter also has the
same structure for both cases, i.e.,

y[n] = WHx[n], (3.12)
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where the characteristics and performance of the filter is determined by
the weighting matrix W . It should be noted that in practice spatial
filtering algorithms are often designed to yield a scalar output statistic,
hence we will frequently substitute w for W in the treatment below.

Traditionally, the intersymbol interference (ISI) structure present in
the received signal is often neglected when considering spatial filtering
algorithms. Instead, the delayed components are modeled as independent
cochannel users effectively transforming the original signal model given
by (3.3) into an equivalent signal model that comprise a total of Q′ =
∑Q
q=0(Lq+1) users transmitting their data over non-dispersive channels,

i.e.,

x[n] =

Q
∑

q=0

Lq
∑

l=0

gq,ldq[n− l] + ε[n],

=

Q′

∑

q=0

g̃qd̃q[n] + ε[n], (3.13)

where g̃q denote theM dimensional array response vector associated with

the qth fictitious user and d̃q[n] is the corresponding user’s transmitted
symbol at epoch n.

To detect the data of the desired user, most often the strongest ISI
component is considered, i.e., the index addressing the user of interest is
selected simply as,

q0 = arg max
l={0,...,L0}

‖g0,l‖2. (3.14)

Due to the modeling of the delayed components as independent
cochannel users, the available spatial degrees of freedom are not used
entirely for cochannel user suppression but also for temporal distortion
suppression. Hence, the maximum number of cochannel users Qmax that
may be suppressed using a spatial filter is upper bounded by the expres-
sion,

Qmax
∑

q=0

(Lq + 1) < M + 1, (3.15)

where it is assumed that no channels are linearly dependent.
With the starting point from the signal model defined by (3.13), a

multitude of methods to compute different spatial filters w or W have
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been suggested. All with the common objective to find weight vectors
such that the output signal of the spatial filter resembles the sent signal
of the desired user as close as possible subject to some predefined perfor-
mance criterion. Below, the main ideas and results for some important
methods are briefly reviewed.

• Maximum SNIR Criterion.
The output statistics from a spatial filter is commonly used to
detect the desired users sent data. Since the performance of the
detector is closely related to the amount of residual interference
present in the filter output signal, a natural design criterion is to
find weights such that the signal to noise and interference ratio
(SNIR) is maximized,

wSNIR = arg max
w

E
{

‖wH g̃q0 d̃q0 [n]‖2
}

E
{

∑

q 6=q0
‖wH g̃qd̃q[n]‖2

}

+ E {‖wHε[n]‖2}
.

(3.16)

The weight vector maximizing the SNIR criterion is given by the
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the following
generalized eigenvalue problem [GL96],

g̃q0Rd̃d̃,q0
g̃q0Hw = λmax





∑

q 6=q0

g̃qRd̃d̃,qg̃
H
q + Rεε



w, (3.17)

where Rd̃d̃,q = E{d̃q[n]d̃q[n]}.
By neglecting the impact of the noise, the frequently considered
maximum SIR criterion and its corresponding weight vector is read-
ily found from (3.16) and (3.17) respectively, simply by assuming
that ε[n] ≡ 0M×1 and thus Rεε ≡ 0M×M .

• MMSE Criterion.
Another intuitive and frequently considered criterion is the stan-
dard minimum mean square error (MMSE) criterion defined by the
cost function,

wMMSE = arg min
w

E

{

∥

∥

∥w
Hx[n] − d̃q0 [n]

∥

∥

∥

2
}

. (3.18)
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The solution to (3.18) is readily found as

w = R−1
xxg̃q0Rd̃d̃,q0

. (3.19)

• LCMV Criterion.
In many applications it may be difficult or even impossible to esti-
mate the covariance matrices required to find the solutions to the
SNIR or MMSE criteria. An alternative approach that permits ex-
tensive control over the filter response is to apply linear constraints
to the weight vector. The basic idea is to force the response of the
filter to meet some set of linear constraints while minimizing the
output variance of the filter signal, i.e.,

wLCMV = arg min
w

E
{

‖wHx[n]‖2
}

subject to CHw = f .

(3.20)

This has the effect of potentially preserving the desired user’s sig-
nal while minimizing the residual interference. The weight vector
minimizing this so called linearly constrained minimum variance
(LCMV) criterion, is straightforwardly found using for example the
method of Lagrange multipliers yielding the solution

wLCMV = R−1
xxC

[

CHR−1
xxC

]−1

f . (3.21)

An important and frequently considered constraint is the unit gain
constraint with respect to the desired user, i.e., wH g̃q0 = 1. The
corresponding weight vector,

wMVDR = R−1
xxg̃q0 , (3.22)

is known as the minimum variance distortion less response (MVDR)
beamformer [VB88]. In case of uncorrelated sources, it may be
shown that (3.22) is equivalent to the maximum SNIR solution
given by (3.17).

• Weighted Least Squares Criteria.
The weight vectors derived under the max SNIR or the LCMV
criteria are both examples of statistically optimum filters based
on a stochastic model of the sent data d̃q[n]. If the signals are
instead modeled as deterministic but unknown quantities, results
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from classic estimation theory [Tre71, Kay93] may be considered to
find the desired filter. In particular, if the responses of the array
for all users are known, the filter weights may straightforwardly be
found from the weighted least squares (WLS) estimate of d̃q0 [n],

ˆ̃
dq0 [n] = uHQ′+1,q0+1

[

G̃
H

C−1G̃
]−1

G̃
H

C−1x[n], (3.23)

where ul,t is a unit l-vector with element t equal to one, G̃ =
[g̃0, . . . , g̃Q′ ] and C is an M ×M arbitrary positive-definite matrix,
yielding

wWLS = C−1G̃
[

G̃
H

C−1G̃
]−1

eQ′+1,q0+1. (3.24)

Note that if it can be assumed that the noise ε[n] is temporally
white and Gaussian, with C = Rεε, (3.24) corresponds to the gen-
eral solution of the maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion.

Spatio-Temporal Filtering Algorithms

To avoid undue requirements with respect to the number of antenna ele-
ments needed to handle the presence of intersymbol interference, spatio-
temporal processing may be considered. As in the case of spatio-temporal
noise-whitening, a spatio-temporal vector-space filter aims at minimizing
the impact of the interference by taking into account more than one tem-
poral sample of the multichannel output signal. Casted into a vector
representation, the input argument to the spatio-temporal filter is hence
the stacked vector,

x̄[n] =
[

xT [n], . . . ,xT [n−N + 1]
]T
, (3.25)

where N denotes the number of vector samples considered in each stacked
vector, commonly referred to as the temporal window length of the filter.

In contrast to the spatio-temporal noise-whitening case where multi-
ple vector samples are considered in order to cancel the temporal covari-
ance structure of the impairment noise, in the case of spatio-temporal
vector-space processing, multiple vector samples are considered in order
to restore the possibility of separating the desired user’s and the inter-
fering users’ signals using subspace processing based methods although
ran(G0) ⊂ ran(G) may be the case in the presence of ISI. This by ex-
ploiting the ISI structure of the cochannel users’ channels.
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Using (3.3), the factorization of x̄[n] is straightforwardly revealed,

x̄[n] =

Q
∑

q=0

Gqd̃q[n] + ε̄[n], (3.26)

where the spatio-temporal channel matrix Gq is an MN × (Lq + N)
dimensional block Toeplitz matrix, .i.e.,

Gq =















Gq 0M×(N−1)

0M×1 Gq 0M×(N−2)

...
. . .

...

0M×(N−1) Gq















(3.27)

and the augmented state of the qth user and the stacked noise vectors
are given by

s̃q[n] = [sq[n], . . . , sq[n− Lq −N + 1]]
T
, (3.28)

ε̄[n] =
[

εT [n], . . . , εT [n−N + 1]
]T

(3.29)

respectively. From (3.26) and (3.27) it is clear that provided the dimen-
sion of the multichannel output signal exceeds the number of interfering
sources, i.e., M > Q, it is easily verified that the temporal window length
N can always be chosen large enough to guarantee that rank(G) < MN ,
where G = [G1 . . .GQ]. Hence, provided that ran(G0) 6⊂ ran(G), there
exists a subspace in which no cochannel interference is present. An ob-
servation that may be used to retrieve the sequence of sent data from the
desired user.

A spatio-temporal filter can be seen as a generalized spatial filter.
Thus, the criteria functions introduced for spatial filters may be gener-
alized to the spatio-temporal processing case as well. To see this, a few
generalized versions of the criteria functions previously discussed will be
examined next.

• Maximum SNIR Criterion.
The SNIR cost function for the spatio-temporal processing case may
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be expressed as,

W SNIR = arg max
W

E

{

∥

∥

∥W
H

G0d̃0[n]
∥

∥

∥

2

F

}

E

{

∥

∥

∥
WH

G
¯̃
d[n]

∥

∥

∥

2

F

}

+ E

{

∥

∥

∥
WH ε̄[n]

∥

∥

∥

2

F

} ,

(3.30)

where
¯̃
d[n] = [d̃

T

1 [n], . . . , d̃
T

Q[n]]T . The solution to this maximiza-
tion problem is found by considering the generalized eigenvalue
problem given by:

G0Rs̃s̃,0G
H
0 wi = λi

(

GR¯̃s¯̃sG
H + Rε̄ε̄

)

wi, (3.31)

where Rs̃s̃,0 = E{s̃0[n]s̃H0 [n]} and R¯̃s¯̃s = E{¯̃s[n]¯̃sH [n]}. Hence,
the columns of the optimal filter matrix W SNIR are given by the
eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of (3.31).

• Maximum SIR Criterion.
For the SIR cost function case, it is readily verified from (3.30) that
W SIR should perform an orthogonal projection of the received data
onto the null space of the CCI signals. Since G spans the CCI signal
subspace, assuming that rank(G) < MN , it thus directly follows
that

W SIR = IMN − G

(

G
H

G

)−1

G
H . (3.32)

• MMSE Criterion.
The minimum mean square error (MMSE) cost function for the
spatio-temporal processing case is given by

W MMSE = arg min
W

E

{

∥

∥

∥W
H x̄[n] − G0d̃0[n]

∥

∥

∥

2

F

}

. (3.33)

By rewriting the norm expression and rearranging the terms, the
MMSE solution is readily found as

W MMSE = R−1
x̄x̄G0Rd̃d̃,0G

H
0 . (3.34)

Other criteria functions derived for the spatial-filtering case may be gen-
eralized in a similar fashion.
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Space-Time Filtering Algorithms

In case of cyclostationary interference, space-time filters operating on
consecutive blocks of observations may be used to achieve interference
suppression. Similar to handling stationary spatio-temporal interference,
by considering block processing, the number of spatial dimensions re-
quired to suppress the undesired signals may be substantially reduced.
For the case of synchronous cyclostationary interference due to space-time
block encoded transmissions it is shown in [NS99, NS00] that in general
only Q + 1 antennas are required to suppress the interference from Q
cochannel users while maintaining the diversity given by the number of
transmit antennas of the desired user.

Zero forcing and MMSE filters capable of achieving this for the case
of two synchronous cochannel users are presented in e.g., [NS99, NSC00].
The extension to the case of Q cochannel users is found in [NS00, NS01].





Chapter 4

Space-Time Interference
Rejection Combining

4.1 Introduction

The use of diversity techniques to help improve the performance of wire-
less communication systems operating over fading and noisy channels is
well known. Although advanced receiver oriented techniques exist to fight
most major impairments experienced in wireless communications, size
and complexity constraints often impede the implementation of complex
diversity solutions in practice. As a solution to this problem, allowing
the terminals to draw upon the benefits of space diversity while shifting
hardware complexity from the terminals to the access points, transmit
diversity based on space-time coding has been proposed as a key tech-
nique to replace or alternatively complement the use of array receivers at
the terminals of wireless networks.

One of the first proposals suggesting use of multiple transmitters com-
bined with time domain processing to help improve the performance of
single-antenna terminals operating in flat-fading environments was au-
thored by Wittneben [Wit91] in the context of multicast, i.e., simulta-
neous transmission from different access points in a network to a given
terminal. In an effort to find a physical layer capable of providing at
least a fraction of the bandwidth efficiency predicted by multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) system theory, cf. [Tel95, FG98], the ideas of
Wittneben were later generalized by Tarokh et al. in [TSC98] where a
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design criterion for a new general class of codes labeled space-time codes
was derived as well as a subclass of these codes referred to as space-time
trellis codes. In addressing the issue of decoding complexity, generalizing
the important result of Alamouti [Ala98] stating that for a two transmit
antenna system maximum diversity gain for any given number of receive
antennas may be reached using a simple space-time block code and linear
processing only at the receiver, a new important subclass of space-time
codes referred to as space-time block codes based on orthogonal designs
(STBC-OD) was introduced by Tarokh et al. in [TJC99]. Offering means
for simple implementation, codes belonging to the STBC-OD subclass
have gained considerable interest in practice. Both from academic point-
of-view but also from applied viewpoints as candidates for use in future
standards for cellular wireless communication [3GP01, ITU].

Besides suffering from inferior performance due to less favorable code
properties as compared to e.g., space-time trellis codes, there are two
potential problems associated with the use of STBC-OD in practice. The
first is due to the flat fading assumption under which space-time codes in
general are derived. In [TNSC99] this problem is analyzed taking a coding
theoretical approach and it is claimed that codes designed for flat-fading
channels will, in general, continue to perform well even in case of severe
delay spread. Another solution to the problem is proposed in [LP00,
SL01]. Introducing a new paradigm called time-reversal space-time block
coding (TR-STBC) it is shown that the basic ideas of [Ala98, TJC99] may
easily be extended to channels with intersymbol interference. The second
problem is related to the fact that space-time codes are normally designed
implicitly assuming a single user environment, i.e., that the impairment
noise seen by the receiver is spatio-temporally white. An assumption that
is seldom true in multiuser systems.

The attractive features of space-time codes in general and STBC-OD
in particular have created an emerging interest in finding appropriate in-
terference rejection algorithms for multiuser scenarios. In e.g., [LSL02], a
classic noise whitening approach is considered. Based on the assumption
that the impairment noise seen by the detector can be modeled as un-
structured Gaussian noise i.e., as a temporally white but potentially spa-
tially colored stochastic process, maximum likelihood (ML) detectors are
derived for both known and unknown channels. A structured stochastic
approach to the problem is taken in [NS99] where utilizing the structure
of both the space-time codes of the desired and the interfering users, ML
decoding algorithms based on zero-forcing and minimum mean square
error (MMSE) interference suppression are derived. In the same paper, a
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Figure 4.1: System model.

deterministic interference cancellation (IC) techniques is also proposed.

Although interference rejection based on deterministic distortion
models may theoretically provide excellent performance, taking into ac-
count the fact that most receivers will have to base their interference re-
jection measures on estimates rather than exact distortion knowledge, the
use of robust statistical interference rejection methods may be the only
feasible solution in practice. With this scenario as the starting point, this
chapter address some aspects of transmit diversity usage based on space-
time block codes in multiuser environments. To provide intuition, the
fundamental robustness and interference properties of space-time block
encoded transmissions are also highlighted. In part, the results of [LSL02]
are further extended to cope with multiuser interference. In particular,
a novel IRC method based on space-time processing is derived allowing
receivers to exploit the advantages of both transmit diversity and inter-
ference rejection to improve the link performance and thus implicitly the
spectrum efficiency of the system.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 describes the
data model and formulates the basic assumptions. Next, the fundamen-
tal properties of space-time block encoded transmissions, from a system
perspective, are discussed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, the detection
and interference rejection problems are addressed. In Section 4.5, a few
illustrating numerical examples are presented. Finally, in Section 4.6 the
chapter is summarized and the conclusions are stated.

4.2 Models and Assumptions

Consider the system model shown in Figure 4.1. Independent informa-
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tion symbols streams, dq[t], with symbols belonging to the same unitary
finite complex alphabet D, are to be conveyed from different transmit-
ters to dedicated receivers possibly with different space diversity capa-
bilities, sharing the same spectrum. At the different transmitters, the
information symbol streams are first divided into blocks of kq symbols,
dq[p] = [dq[pkq + 1], . . . , dq[pkq + kq]], which are then mapped using a
space-time block encoder (STBE) into Kq code words having length nq.
Transformed into parallel symbol sequences and pulse shaped, the mod-
ulated code words are finally transmitted simultaneously from separate
antennas. At receiver q, a superposition of signals originating from both
the serving as well as potentially a number of interfering transmitters is
received by an array having Mq sensors. Processed by parallel noise re-
duction filters and sampled, the sensor outputs are feed to the detector in
order to retrieve estimates, d̂q[t], of the originally sent information data.

The characteristics of the propagation environment in combination
with the impulse responses of the equipment filters used at both the
transmitters and the receivers strongly effect the ability to provide reli-
able communication in case of interference. In this chapter, a multipath
propagation environment having small and slow dispersion and time vari-
ations respectively is assumed. Justified by these assumptions, the prop-
agation channels between all pairs of transmit and receive antennas are
modeled as quasi-stationary, and frequency non-selective Rayleigh fad-
ing. In addition, it is further assumed that the impulse responses of the
shaping filters used in the transmitters as well as the front-end filters of
the receivers are identical with finite temporal support respectively. Fi-
nally, the normalized joint response of the equipment filters, here denoted
g(t), is assumed real, satisfying the Nyquist condition for no intersymbol
interference [Pro95].

A space-time block code is a mapping rule from a k dimensional vector
space into a K × n dimensional matrix space defined by a code book,

S(k, n,K) =
{

Y ∈ CK×n : Y = S(d),d ∈ D1×k
}

.

Clearly, many different mappings S : D1×k 7→ CK×n can be defined,
here, we confine our treatment to codes that may be written,

S(d) =

k
∑

κ=1

AκRe{dκ} + jBκIm{dκ}, (4.1)

with mapping matrices Aκ ∈ RK×n and Bκ ∈ RK×n, κ = 1, . . . , k.
The issue of finding good mapping matrices has received considerable
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attention in the literature. Based on both coding theoretical [TJC99]
as well as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) considerations [GS00] it has been
shown that optimal matrices must satisfy the following orthogonality
constraints for all κ = 1, . . . , k,

AκA
T
κ = IK , BκB

T
κ = IK

AκA
T
ρ = −AρA

T
κ , BκB

T
ρ = −BρB

T
κ , κ 6= ρ (4.2)

AκB
T
ρ = BρA

T
κ ,

where IK is the K × K identity matrix. It should be noted that (4.2)
applies to both full-rate (k/n = 1) and low-rate (k/n < 1) codes as the
orthogonality constraints are defined on pairs of mapping matrices and
not the entire set of mapping matrices defining the code. Thus, orthogo-
nal low-rate codes may easily be constructed either from existing full-rate
codes simply by omitting one or more pair of Aκ and Bκ matrices, al-
ternatively by designing new codes that comply with (4.2).

Without loss of generality, let us assume that the receiver served by
transmitter q = 0 is the receiver of interest. To simplify notation, in-
dices referring to this receiver will be dropped. Suppose further that the
receiver and the transmitter are synchronized, i.e., τ0 = 0, and that at
reception the receiver is interfered by signals from Q cochannel users.
Collecting the symbol-sampled1 outputs from the array receiver at each
time instant t into complex M -vectors, the detector input can be written
as

x[t] = G0s0[t] + e[t], (4.3)

where the impairment noise, or synonymously, the distortion term e[t] is
given by

e[t] =

Q
∑

q=1

Gq

∑

p

γq,psq[t− p] + w[t], (4.4)

and Gq is an M×Kq complex-valued matrix whose (i, j)th element mod-
els the propagation channel between transmit antenna j of transmitter
q and the ith receive antenna. The factor γq,p = g(pT − τq) denotes
the sampled joint impulse response of the equipment filters taking the

1The extension to arbitrary over-sampling rates is straightforward, simply by prop-

erly increasing the dimensions of the observation vectors and the channel matrices

introduced below.
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synchronization error τq of transmitter q into account. The column
vector sq[t] contains the symbols sent from transmitter q’s Kq trans-
mit antennas at time instant t. Finally, accounting for the background
noise w[t] is an assumed zero-mean stationary Gaussian process, inde-
pendent from sq[t] for all q ≥ 0 and with second-order moments given by
E{w[t]wH [k]} = σ2IMδ[t−k] where δ[n] is the Kronecker delta function.

4.3 Properties

Transmit diversity was originally proposed as a method for fighting fading
and noise in single-user environments, i.e., in environments where the
distortion e[t] can be modeled as a spatially and temporally white noise
impairment. Offering several attractive and promising characteristics,
the desire to migrate the use of transmit diversity into multi-user system
service is natural. However, in making this transition, the fundamental
assumptions under which most of these characteristics are reported will
in general no longer hold as cochannel interference due to other system
users will be a major impairment parallel to fading and background noise.

The purpose of this section is threefold. First we establish a lin-
ear system model for space-time block encoded transmissions in general.
Then, based on this model, we summarize the important rank character-
istics determining the inherent interference robustness of transmit diver-
sity encoded signals in multiuser environments. Finally, we discuss the
properties of space-time block encoded interference.

4.3.1 System Model

Suppose that transmitter q = 0 employs a (k0, n0,K0) STBC to encode
the block data stream d0[p]. Assuming that the dedicated receiver, in
addition to being symbol synchronized is also code word synchronized,
the decision statistics for the pth transmitted block of data d0[p] is then

X[p] = [x[pn0 + 1], . . . ,x[pn0 + n0]] .

Using (4.3) and (4.1), the relationship between X[p] and d0[p] can triv-
ially be established as,

X[p] = G0S0(d0[p]) + E[p], (4.5)

where E[p], defined similar to X[p], accounts for the unknown distortion.
Observing that space-time block codes according to (4.1) define linear
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mappings from the real and imaginary components of their domains, the
non-linear expression given by (4.5) can be cast into an equivalent linear
representation. Rewriting X[p] in terms of its equivalent real-valued
representation yields,

~X[p] = P 0
~d0[p] + ~E[p], (4.6)

where the 2Mn× 2k0 equivalent channel matrix P 0 is given by

P 0 = Jn,M [In ⊗ G0] J
T
n,K0

[A0 ⊕ B0] , (4.7)

with

J i,j = [u2i,1,u2i,i+1, . . . ,u2i,i,u2i,2i] ⊗ Ij ,

G0 =

[

Re{G0} −Im{G0}
Im{G0} Re{G0}

]

,

A0 = [vec(A0,1), . . . , vec(A0,k0)],

B0 = [vec(B0,1), . . . , vec(B0,k0)],

ul,t being an l-vector of unit norm with zeros in all positions except for

in position t, and finally, {A0,κ}k0κ=1 and {B0,κ}k0κ=1 are the space-time
mapping matrices of the transmitter of the desired user.

4.3.2 Robustness Properties

Owing to the linear nature of (4.6), the interference robustness properties
of space-time block encoded transmissions are given by the characteris-
tics of (4.7). To expose these properties, it may be observed that the
orthogonality constraints in (4.2) imply that

P T
0 P 0 = tr

(

Re{G0}TRe{G0} + Im{G0}T Im{G0}
)

I2k0 , (4.8)

cf. Appendix 4.A. That is, the columns of P 0 are orthogonal and further
that the encoded signal will have a uniform power distribution over the
range of P 0. Hence, for space-time block encoded transmissions it holds
that

• if the elements of G0 can be modeled as outcomes of complex-
valued random variables with identical variances proportional to
the output power level of the transmitter, the maximum achievable
average diversity gain will be equal to MK0.
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• the null space of P 0 has 2Mn0 − 2k0 dimensions.

The implications of these properties are clear. Using STBC based trans-
mit diversity, the interference robustness of receivers operating in mul-
tiuser environments may be improved in two ways. Through the diversity
gain by increasing the number of spatial dimensions used at the trans-
mitter, i.e., through the parameter K0, or by increasing the dimension of
the null space of P 0. The later is achieved by reducing the rate of the
space-time block code, i.e., through the parameters k0 and n0.

A few remarks are in place.

• From the properties above it can be observed that although pro-
viding the same diversity order for a given spatial utilization, from
an interference robustness point-of-view, transmit and receive di-
versity are not equivalent. Whereas for transmit diversity only the
diversity gain is increased when K0 increases, increasing M in case
of receive diversity will simultaneously add to both the diversity
gain and the null space dimension of P 0. Hence, as the null space
dimension of P 0 is linked to the rate of the STBC and not the
number of transmit antennas, using receive diversity will always
provide a better protection against interference as compared to us-
ing transmit diversity.

• In most multiuser systems, the interference situation at each indi-
vidual receiver may vary dramatically over the time depending on
the number, the physical position, and also the motion of the in-
terfering cochannel users. If fluctuations in the throughput may be
accepted, to ensure a certain quality of service level, the concept of
rate adaptation applies naturally to transmit diversity usage. That
is, the rate of the space-time code may be seen as design or con-
trol parameter allowing the receiver to adapt its robustness to the
interference situation according to its requirements.

• Taking the rate of the space-time block code into account in the full
channel code budget opens up for an interesting trade-off. Observ-
ing that in most systems several layers of channel codes are often
used to ensure pre-determined quality of service levels for differ-
ent applications, moving redundancy from the conventional chan-
nel codes to the space-time code may eventually improve the overall
working conditions under which the subsequent channel decoding
takes place.
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4.3.3 Interference Properties

From the space-time block code definition, cf. (4.1), it is trivially clear
that signals observed from transmitters supporting transmit diversity will
in general be both temporally correlated and exhibit a periodic block
structure. Thus, viewed as a stochastic distortion, due to the inherent
block structure, transmit diversity interference will clearly appear as non-
stationary.

If arbitrary transmit diversity schemes are used within a network,
transmit diversity interference will in general become unstructured. How-
ever, as most networks are expected to support only one or a few transmit
diversity schemes the regular structure of the interfering signals may be
exploited to help reduce the impact of transmit diversity interference con-
ditioned that the code word lengths of the supported space-time codes
are constrained properly. Observing that if η denotes the set of supported
space-time code word lengths i.e., nq ∈ η for all q, and the elements of η
are chosen such that

max
i

(ηi) = cjηj , cj ∈ Z+, (4.9)

holds for j = 1, . . . , N , it then follows immediately that the distortion
will become cyclostationary with a known period equal to n = maxi(ηi)
samples.

4.4 Detection

As a complete statistical description of the cochannel interference and
background noise is in general not available to an interfered receiver,
in practice, interference rejection will always be based on approximative
distortion models. Approximative models in the sense that they reflects
different tradeoffs between taking into account known structures of the
distortion, implementation complexity, required detection performance,
etc.

In this section, although conceptually straightforward to extend to
other detection strategies based on more advanced distortion models,
we develop detectors employing conventional and space-time processing
based interference rejection combining [ME86] in case of transmit diver-
sity interference.

To keep the notation simple, in the discussions below we will assume
that all users employ space-time block codes with the same code word
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length, i.e., nq = n for all q. The extensions to arbitrary code word
lengths satisfying (4.9) are straightforward.

4.4.1 Interference Rejection Combining

Interference rejection combining (IRC) is a simple weighting strategy for
detectors with access to approximative channel state information and/or
distortion distribution knowledge. Given observations assumed described
by (4.6), the estimation criterion of an IRC based detector for d0[p] may
be defined as

d̂0[p] = arg max
d∈D1×k0

p
(

~X[p]; P̂ 0, θ̂,d
)

, (4.10)

where p( ~X[p];P 0,θ,d) is the assumed likelihood function of ~X[p], and

P̂ 0 and θ̂ denote estimates of the channel and the parameters character-
izing the distortion respectively.

Modelling the distortion ~E[p] in (4.6) as a Gaussian process with zero
mean and second order moments given by

E
{

~E[p]~E
T
[q]
}

= Qδ[p− q], (4.11)

the IRC estimation criterion (4.10) may be rewritten in terms of the

log-likelihood function of ~X[p], i.e.,

d̂0[p] = arg min
d∈D1×k0

log p
(

~X[p]; P̂ 0, Q̂,d
)

= arg max
d∈D1×k0

~X
T
[p]Q̂

−1
P̂ 0

~d − 1

2
~d
T
P̂
T

0 Q̂
−1

P̂ 0
~d. (4.12)

Due to the quadratic term, solving for d in (4.12) will in general require
an exhaustive search. However, important special cases exist for which
the detection problem simplifies considerably.

4.4.2 IRC Distortion Models

In employing IRC based detection, the distortion process ~E[p] is postu-
lated to be temporally white with some spatial color Q. Since different
spatial colors correspond to different covariance functions of ~e[t] but also

to different computational requirements in order to retrieve d̂0[p], a wide
range of distortion models may be defined that allow a detector to trade-
off a priori information about the distortion for reduced computational
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complexity. In this subsection, two such models of special interest in case
of transmit diversity interference will be discussed. The first, referred to
as the conventional IRC distortion model and also being discussed in e.g.,
[LSL02], corresponds to a tradeoff in favor of low computational complex-
ity whereas the second, an extension referred to as the space-time IRC
distortion model, aims at taking into account any available spatial and
temporal structure in the distortion.

The conventional IRC (CIRC) distortion model

In many applications, usually motivated by different statistical assump-
tions or arguments, the distortion ~e[t] is often modeled as a temporally
white stationary process with spatial color Σ, i.e.,

E
{

~e[t]~eT [l]
}

= Σδ[t− l].

Adopting this notion, it follows immediately from the definition of E[p]
that

E
{

~E[p]~E
T
[p]
}

= Jn,M (In ⊗ Σ) JTn,M = QCIRC. (4.13)

From a complexity point-of-view, the CIRC distortion model is highly
tractable. Observing that (4.2) implies that the quadratic term in (4.12)
becomes a scaled identity matrix due to Σ and invariant to d, the IRC cri-
terion function decouples into k0 scalar detection problems. In addition,
since the block diagonal structure of JT

n,MQCIRCJn,M implies that cal-
culating the inverse of the 2Mn× 2Mn matrix QCIRC in essence reduces
to calculating the inverse of the 2M × 2M matrix Σ, the computational
complexity of a CIRC based detector often becomes moderate.

Further, given that the considered distortion model assumptions are
correct, a consistent estimator for Σ may easily be derived. With ~X tr

and ~D0,tr denoting 2Mn × Ntr and 2k × Ntr matrices whose columns

correspond to observations of ~X[p] for which ~d0[p] is known and the
known input respectively, it follows directly from (4.6) and (4.13) that
the ML estimator for Σ is given by

Σ̂ =
1

Ntrn

n
∑

l=1

(un,l ⊗ I2M )
T

JTn,M
~X trΠ

⊥
~D

T

0,tr

~X
T

trJn,M (un,l ⊗ I2M )

(4.14)
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where the projection matrix Π⊥
~D

T

0,tr

is defined as

Π⊥
~D

T

0,tr

= INtr
− ~D

T

0,tr

(

~D0,tr
~D
T

0,tr

)−1
~D0,tr.

The space-time IRC (STIRC) distortion model

At receivers experiencing signals from a small number of dominating
transmit diversity interferers, the distortion process e[t] will in general
become cyclostationary with a period equal to the space-time code word
length n, i.e.,

E
{

~e[t]~eT [l]
}

= E
{

~e[t+ n]~eT [l + n]
}

.

Exploiting this a priori information, the STIRC distortion model follows
directly from the definition of E[p],

E{~E[p]~E
T
[p]} = Jn,MΦJTn,M = QSTIRC, (4.15)

where the (i, j)th 2M × 2M sub-block of Φ is given by

{Φ}i,j = E
{

~e[pn+ i]~eT [pn+ j]
}

.

It may be noted that the STIRC distortion model incorporates all
unique covariances of e[t]. Hence, the model provides a complete statis-
tical description of E[p]. Consequently, if QSTIRC is exactly known, then
STIRC based detection will be identical to ML detection.

Similar to the CIRC distortion model case, a consistent estimator
for Φ may easily be found. Assuming that the STIRC distortion model
assumptions are correct and with ~X tr and ~D0,tr defined as earlier, using
(4.6), the ML estimator for Φ is

Φ̂ =
1

Ntr
JTn,M

~X trΠ
⊥
~D

T

0,tr

~X
T

trJn,M . (4.16)

4.4.3 Conventional versus Space-Time IRC Based
Detection

When IRC based detectors use approximative distortion models, they
will in general be mismatched to the actual distortion observed. This is
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true about the use of structurally constrained distortion models in par-
ticular. Employing such models will clearly introduce model errors that,
if not kept small, may severely degrade not only the interference rejection
capability of a given detector but also effect the overall system perfor-
mance both in terms of throughput and capacity. To bring attention to
the problem of model errors, in this subsection the behavior of the CIRC
and STIRC distortion models and the implications of the assumptions
defining these models will be studied.

Asymptotic Estimators

To study the effects of the distortion models and not the small sam-
ple characteristics of their associated estimators, in our analysis, we will
consider the limiting estimates for Σ and Ψ respectively.

From (4.14) it may easily be seen that in case of transmit diversity
interference, as Ntr increases, the estimate of Σ will converge to the
time-average covariance of ~e[t] evaluated over a single period,

Σ =
1

n

n−1
∑

l=0

E
{

~e[t+ l]~eT [t+ l]
}

=

Q
∑

q=1

1

2
Gq
[

αqI2Kq
+ Ωq

]

G
T
q +

σ2

2
I2M , (4.17)

where αq =
∑

p |γq,p|2 and the cross-covariance term Ωq is given by

Ωq =
∑

i

∑

j 6=i

γq,iγq,j
2

n

n−1
∑

l=0

E
{

~sq[t+ l − i]~sTq [t+ l − j]
}

. (4.18)

Similar, from (4.16) as Ntr → ∞, using (4.4) and the definition of E[p],
the asymptotic estimator for Φ may be expressed as

Φ = JTn,ME
{

~E[p]~E
T
[p]
}

Jn,M

=

Q
∑

q=1

1

2
JTn,MP qP

T
q Jn,M +

σ2

2
I2Mn, (4.19)

where the equivalent channel matrix P q of interferer q is given by

P q =Jn,M [Γq ⊗ Gq] J
T
(Lq+1)n,Kq

×
[(

ILq+1 ⊗ Aq

)

⊕
(

ILq+1 ⊗ Bq

)]

, (4.20)
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and Γq is an n× (Lq + 1)n Toeplitz matrix determined by the qth inter-
ferer’s synchronization error τq as,

Γq =







γq,Lq,1n . . . γq,−Lq,2n−n+1

...
...

γq,Lq,1n+n−1 . . . γq,−Lq,2n






.

Lq = Lq,1 + Lq,2, and for completeness, Lq,1 and Lq,2 are found as

Lq,1 = d(Tsup + 2τq)/2nT e
Lq,2 = d(Tsup − 2τq)/2nT e

with Tsup being the temporal support of g(t).

Special Case — Synchronous Interference

In exposing the principal behaviors of the distortion models, we start by
discussing the special case of synchronous interference.

Suppose that the synchronization error τq of interferer q satisfies the
constraint

|τq − lqnT | � T,

where lq ∈ Z and 1/T is the symbol transmission rate. Under this as-
sumption, the Nyquist condition implies that in (4.18) and (4.20),

γq,iγq,j → δ[i− j],

Γq → [0Lq,1n, In,0Lq,2n],

respectively. Hence, this implies that the cross-covariance term and the
equivalent channel matrix of interferer q converges to

Ωq → 0, (4.21)

P q → Jn,M [γq,0In ⊗ Gq] J
T
n,Kq

[Aq ⊕ Bq] . (4.22)

Using (4.17), (4.21) and the trivial relation I2nKq
= JTn,Kq

Jn,Kq
, the

CIRC distortion model defined in (4.13) may then be written and de-
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composed as

QCIRC =

Q
∑

q=1

γ2
q,0

2
Jn,M [In ⊗ Gq] J

T
n,Kq

×

Jn,Kq
[In ⊗ Gq]

T
JTn,M +

σ2

2
I2Mn (4.23)

=

Q
∑

q=1

U s,qΛs,qU
T
s,q +

σ2

2
I2Mn, (4.24)

where the range of the 2Mn× min(2Mn, 2nKq) orthogonal matrix U s,q

defines the signal subspace of the qth interferer’s contribution to E[p],
and the min(2Mn, 2nKq)×min(2Mn, 2nKq) diagonal matrix Λs,q defines
the signal subspace’s geometry.

Similarly, substituting (4.22) into the definition of the STIRC distor-
tion model, cf. (4.15), yields

QSTIRC =

Q
∑

q=1

γ2
q,0

2
Jn,M [In ⊗ Gq] J

T
n,Kq

×
[

AqA
T
q ⊕ BqB

T
q

]

×

Jn,Kq
[In ⊗ Gq]

T
JTn,M +

σ2

2
I2Mn (4.25)

=

Q
∑

q=1

V s,qΨs,qV
T
s,q +

σ2

2
I2Mn, (4.26)

with V s,q and Ψs,q being orthogonal with dimension 2Mn × 2kq and
diagonal with 2kq non-zero elements respectively.

Since the distortion E[p] can be viewed as a sum of contributions
from different interferers, Eq[p], plus a white noise term, observing that
the asymptotic expression for Φ in (4.19) implies that QSTIRC ≡ Q, it

follows directly from (4.26) that ~Eq[p] ∈ ran(V s,q). Furthermore, it may
be observed from (4.23) and (4.25) that U s,q and V s,q are related via a
simple transformation

V s,q = U s,qT q, (4.27)

where T q is a min(2Mn, 2nKq)×2kq matrix. Hence, it can be concluded
that for the qth interferer it holds that

~Eq[p] ∈ ran(V s,q) ⊆ ran(U s,q). (4.28)
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The implication of this observation is clear. The reduced computational
complexity offered by the CIRC distortion model is achieved at the ex-
pense of an expansion of the signal subspace of the distortion. For the
qth interferer, this expansion is equal to a factor Kqn/kq, i.e., directly
proportional to the number of transmit antennas as intuitively expected,
but also inversely proportional to the rate of the space-time code.

The expansion of the interfering users’ signal subspaces is harmless as
long as ‖Q−QCIRC‖, where ‖ · ‖ denotes some arbitrary norm, or alter-

natively
∑Q
q=1 ‖T qΨs,qT

T
q −Λs,q‖ is small. In case of weak interference,

this will obviously be the case as the diagonal elements of Ψs,q and Λs,q

will numerically be close to zero. However, in case of moderate to strong
interference this may clearly not be the case. Under such conditions no
guarantees exist for that ‖Q−QCIRC‖ is close to zero or even small. In-
stead, as the magnitude of the norm becomes substantial, the mismatch
of the CIRC distortion model may very well degrade the performance of
the detector severely.

General Case—Asynchronous Interference

In the general case of asynchronous interferers, intersymbol interference
effects due to the equipment filters will become an integral part of the
interference rejection problem.

Rewriting and decomposing (4.13) using (4.17), yields

QCIRC =

Q
∑

q=1

Jn,M [In ⊗ Gq] J
T
n,Kq

×

Jn,Kq

[

In ⊗
(

αqI2Kq
+ Ωq

)]

JTn,Kq
×

Jn,Kq
[In ⊗ Gq]

T
JTn,M +

σ2

2
I2Mn (4.29)

=

Q
∑

q=1

Y s,qΞs,qY
T
s,q +

σ2

2
I2Mn. (4.30)

Since αqI2Kq
+ Ωq, the time-averaged covariance matrix of the sampled

equipment filter output due to the encoded transmissions of user q, will be
positive definite for small |τq−lqT | but may theoretically become positive
semi-definite in the general case, it follows that Y s,q will be related to
U s,q in (4.24) via the possibly rank reducing transformation W q, i.e.,

Y s,q = U s,qW q,
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where W q has dimensions min(2Mn, 2nKq) × nrk(αqI2Kq
+ Ωq).

Next, turning our attention to the STIRC distortion model, substi-
tuting (4.20) into (4.19) yields

QSTIRC =

Q
∑

q=1

Jn,M [Γq ⊗ Gq] J
T
(Lq+1)n,Kq

×
[(

ILq+1 ⊗ AqA
T
q

)

⊕
(

ILq+1 ⊗ BqB
T
q

)]

×

J (Lq+1)n,Kq
[Γq ⊗ Gq]

T
JTn,M +

σ2

2
I2Mn

=

Q
∑

q=1

Jn,M [Γq ⊗ Gq]×
[

ILq+1 ⊗ JTn,Kq

(

AqA
T
q ⊕ BqB

T
q

)

Jn,Kq

]

×

[Γq ⊗ Gq]
T

JTn,M +
σ2

2
I2Mn. (4.31)

Partitioning Γq into blocks of size n× n, i.e.,

Γq = [Γq,1, . . . ,Γq,Lq+1],

and rewriting [Γq,i⊗Gq] = [In⊗Gq][Γq,i⊗I2Kq
], (4.31) may be expressed

as

QSTIRC =

Q
∑

q=1

Jn,M [In ⊗ Gq] J
T
n,Kq

×

L+1
∑

l=1

(

Jn,Kq
[Γq,i ⊗ I2Kq

]JTn,Kq
×

(

AqA
T
q ⊕ BqB

T
q

)

×

Jn,Kq
[Γq,i ⊗ I2Kq

]TJTn,Kq

)

×

Jn,Kq
[In ⊗ Gq]

T
JTn,M +

σ2

2
I2Mn (4.32)

=

Q
∑

q=1

Zs,qΘs,qZ
T
s,q +

σ2

2
I2Mn. (4.33)
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If g(t) is chosen properly, each term in the inner sum of (4.32), except
for the first and last term in which Γq,i may not be of full rank, will have
rank 2kq. Hence, the signal of each interferer will reside in a subspace
that is upper bounded to 2kq(Lq + 1) dimensions as compared to 2kq
in the synchronous case. Taking into account the power distribution of
the qth interferer’s signal over these dimensions, it is however intuitively
clear that the effective signal space expansion will become much smaller.
Observing that the main contribution to QSTIRC from the qth interferer
will be due to the terms in (4.32) containing the Γq,i matrices holding
the γq,0 and γq,1, alternatively the γq,0 and γq,1, coefficients depending
on the sign of τq, and negligible from the rest as the singular values of
these terms will be small in general, the effective subspace expansion will
amount to a factor roughly between one and two rather than to Lq + 1.
Similar to the synchronous case, Zs,q may be related to U s,q via a linear
transformation matrix T q where the size of T q is due to the rank of Θs,q.

A few observations are in place. As in the synchronous case, it clearly
still holds that QSTIRC ≡ Q, thus, ~Eq[p] ∈ ran(Zs,q). If αqI2Kq

+
Ωq is positive semi-definite, it can however not be guaranteed that the
ran(Zs,q) is a subset of ran(Y s,q). It still holds though that

~Eq[p] ∈ ran(Zs,q) ⊆ ran(U s,q), (4.34)

which is equivalent to that ran(Zs,q) is a subset of ran(Y s,q) if αqI2Kq
+

Ωq is positive definite. Further, if the efficient subspace size is considered,
employing the in some sense pessimistic assumption that the dimension of
ran(Zs,q) is equal to 4kq, it follows that the subspace expansion inherent
to the use of the CIRC distortion model may be approximated to a factor
nrk(αqI2Kq

+ Ωq)/4kq.

Summary

In case of IRC based detection, employing a structurally constrained
distortion model such as the CIRC distortion model may result in a sub-
stantially reduced computational complexity. Primarily in calculating
the inverse of Q but potentially also in avoiding the need for exhaustive
search to retrieve the user data due to the quadratic term in (4.12). How-
ever, the gain of the reduced computational complexity should be seen in
the light of the reduced interference rejection capability of the detector.
Imposing structural assumptions on the covariance model may lead to
a substantial expansion of the predicted signal subspace containing the
distortion. Thus, in the detection process, dimensions in the observation
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space without interference may be weighted as if they were perturbed,
thus potentially leading to severely degrade performance that may not
be compensated for by the gain of e.g., a transmit diversity scheme.

4.5 Numerical Examples

To illustrate the properties of space-time block encoded transmissions
in multiuser environments, IRC based detection using the CIRC and the
STIRC distortion models under interference limited conditions have been
studied through Monte-Carlo simulations. To view conceptual behaviors,
the system setup in Figure 4.1 for the case of synchronous cochannel users
and the simplified scenario of perfect channel state knowledge and known
properties of the background noise was considered.

In order to emulate a flat Rayleigh fading transmission environment,
assuming that sufficiently spaced antennas where used at both the trans-
mitters as well as at the receivers, the complex attenuation factors of all
channels where drawn as samples from independent zero-mean complex
Gaussian random variables having unit variance. Assuming the trans-
mission channels to be piece-wise stationary, throughout the simulations,
the channel gains were held constant during transmission of one frame of
data comprising a total of 116 QPSK channel symbols. The pulse shaping
and noise reduction filters used were implemented as root-raised cosine
filters with roll-off β = 0.22. The temporal support of their individual
impulse responses was truncated to 10 symbol periods.

The definitions of the used signal-to-noise (SNR) and signal-to-
interference (SIR) ratios are

SNR =
E{‖G0s0[t]‖2

F}
MK0σ2

, (4.35)

SIR =
E{‖G0s0[t]‖2

F}
E{‖∑Q

q=1 Gqsq[t]‖2
F}
. (4.36)

For each presented result, 104 frames of data were sent through the sys-
tem.
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4.5.1 Interference Robustness of Conventional Re-
ceivers

To demonstrate the impact of different types of distortions and distor-
tion model assumptions on the performance of IRC based detectors for
conventionally encoded data, i.e., data not being space-time block en-
coded, six different setups with one desired and one interfering cochannel
user have been simulated. In the two first setups, the interfered receiver
was assumed equipped with a single receive antenna whereas in the last
four setups, M = 2 branch receive diversity was considered. The desired
user’s signal and the interference due to conventional data transmission
were both generated using degenerated (k, n,K) = (2, 2, 1) space-time
block codes with

{Ad,κ}kκ=1 = {Bd,κ}kκ=1 = {uTn,κ}kκ=1. (4.37)

Interference due to transmit diversity signaling was generated using the
well known space-time block code proposed by Alamouti[Ala98], i.e.,

Ad,1 =

[

1 0
0 1

]

Ad,2 =

[

0 −1
1 0

]

Bd,1 =

[

1 0
0 −1

]

Bd,2 =

[

0 1
1 0

] . (4.38)

In all tests, the SNR was set equal to 15 dB.
In Figure 4.2, the bit error (BER) performance as function of the SIR

is shown for the considered setups. For the M = 1 case it may be noted
that the performance is independent of both the source of interference and
the distortion model used. This behavior is in line with expectation as the
equivalent channel matrices for both the desired user and the interferer,
under either signaling regime, in essence will be full rank unitary matrices.
Furthermore, under the assumptions of the considered setup, for either
type of interference it holds that

QCIRC = QSTIRC = tr
(

Re{G1}TRe{G1} + Im{G1}T Im{G1}
)

I4.

Next, turning our attention to the more interesting case of M = 2 branch
receive diversity. Facing either type of interference, for high SIR, the ef-
fect of the diversity gain and the increased null space size of P 0 is clearly
seen. As intuitively expected for the case of conventional interference,
due to the fact that the off-diagonal 2M × 2M blocks of Φ in (4.19) will
be equal to zero, the performance achieved under either distortion model
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M=1.            Interferer : No TxD.
M=1.            Interferer : TxD.
M=2, CIRC.   Interferer : No TxD.
M=2, CIRC.   Interferer : TxD.
M=2, STIRC. Interferer : No TxD.
M=2, STIRC. Interferer : TxD.

Figure 4.2: Robustness performance of IRC based receivers for conven-
tional signaling utilizing m-branch receive diversity in combination with
the CIRC and STIRC distortion models in case of conventional (No TxD)
and full-rate transmit diversity (TxD) interference. One interfering user.
SNR 15 dB.

assumption is again identical. Exposed to transmit diversity interfer-
ence however, the differences between the two distortion models become
apparent. From the simulation results it may be noted that by taking
the cyclostationary structure of the distortion into account, a slight per-
formance gain as compared to the case of conventional interference is
obtained. Observing that the size of the signal subspace defined by the
STIRC distortion model are the same for both types of interferences, this
gain is explained by the reduced output power from each transmit branch
in case of transmit diversity interference. Further, from the graph, the
price for the signal subspace expansion rendering the reduced computa-
tional complexity of the CIRC distortion model becomes evident. By
disregarding from the structure of the interference, as compared to both
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STIRC based detection and detection in case of conventional interference,
the performance of the CIRC based detector will rapidly deteriorate and
approach the single antenna performance as the SIR decreases.

4.5.2 Interference Robustness of Transmit Diversity
Receivers

Example I

In Section 4.3.2 it was shown that transmit diversity based on STBC can
provide interference robustness in two ways. Via the diversity gain and
via the code rate. To illustrate these observations and further highlight
the importance of taking the cyclostationary structure of the interference
into account, three different setups have been studied for the case of
one interfering cochannel user and no receive diversity (M = 1). The
setups considers the cases of no transmit diversity and transmit diversity
with (k, n,K) = {(2, 4, 2), (2, 2, 2)} respectively. For the k/n = 1/2 rate
case, a complex orthogonal design straightforwardly constructed from a
real (2,2,2) orthogonal design was used, cf. [TJC99] for details. In our
framework defined as

Ad,1 =

[

1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1

]

Ad,2 =

[

0 −1 0 −1
1 0 1 0

]

Bd,1 =

[

1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1

]

Bd,2 =

[

0 −1 0 1
1 0 −1 0

] . (4.39)

For the full rate code case, the Alamouti code defined in (4.38) was
considered.

From Figure 4.3 the impact of the diversity and code gains are clearly
observed at high SIR. Similar to the conventional signaling case, it may
be noted that in case of full rate transmit diversity interference, the
performance using the CIRC and STIRC distortion models are identical
as expected since the distortion will be confined to all dimensions in the
observation space. Related to this fact it may also be noted that although
the diversity gain of the transmit diversity scheme provides a lower bit
error rate performance as compared to conventional signaling over the
entire range of studied SIR, the relative performance gain of using full rate
transmit diversity is rapidly decreasing as the SIR decreases. Considering
1/2-rate codes, although the coding gain provides additional interference
robustness as compared to the full rate case, again the effects on the
achievable performance when not taking into account the structure of
the distortion is striking.
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No TxD.                      Interferer: No TxD.
TxD, k/n=1, CIRC.      Interferer: TxD, k/n=1.
TxD, k/n=1, STIRC.    Interferer: TxD, k/n=1.
TxD, k/n=1/2, CIRC.   Interferer: TxD, k/n=1/2.
TxD, k/n=1/2, STIRC. Interferer: TxD, k/n=1/2.

Figure 4.3: Robustness performance of IRC based receivers utilizing
M = 1 receive antennas in combination with the CIRC and STIRC
distortion models in case of conventional (No TxD), full and half-rate
transmit diversity (TxD) signaling and interference respectively. One
interfering user. SNR 15 dB.

Example II

Combining the use of receive and transmit diversity effectively creates
a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system. Focusing on full rate
transmission, in this example we illustrate the effects of multiuser inter-
ference on such system. In the studied setups, for both the desired and
the interfering users, transmit diversity based on the full rate Alamouti
STBC, cf. (4.38), was considered.

In Figure 4.4, the simulation results for the case of one interfering
user is presented. For reference purposes, the numerical results for the
M = 1 case as well as for the conventional signaling case with 2-branch
receive diversity and conventional interference are also included into the
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TxD, M=1.              Interferer: TxD.
No TxD, M=2.         Interferer: No TxD.
TxD, M=2, CIRC.     Interferer: TxD.
TxD, M=2, STIRC.   Interferer: TxD.

Figure 4.4: Robustness performance of IRC based receivers utilizing
M -branch receive diversity in combination with the CIRC and STIRC
distortion models in case of conventional (No TxD), and full-rate transmit
diversity (TxD) interference. One interfering user. SNR 15 dB.

graph. As before, studying the performance at high SIR, the influence of
the diversity orders is clearly exposed. Comparing the performance of the
MIMO system under the CIRC and STIRC distortion model assumptions,
we again see a substantial performance drop for low to moderate SIR val-
ues when not taking the structure of the interference into account. As
before, this performance degradation is due to the signal subspace expan-
sion inherent to the use of the CIRC distortion model. To highlight the
practical implications of this expansion, it is instructive to compare the
CIRC-MIMO system performance with the corresponding performance
achieved if using conventional signaling in case of conventional interfer-
ence. From Figure 4.4 it is interesting to note that for M = 2 there is a
performance cross-over in favor of conventional signaling for SIR values
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TxD, M=1.              Interferers: TxD.
No TxD, M=2.         Interferers: No TxD.
TxD, M=2, CIRC.     Interferers: TxD.
TxD, M=2, STIRC.   Interferers: TxD.

Figure 4.5: Robustness performance of IRC based receivers utilizing
M -branch receive diversity in combination with the CIRC and STIRC
distortion models in case of conventional (No TxD), and full-rate transmit
diversity (TxD) interference. Two interfering users. SNR 15 dB.

below roughly 6 dB. Clearly, this performance cross-over is a direct conse-
quence of the fact that the diversity gain of the MIMO system will not be
large enough to compensate for the deteriorated detection performance
due to the signal subspace expansion of the CIRC distortion model.

The superior performance obtained using the STIRC method is due to
a more efficient use of the spatio-temporal dimensions in the observation
statistics than is the case when using the CIRC distortion model. For a
given code and a fixed number of receive antennas, as the number of in-
terfering users increases, this difference is however expected to be of less
importance since the low-rank characteristics of the covariance matrix
part corresponding to the cochannel interference will become less con-
spicuous and finally disappear. To show some examples of this behavior,
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we have included two synchronous, equally strong, cochannel users into
the previously discussed setups. In Figure 4.5, the numerical results ob-
tained for the cases of no transmit diversity and transmit diversity with
M = {1, 2} as well as for the case of receive diversity only are presented.
As expected, it can be observed that the performance of a STIRC based
detector will become less outstanding as compared to its CIRC based
counterpart for M > 1. The STIRC based detector will however still
outperform the CIRC based detector over the entire range of considered
SIR values. The intuitive explanation of this behavior is that although
the signal subspace of each individual interferer under the STIRC dis-
tortion model assumption will occupy 2kq dimensions, the dimension of

their joint signal space will be smaller than or equal to 2
∑Q
q=1 kq. Under

the CIRC distortion model assumption, the corresponding dimension is
2n
∑Q
q=1Kq. That is, the STIRC based detector will in general utilize

the available dimensions better than the CIRC based ditto. Finally, it
is worth remarking on the fact that a performance cross-over in favor
of conventional signaling as compared to CIRC based MIMO signaling
is still observed. However, it should be noted that the cross-over now
occurs at a much lower SIR value as compared to the previous case.

4.6 Conclusions

In this work, interference robustness aspects of space-time block code
(STBC) based transmit diversity in multiuser environments are stud-
ied. Fundamental properties and issues for successful deployment in mul-
tiuser systems such as inherent interference robustness and characteristics
viewed as a stochastic impairment, are addressed. Considering robust
detection, a novel space-time processing based IRC method is derived.
In addition, distortion modelling aspects as well as effects of distortion
model errors are also discussed.

Observing that space-time block encoded signals may be cast into a
linear representation, it is shown that use of STBC based transmit diver-
sity in multiuser systems may provide robustness against interference and
noise in two ways, through the diversity gain but also by reducing the rate
of the space-time block code. The later transforming the space-time block
encoded signal into a low-rank signal. Further, modeled as a stochastic
impairment, we highlight the fact that transmit diversity encoded signals
are by nature non-stationary but structured. At least if the temporal
support of the space-time codes used in a multiuser network comply with
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a given simple constraint. Focusing on detection aspects, the implications
of imposing different structural assumptions on the model describing the
distortion are analyzed. A space-time IRC (STIRC) distortion model is
introduced and compared to a conventional IRC (CIRC) distortion model
and it is shown that for the case of more than one receive antenna the
low computational complexity of the CIRC distortion model is achieved
at the expense of a substantial expansion of the signal subspaces of the
individual interferers defined by the model. Numerical examples indi-
cate that for high signal-to-interference ratios (SIR) this expansion will
cause only minor performance degradations whereas for moderate to low
SIR values, a considerable performance drop is observed as compared
to the performance achievable using the asymptotically optimal STIRC
distortion model.
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Appendix 4.A Proof of Equation (4.8)

Lemma 4.1. Let the 2Mn × 2k equivalent channel matrix P be defined
as

P = Jn,M [In ⊗ G]JTn,K [A ⊕ B] (4.40)

with

J i,j = [u2i,1,u2i,i+1, . . . ,u2i,i,u2i,2i] ⊗ Ij , (4.41)

G =

[

Re{G} −Im{G}
Im{G} Re{G}

]

, (4.42)

A = [vec(A1), . . . , vec(Ak)], (4.43)

B = [vec(B1), . . . , vec(Bk)], (4.44)

and ul,t being an l-vector of unit norm with zeros in all positions except
for in position t. If Aκ = [aκ,1, . . . ,aκ,n] and Bρ = [bρ,1, . . . , bρ,n] are
chosen such that (4.2) hold for κ = 1, . . . , k and ρ = 1, . . . , k respectively,
then it follows that

P TP = tr
(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

I2k. (4.45)

Proof: Consider the (i, j)th element of P TP ,

• 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k:
[

P TP
]

i,j

=
[[

A
T ⊕ B

T
]

Jn,K

[

In ⊗ G
T
G

]

JTn,K [A ⊕ B]
]

i,j

=
[

vec(Ai)
T ,01,Kn

]

Jn,K

[

In ⊗ G
T
G

]

JTn,K

[

vec(Aj)
0Kn,1

]

=
[

aTi,1,01,K , . . . ,a
T
i,n,01,K

]

[

In ⊗ G
T
G

]















aj,1
0K,1

...
aj,n
0K,1















=
n
∑

l=1

aTi,l
(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

aj,l

= tr

(

(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

n
∑

l=1

aj,la
T
i,l

)
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= tr
(

(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

AjA
T
i

)

=

{

−tr
(

(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

AiA
T
j

)

i 6= j

tr
((

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

IK
)

i = j

=
/

P TP symmetric
/

= tr
(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

δ[i− j].

• 1 ≤ i ≤ k, k < j ≤ 2k:
[

P TP
]

i,j

=
[

vec(Ai)
T ,01,Kn

]

Jn,K

[

In ⊗ G
T
G

]

JTn,K

[

0Kn,1
vec(Bj−k)

]

=
[

aTi,1,01,K , . . . ,a
T
i,n,01,K

]

[

In ⊗ G
T
G

]















0K,1
bj−k,1

...
0K,1

bj−k,n















=

n
∑

l=1

aTi,l
(

−Re{G}T Im{G} + Im{G}TRe{G}
)

bj−k,l

= tr

(

(

−Re{G}T Im{G} + Im{G}TRe{G}
)

n
∑

l=1

bj−k,la
T
i,l

)

= tr
(

(

−Re{G}T Im{G} + Im{G}TRe{G}
)

Bj−kA
T
i

)

= −tr
(

(

−Im{G}TRe{G} + Re{G}T Im{G}
)

AiB
T
j−k

)

= −
[

P TP
]

j,i

=
/

P TP symmetric
/

= 0.

• k < i ≤ 2k, 1 ≤ j ≤ k:
[

P TP
]

i,j
= 0.
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Follows directly from the 1 ≤ i ≤ k, k < j ≤ 2k case.

• k < i, j ≤ 2k:

[

P TP
]

i,j
= tr

(

Re{G}TRe{G} + Im{G}T Im{G}
)

δ[i− j].

Follows analogously with the 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ k case.

Collecting the results for the different parts, (4.45) follows immediately.



Part II

Parameter Estimation





Chapter 5

Spatio-Temporal
Interference Suppression

As is well known, in order to optimally retrieve the data sent from a de-
sired user in the presence of intersymbol interference (ISI) and cochannel
interference (CCI), detection based on joint maximum likelihood sequence
estimation (MLSE) of all users’ data should be considered [Wal95]. Due
to the often prohibitive computational complexity associated with im-
plementing such an optimal receiver, in practice, inherently suboptimal
but computationally more attractive receiver structures must be consid-
ered. In this chapter, we will restrict our attention to one specific class
of such suboptimal receive algorithms. That is, we will consider spatio-
temporal receivers employing linear CCI suppression. In addition, we will
only treat the single user detection case i.e., the case where a single de-
sired user is being interfered by a small number of possibly asynchronous
cochannel users. To help solve the CCI rejection problem, we propose a
semi-blind estimation procedure to find parameter estimates that fit the
range space of a structured CCI model to the signal subspace of the inter-
fering signals. This is achieved by taking the assumed finite structure of
the interfering users’ channels into account. Unlike the traditional defini-
tion of semi-blind processing, the described algorithm is semi-blind in the
sense that it takes advantage of the known training data of the desired
user in order to facilitate blind estimation of the CCI model parameters.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1 sys-
tem and data models are introduced. In addition, the general detection
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problem associated with spatio-temporal receivers is addressed and the
receiver structure considered is presented. In Section 5.2, the parameter
estimation problem is discussed and a semi-blind parameter estimation
algorithm is derived. To provide insight and highlight the behavior of the
proposed algorithm, simulation results for different scenarios and other
relevant CCI suppression schemes are presented in Section 5.3. Finally,
Section 5.4 contains our conclusions.

5.1 Models and Assumptions

Consider a multiuser communication scenario where the data traffic of a
desired user is interfered by Q unknown cochannel users. Suppose that
the transmission environment is frequency selective fading and slowly
time-varying. To support the operation of the receivers, assume that all
users employ a frame based transmission protocol comprising a total of
Nfr symbols per frame. Further assume that within each frame of data
Ndt and Ntr symbols are allocated for payload and training data respec-
tively and that the remaining symbols are reserved for overhead data such
as header and tail sequences, guard symbols etc. In addition, assume that
the training data and the timing of the CCI users are unknown to the
receiver dedicated to the desired user.

The algorithm outlined in Section 5.2 belongs to the class of multi-
channel algorithms, i.e., it exploits multiple correlated signal observations
at the receiver. Multiple signal observations may be obtained in several
ways. For example by arbitrary combinations of multiple sensors, tempo-
ral oversampling, polarization diversity and/or utilization of constellation
properties, cf. Section 3.1.2. For the sake of notational simplicity we will
in this chapter only treat the multiple sensor case. The extension to the
other cases is straightforward. This is simply by properly increasing the
row dimensions of the channel matrices given below.

5.1.1 Data Models

Without loss of generality, let user index zero denote the desired user and
indices 1, . . . , Q, denote the interfering users respectively. Assuming that
the receiver is equipped with an M element antenna array and that the
fading statistics of the inherently non-stationary transmission channels
can be modeled as wide-sense stationary during at least one frame of data,
the time-continuous complex baseband signal observed after filtering and
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down conversion from the mth antenna element may be written as,

xm(t) =

Q
∑

q=0

∑

n

gq,m (t− nT ) dq[n] + εm(t), (5.1)

where gq,m(t) denotes the joint impulse response between the qth user’s
pulse shaping filter, the noise reduction filter serving the mth antenna
element and the corresponding physical transmission channel. The infor-
mation symbol sequence of user q is denoted dq[n]. The noise εm(t) is
assumed to be zero-mean band-limited complex circular Gaussian, inde-
pendent from antenna to antenna and also from the emitted information
symbols of all users. By sampling the antenna output signals at the sym-
bol rate 1/T and collecting the samples into M × 1 dimensional vectors,

x[n] = [x1(nT ), . . . , xM (nT )]
T
,

a vector signal is formed which can be related to the sent data of the
desired and the interfering users as,

x[n] =

Q
∑

q=0

Gqdq[n] + ε[n], (5.2)

where Gq denotes the M × (Lq +1) dimensional joint channel and equip-
ment filter matrix associated with the qth user and whose (i, j)th element
is given by [Gq]i,j = gq,i (jT ). Lq is the assumed finite maximum channel
model order with respect to the M sampled channels.

dq[n] = [dq[n], . . . , dq[n− Lq]]
T
,

and ε[n] denotes the M × 1 dimensional discrete-time zero-mean noise
vector obtained by sampling εm(t), m = 1, . . . ,M at t = nT and whose
correlation properties are summarized by the covariance matrix,

Rεε(n) = E
{

ε[p+ n]εH [p]
}

. (5.3)

By considering spatio-temporal processing, the number of degrees of
freedom that can be used for ISI and CCI suppression is increased. This
can be seen by observing that if a sliding window of consecutive vector
outputs from the antenna array are stacked into new vectors, i.e.,

x̄[n] =
[

xT [n], . . . ,xT [n−N + 1]
]T
,
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where N denotes the temporal window length, new spatio-temporal vec-
tor samples are created in which the temporal correlation structure of
the ISI is incorporated. Using (5.2) it directly follows that,

x̄[n] =

Q
∑

q=0

Gqd̃q[n] + ε̄[n], (5.4)

where Gq denotes the MN× (Lq+N) dimensional block Toeplitz shaped
spatio-temporal channel matrix associated with user q,

Gq =















Gq 0M×(N−1)

0M×1 Gq 0M×(N−2)

...
. . .

...

0M×(N−1) Gq















. (5.5)

d̃q[n] = [dq[n], . . . , dq[n− Lq −N + 1]]
T
,

ε̄[n] =
[

εT [n], . . . , εT [n−N + 1]
]T
,

are the corresponding augmented (Lq + N) × 1 dimensional user data
and the MN × 1 dimensional stacked noise sample vectors respectively.
From (5.4) and (5.5) the objective of spatio-temporal processing is clear.
Provided that M > Q, it is easily verified that the temporal window
length N can always be chosen large enough to guarantee that rk(G) <
MN , where G = [G1 . . .GQ]. As a direct consequence, provided that
ran(G0) 6⊂ ran(G), there will exist a subspace in which no CCI is present.

Unfortunately, the benefits of spatio-temporal processing comes at a
price. Due to the vector stacking operation, the spatio-temporal noise
ε̄[n] will posses finite temporal correlation. This implies that even in the
case of known channel state information G0 and a given spatio-temporal
filter matrix W , in order for the receiver to solve the standard maximum
likelihood (ML) detection problem,

{d̂0} = arg min
{d0}

∥

∥

∥
W X̄ − HD̃0

∥

∥

∥

2

Σ−1
, (5.6)

where {d0} = {d0[n] ∈ D |n = 1, . . . , Ndt} denotes the sent data of the
desired user;

X̄ = [x̄[L0 +N ], . . . , x̄[Nfr]]
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is a data matrix constructed form the available set of spatio-temporal
observations; H = WG0 is the residual channel matrix;

D̃q =
[

d̃q[Lq +N ], . . . , d̃q[Nfr]
]

;

the joint covariance matrix of the interference and noise is given by

Σ =
∑Q
q=1

[

IMN ′

fr
⊗ WGq

]

Σd̃qd̃q

[

IMN ′

fr
⊗ WGq

]H

+
[

IMN ′

fr
⊗ W

]

Σε̄ε̄

[

IMN ′

fr
⊗ W

]H

(5.7)

with N ′
fr = Nfr − L′

0, L
′
q = Lq +N − 1 and

Σ·· =







R··(0) . . . R··(−N ′
fr + 1)

...
. . .

...
R··(N

′
fr − 1) . . . R··(0)






,

Rd̃qd̃q
(n) =







Rdqdq
(n) . . . Rdqdq

(n− L′
q)

...
. . .

...
Rdqdq

(n+ L′
q) . . . Rdqdq

(n)






,

Rε̄ε̄(n) =







Rεε(n) . . . Rεε(n+N − 1)
...

. . .
...

Rεε(n−N + 1) . . . Rεε(n)






,

exhaustive search methods must in general be considered since the inverse
of (5.7) will in most cases not be block diagonal. Further complicating the
problem, when W and G0 are unknown, the dimension of the parameter
space that has to be searched in order to find the ML estimates will
increase additionally. Clearly, simplifying assumptions are required.

5.1.2 Receiver Cost Function

In the sequel, a linear spatio-temporal receiver will be considered which
aims at minimizing the following weighted least squares (WLS) cost func-
tion,

{d̂0} = arg min
{d0}

∑

n

∥

∥

∥Wx̄[n] − Hd̃0[n]
∥

∥

∥

2

R
−1
ee

, (5.8)
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the proposed multichannel receiver.

where Ree denotes the spatial color of the residual noise after filtering.
Compared to an ML based receiver, the performance of a WLS based
receiver minimizing (5.8) is expected to be inferior. However, in interfer-
ence limited scenarios, the performance of the WLS based receiver will
approach the ML based receiver’s since Σ will converge to a block diago-
nal matrix as the signal-to-noise ratio increases. To avoid minimizing the
highly non-linear WLS cost function with respect to both the unknown
data and the unknown parameters, the classic approach of splitting the
joint minimization problem into separate estimation and detection prob-
lems will be considered. Thus, the joint minimization problem is ef-
fectively transformed into the problem of first estimating the unknown
parameters using the known training data of the desired user and then
detect the data of the desired user based on the parameter estimates. A
block diagram of the considered receiver is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2 Semi-Blind Parameter Estimation

To suppress CCI in an interference limited environment where the impact
of the observation noise can be neglected in comparison to the effects
caused by the CCI, it is well known and easily verified from (5.8) that W
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should perform an orthogonal projection of the received data onto the
null space of the CCI. That is, since G spans the CCI signal subspace,

W = Π⊥
G , (5.9)

where Π⊥
G is the orthogonal projection matrix onto the complementary

space spanned by G. When G has full column rank, corresponding to the
non-trivial condition that the channels of the interfering users are unique
and that no channels of any interferer share common zeros [MDCM95], it
directly follows that Π⊥

G = IMN − GG
†. From (5.9) it is evident that in

order to determine W either an estimate of G, or alternatively, a matrix
Γ whose columns span either the signal or the null space of ran(G) must
be found. In the presence of the desired user’s signal, this is however
often a non-trivial problem based on the observed data only. This is
because the desired user’s signal will act as interference while estimating
the CCI related parameters. As will be shown next, by taking the known
training data of the desired user into account, using a blind estimation
technique, this problem can be solved.

5.2.1 A Parsimonious Null-Space Fitting Approach

During the training period of the desired user, a total of Ntr = Ntr −
L0 − N + 1 consecutive snapshots of the spatio-temporal data samples
x̄[n] will be available for which d̃0[n] are known. Taking advantage of
this known channel input data, the parameter estimation problem of the
receiver can be framed as an LS minimization problem considering the
cost function,

J(G0,G, D̃tr) =
∥

∥

∥X̄ tr − G0D̃0,tr − GD̃tr

∥

∥

∥

2

F
, (5.10)

where G0, G and

D̃tr =
[

¯̃
d[n0 + L0 +N − 1], . . . ,

¯̃
d[n0 +Ntr]

]

,

¯̃
d[n] =

[

d̃
T

1 [n], . . . , d̃
T

Q[n]
]T

,

are unknown;

X̄ tr = [x̄[n0 + L0 +N − 1], . . . , x̄[n0 +Ntr]] ,

D̃0,tr =
[

d̃0[n0 + L0 +N − 1], . . . , d̃0[n0 +Ntr]
]

,
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are known and where n0 is the start index of the training sequence given
by the considered transmission protocol. Joint minimization of (5.10),
regardless of whether the block Toeplitz and/or finite alphabet struc-
ture of D̃tr is taken into account or not, results in another computa-
tionally formidable problem. However, using cost function concentration
techniques to separate the variables [GP73], computationally attractive
estimators can be derived.

Minimizing (5.10) with respect to G0 yields

Ĝ0 =
(

X̄ tr − GD̃tr

)

D̃
H

0,tr

(

D̃0,trD̃
H

0,tr

)−1

. (5.11)

To guarantee that the inverse exists, it is intuitively clear that Ntr must
be chosen sufficiently large and further that the training data must be
persistently exciting. Substituting (5.11) into (5.10), a concentrated cost
function defining a blind channel identification problem is obtained,

J(G, D̃tr) =
∥

∥

∥X̆ tr − GD̆tr

∥

∥

∥

2

F
, (5.12)

where X̆ tr and D̆tr denote the row-space projections of X̄ tr and D̃tr onto
the row-null space of the known training data respectively, i.e.,

X̆ tr = X̄ trΠ
⊥

D̃
H

0,tr

,

D̆tr = D̃trΠ
⊥

D̃
H

0,tr

,

and the projection matrix is given by,

Π⊥

D̃
H

0,tr

= INtr
− D̃

H

0,tr

(

D̃0,trD̃
H

0,tr

)−1

D̃0,tr. (5.13)

In the presence of no noise and provided that the set of vectors forming
D̆tr is persistently exciting, it follows from (5.4) and (5.12) that the

range space of X̆ tr is equal to the range space of G. Hence, X̆ tr can be
decomposed as

X̆ tr = USΛSV H
S + UNΛNV H

N , (5.14)

where US and UN are MN × (
∑Q
q=1 Lq + QN) and MN × (MN −

∑Q
q=1 Lq −QN) dimensional orthonormal matrices whose columns span

the range and null spaces of G respectively. As a direct implication of
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(5.14), a non-parametric subspace (NPSS) based estimator of the projec-
tion matrix W can readily be found simply as

W = UNUH
N . (5.15)

In the case of noise, X̆ and G will no longer have identical range spaces.
Despite of this fact, an interference-to-noise ratio (INR) consistent esti-
mate of the null space base can still be found from the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the sample covariance matrix associated with

X̆ tr. That is, by decomposing

R̂
X̆ trX̆ tr

=
1

Ntr
X̆ trX̆

H

tr

= [ÛS , ÛN ]Λ̂[ÛS , ÛN ]H . (5.16)

an estimate of UN can be obtained simply as the set of left singular
vectors corresponding to the MN − ∑Q

q=1 Lq − QN smallest singular

values of R̂
X̆ trX̆ tr

.
In practice, using short training sequences is desirable in order to

minimize system overhead. Consequently the estimates of UN will be
noisy even under high INR conditions which may deteriorate the CCI
suppression capability of the receiver. To mitigate the impact of this
undesired effect, the structure of G can be taken into account to improve
the accuracy of W . This is possible since G is in general parameterized
by a smaller number of parameters than UN due to its block Toeplitz
structure. Hence, by exploiting the known structure of G and the trivial
relation [MDCM95],

UH
NG = 0 (5.17)

a reduced number of parameter estimates related to the signal subspace of
the CCI can be retrieved based on the available null space base estimate
ÛN . Using the known structure of G and the found estimates, W is then
readily found as the projection matrix projecting the spatio-temporal
vector x̄[n] onto the orthogonal complement of G(γ̂), where γ̂ contains
the parameter estimates. Since (5.17) defines an intersection problem,
the parameter estimates will not be unique estimates of the CCI users’
channel parameters. In the following we will see that this does not create
any problems for the chosen CCI suppression approach.

Introducing the notation γ = [γT1 , . . . ,γ
T
Q]T and

Γ(γ) = [Γ1(γ1) . . .ΓQ(γQ)] (5.18)
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where αqγq = vec(Gq), αqΓq(γq) = Gq and αq is a scaling factor de-
pending on the relative power of the qth user, it follows that an estimate
of γ can be obtained by minimizing

γ̂ = arg min
γ∈C

∥

∥

∥
Û
H

NΓ(γ)
∥

∥

∥

2

F
. (5.19)

To avoid trivial solutions, the minimizing argument of (5.19) must be
subjected to a rank condition. Observing that the minimizing argument
will not be unique it is natural to consider a normalized channel power
constraint. Thus, the minimization may be performed over the set C,
defined as

C =

{

γ

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∥

∥γq
∥

∥

2
= 1, ∀q ; rk

(

Q
⋃

q=1

Γq

)

= rk (Γ)

}

, (5.20)

which can be seen as a generalization of the results in [MDCM95]. Ob-
serving that

vec
(

Û
H

NΓq(γq)
)

=
[

ILq+N ⊗ Û
H

N

]

Ψqγq,

where Ψq is a simple MN(Lq+N)×(Lq+1) dimensional selection matrix
relating γq to Γq as vec (Γq) = Ψqγ

q, straightforward vector and matrix
manipulations yield that (5.19) can be rewritten as

γ̂ = arg min
γ∈C

Q
∑

q=1

γHq ΨH
q

[

ILq+N ⊗ ÛN Û
H

N

]

Ψqγq. (5.21)

Since the Q terms in (5.21) are positive semidefinite quadratic forms, the
minimizing argument of (5.19) is found as the compound vector built by
stacking the Q vectors corresponding to the left singular vector associated

with the smallest singular value of each matrix ΨH
q [ILq+N ⊗ ÛN Û

H

N ]Ψq.

Note that if it can be assumed that G has full column rank and that
the channel model order of all CCI users can be approximated as being
the same, i.e., Lq = L for all q ∈ 1, . . . , Q, then the inherent structure of
Γ can be used to considerably reduced the work associated with finding
the estimate of γ. By observing that if Lq = L holds for all q ∈ 1, . . . , Q,
then as a direct implication it follows that Ψq = Ψ for all q. Thus, the
index dependency of the positive semidefinite matrices in (5.21) vanish.
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Hence, (5.21) can be rewritten as

γ̂ = arg min
γ∈C

Q
∑

q=1

γHq ΨH
[

IL+N ⊗ ÛN Û
H

N

]

Ψγq. (5.22)

The solution to this minimization problem is well known and found as
the Q left singular vectors associated with the Q smallest singular values

of ΨH [IL+N ⊗ ÛN Û
H

N ]Ψ.
The proposed parameter estimation procedure is based on the mini-

mization of the intersection between two expected orthogonal subspaces.
Hence, no information regarding the relative power of the different users’
signals will be obtained when solving (5.19). For the considered CCI
rejection approach this lack of information is irrelevant. Since the range
space of Γ is identical to the range space of G it is immediately clear that

Γ(γ)
(

ΓH(γ)Γ(γ)
)−1

ΓH(γ) = G

(

G
H

G

)−1

G
H .

Hence, a parametric estimator of W can straightforwardly be found as

Ŵ = IMN − Γ(γ̂)
(

ΓH(γ̂)Γ(γ̂)
)−1

ΓH(γ̂). (5.23)

5.2.2 Estimation of Residual Parameters

Approximating the post CCI filter noise, e[n] = W x̄[n] − Hd̃0[n], as
Gaussian and neglecting its temporal correlation, LS estimates of the
residual channel matrix H and the residual noise covariance matrix Ree

can easily be obtained using standard techniques.
Due to the CCI suppression operation, H will in general neither have

full column rank nor posses any structure. However, it will still be lin-
early parameterized by g0 = vec (G0). Utilizing this fact and the known
training data of the desired user, straightforward calculations yield,

γ̂0 =
([

D̃
T

0,tr ⊗ W
]

Ψ0

)†

vec
(

W X̄ tr

)

. (5.24)

Note, since [D̃
T

tr⊗W ]Ψ0 is not guaranteed to be full column rank, γ̂0 will
in general not be a unique estimator of g0. Despite this non-uniqueness,
under the transformation defined by W it still holds that

H = WG0 (g0)

= WG0 (γ
0
) . (5.25)
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5.2.3 Summary and Remarks

The proposed rejection method rests on three basic ideas. Taking the
known training data of the desired user into account, the impact of the
desired user can be completely removed allowing more accurate estima-
tion of parameters related to the interfering users. Secondly, under mild
conditions, using proper spatio-temporal processing, a subspace in which
no CCI is present will always exist. Exploiting this fact, a parsimonious
parameterization of the span of the CCI can be found using structured
subspace fitting methods. Finally, using the found parameterization, a
spatio-temporal filter performing an orthogonal projection of the received
data onto the complementary signal subspace of the CCI signals can be
constructed.

The complete estimation procedure is summarized as follows

1. Calculate the CCI suppression filter.

(a) Find a basis for the complementary signal subspace of the CCI
signals using SVD as indicated in (5.16).

(b) Use (5.21) or (5.22) to find a parsimonious parameterization
of the range space of G.

(c) Form Γ using (5.18).

(d) Calculate W using (5.23).

2. Calculate the residual channel and covariance parameters

(a) Find a parsimonious parameterization of the residual channel
matrix using (5.24).

(b) Construct H as in (5.25).

(c) Use standard method to estimate Ree.

Some remarks regarding the outlined method are in place.

• Parameter assumptions. The proposed algorithm is model based.
It requires knowledge of two parameters. The number of inter-
fering users Q and their associated channel model orders Lq. In
practice these parameters must either be estimated prior to apply-
ing the algorithm, alternatively being set to a fix value based on
some assumed available a priori information. The former can be ac-
complished using different approaches. One possible method is to
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study the singular value distribution of X̆ tr. Using a rank estima-
tion algorithm, for example the MDL method presented in [WK85],
the presence of CCI users may be detected and also estimates of Q
and/or Lq may be retrieved.

• Training data dependency. The training data of the desired user
plays a key role in finding the parameter estimates related to the
CCI users. The consistency of the discussed estimators with respect
to the amount of available training data is clear. In the introduc-
tion to Section 5.2 we have deliberately not stated anything about
the training data of the CCI users. The reason for this is that the
proposed algorithm is not sensitive to the timing of the CCI users
as long as the interference is constant during each frame. If the
proposed algorithm is applied in a TDMA based system, for exam-
ple in a GSM or D-AMPS based network, it is of great importance
that uncorrelated training data sequences are used by the differ-
ent system users in order not to severely degrade the capability
of estimating the range space of the CCI users’ signals in case of
approximately synchronous system users.

5.3 Numerical Examples

To assess the behavior of a CCI rejection scheme based on the proposed
semi-blind spatio-temporal parameter estimation method (in the sequel
denoted as the SBST scheme) and compare its performance against other
relevant schemes, Monte-Carlo simulations have been conducted for a
number of different operational scenarios. During the tests, transmission
using BPSK modulated data was considered. A frame based protocol
comprising a total of 6 header and 6 tail symbols, 116 data symbols and
a midamble of Ntr = 20 random training data symbols was used. The
receiver was assumed equipped with an antenna array consisting ofM = 4
elements. For comparison, the performance of receivers employing NPSS,
IRC, STIRC with K = 2, HSTP and MMSE based CCI suppression
schemes have been evaluated as well under identical conditions as was
considered for the SBST scheme. For the MMSE based scheme, results
are provided for both a standard (SMMSE) as well as for a clairvoyant1

(CMMSE) implementation. See Appendix 5.A for algorithm details and

1The channel state information and the power settings of each individual trans-

mitter were known at the receiver as well as the noise variance.
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references. For each simulated result, 10000 frames of data have been
considered. For each frame, a new independent channel realization was
generated.

As was commented on in Section 5.2.3, for both the NPSS and SBST
based schemes to work, estimates of the number of interfering users and
their channel model orders are required. In our simulations, we have
not considered the problem of estimating these quantities. These are
intricate and hard problems by their own right and outside the scope
of our current work. Instead, to avoid evaluating the performance of
a specific rank estimation and classification algorithm, we have assumed
that the number of interfering users is known. In addition, observing that
the channel model order in a fading environment is a stochastic quantity,
we have, if not explicitly stated, for the single user case assigned L1 on
a frame basis the best value that minimized the resulting bit error rate
(BER). The same principle was used in the two CCI user case. However
with the additional constraint that the same channel model order applied
to both CCI users. Thus the resulting performance is a benchmark when
the model order is determined precisely.

The considered transmission environment for both the desired and
the CCI users’ was assumed dispersive and modeled using symbol spaced
FIR filters with independently Rayleigh fading taps. The fading was
assumed independent from antenna to antenna. In the simulation setup
the channel model order of the desired user was fixed equal to L0 = 1
with a relative power profile of the channel taps equal to [0.5, 0.5]. For
the CCI, in all examples but the last where the impact with respect to
the channel model order of the CCI is studied, the same channel model
order and relative power profile as for the desired user have been used.
In all simulations, white Gaussian observation noise were assumed. Due
to this assumption, for both the SBST and NPSS schemes, R̂ee was set
equal to IMN .

5.3.1 Noise Performance

The proposed scheme is derived assuming that the impact of the ob-
servation noise is small as compared to the effects of the CCI. This is
an idealistic assumption which will obviously not hold in all interference
situations. To illustrate the impact of noise, the BER performance as
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function of the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per antenna,

SNR =
E
{

‖G0d0[n]‖2
}

E {‖ε[n]‖2} ,

has been studied for the case of one and two interfering cochannel users
respectively. The results obtained for the case of strong interference, SIR
= -20 dB where the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is defined as

SIR =
E
{

‖G0d0[n]‖2
}

E
{

‖∑q>0 Gqdq[n]‖2
} ,

are shown in Figures 5.2–5.3.
From Figure 5.2 it can be seen that under strong interference the

SBST based scheme outperforms all reference methods, except for the
clairvoyant MMSE based ditto, even for low SNRs. For the one interfering
user case, at a target raw BER of 1%, the observed gain compared to
the NPSS based scheme is roughly 0.7 dB. Compared to the IRC based
scheme the gain is 2.5 dB and compared to the STIRC and SMMSE based
schemes approximately 6 dB. The observed results are fairly intuitive.
For the non-subspace based reference methods, the impact of strong CCI
will substantially deteriorate their performance. This is primarily due to
poor parameter estimates but also, as is the case for the STIRC based
method, due to the use of an inappropriate CCI model. For the SBST
and NPSS based schemes however, the fact that the INR, defined as

INR =
E
{

‖∑q>0 Gqdq[n]‖2
}

E {‖ε[n]‖2} ,

is high will improve the CCI parameter estimate quality. Hence, allowing
the spatio-temporal filter to more accurately project the observed data
onto the null space of the CCI.

For the two interfering user case, cf. Figure 5.3, it can be seen that the
relative gain of roughly 0.7 dB in favor of the SBST scheme as compared
to the NPSS method is maintained. The performance loss compared to
the CMMSE is however increased. A major reason for this degradation
lies in the fact that due to the increased number of interfering users, the
number of dimensions in which the desired user’s signal may exist after
the projection operation is reduced from 8 in the one CCI user case to 4
in the two CCI user case.
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Figure 5.2: BER performance versus input SNR for the case of one CCI
user, CCI channel model order L1 = 1 with a relative power profile equal
to [0.5, 0.5], a temporal window length N = 3, a training sequence length
ntr = 20 symbols, evaluated at SIR = −20 dB.

5.3.2 Interference Performance

If the CCI null space was perfectly known, the outlined detector would
provide near-far resistant CCI rejection. However, since the algorithm
is based on estimates depending on the INR, or equivalently the SIR
in case of a fix SNR, it is interesting to study the near-far properties
of the proposed scheme. Considering fix SNRs, the near-far properties
have been evaluated for the cases of one and two interfering users respec-
tively. The results obtained for the one CCI user case at an SNR of 2.5
dB is shown in Figure 5.4 whereas for the case of two interfering users
results for an SNR equal to 7.5 dB is shown in Figure 5.5. From the
graphs it can be observed that the SBST based scheme, in case of one
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Figure 5.3: BER performance versus input SNR for the case of two CCI
user, CCI channel model order L1 = L2 = 1 with identical relative power
profiles equal to [0.5, 0.5], a temporal window length N = 3, a training
sequence length ntr = 20 symbols, evaluated at SIR = −20 dB.

interfering user, is approximately near-far resistant in the studied range
of SIRs. For the two CCI user case however, it is interesting to note
that as the SIR increases, a small performance degradation can be ob-
served. However, at a certain SIR the error performance characteristics
changes and the performance starts to improve as SIR increases (INR de-
creases). Another clearly observable and interesting phenomena occurs
as the singular values associated with the CCI signal subspace become
approximately equal to or smaller than the corresponding singular values
of the noise. As this happens, the performance of the non-structured
subspace (NPSS) scheme will start to outperform its structured counter-
part. One may suspect that both of these behaviors are due to the fact
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Figure 5.4: BER performance versus input SIR for the case of one CCI
user, CCI channel model order L1 = 1 with a relative power profile equal
to [0.5, 0.5], a temporal window length N = 3, a training sequence length
ntr = 20 symbols, evaluated at SNR = 2.5 dB.

that the model based approach used by the SBST scheme makes it less
robust than the unstructured NPSS scheme as the SIR increases.

5.3.3 Impact of the Training Data

Since the proposed algorithm relies on the presence of a known training
data sequence, it is instructive to study its error performance dependence
with respect to the training sequence length Ntr. In Figure 5.6, the
impact of Ntr with respect to the BER performance is shown for the
NPSS, SBST and CMMSE based schemes. From the graph it can be
seen that the error performance is a monotonically decreasing function
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Figure 5.5: BER performance versus input SIR for the case of one CCI
user, CCI channel model orders L1 = L2 = 1 with a relative power profile
equal to [0.5, 0.5], a temporal window length N = 3, a training sequence
length ntr = 20 symbols, evaluated at SNR = 7.5 dB.

of Ntr as intuitively expected. It can also be seen that the gain over the
non-parametric detector decreases asNtr increases. Thus highlighting the
advantage of using parametric models in the presence of short training
sequences. An interesting observation can be made that both the NPSS
and the SBST based detectors will outperform the clairvoyant MMSE
detector for sufficiently long training sequences. This is at a first glance
perhaps a somewhat counter intuitive result. However, one should keep
in mind that the MMSE scheme, even with perfect parameter knowledge,
is not optimal.
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Figure 5.6: BER performance versus training sequence length for the
case of one CCI user, CCI channel model order L1 = 1 with a relative
power profile equal to [0.5, 0.5], a temporal window length N = 3, eval-
uated at SIR = −20 dB and SNR = 2.5 dB.

5.3.4 Channel Model Order Dependency

In the simulation examples so far, the channels of the CCI users were
implemented using symbol spaced FIR filters each having two equally
strong non-zero taps. This is, due to the short temporal support of the
CCI channels, a perhaps in many aspects unrealistic channel model al-
though it indeed provides insight to the behavior of the discussed schemes.
To study the effects of increased temporal support, simulations with dif-
ferent channel model orders and power profiles were conducted. In the
simulations, we considered an environment with fix SNR and SIR values
equal to 2.5 and -20 dB respectively. The channel parameter values that
were used in the different simulation setups are shown in Table 5.1. The
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Figure 5.7: BER performance versus the channel model order of the
interference. One CCI user, a temporal window length N = 3, evaluated
at SIR = −20 dB and SNR = 2.5 dB.

numerical values of the relative power profiles were chosen such that they
maximize the overall ISI power obtained when sampling a raised cosine
pulse, with a roll-off parameter set equal to 0.22, using an L1 + 1 tap
symbol spaced filter. To illustrate the impact of a non-perfect CCI chan-
nel model order assignment at the receiver, results are also presented for
the case when L̂1 was assigned equal to the model order implied by the
relative power profile of the channel, i.e., L̂1 was overestimated.

From the results shown in Figure 5.7, describing the one CCI user
case, three things can be observed.

• The error performance of both the NPSS and SBST based schemes
deteriorates as the CCI channel length increases. This is the ex-
pected behavior due to the fact that the CCI null space size is
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Table 5.1: CCI channel parameter settings.
Channel model order L1 Power profile

1 [0.5, 0.5]
2 [0.13, 0.47, 0.40]
3 [0.12, 0.38, 0.38, 0.12]
4 [0.11, 0.36, 0.37, 0.11, 0.5]

decreasing as L1 increases. Thus, leaving a smaller signal space for
the detector to utilize in order to retrieve the data of the desired
user.

• The error performance of the NPSS based scheme outperforms the
SBST based ditto for some L1. For increasing SIR values, not
included in the presented graphs, it can further be seen that the
cross-over point is SIR dependent. In fact, at high SIR values,
this behavior becomes prevalent over the entire range of studied
channel model orders. One reason why this effect occurs is due
to the fact that as L1 grows, the number of structured channel
parameter estimates in γ increases as the number equations defined
by (5.17), used for determining γ, decreases. Thus, the number of
equations per parameter in γ decrease as L1 increases.

• Using a non-perfect L1 assignment, a substantial performance
degradation is experienced. In the displayed graph the channel
model order is overestimated. Similar performance losses can be
observed in the case that L1 is underestimated. The results clearly
indicate the sensitivity of the discussed schemes with respect to
model parameter errors.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter a structured semi-blind parameter estimation method has
been proposed to support cochannel interference (CCI) rejection in a
linear spatio-temporal receiver. In the presented method, parameter es-
timates describing the signal subspace of the CCI signals are retrieved
in a two-step procedure. First, the impact of the desired user data is
removed by use of a row-space projection which preserves the second
order statistics of the CCI users’ data. Next, a structured blind pa-
rameter estimation technique is used to retrieve the desired parameter
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estimates. Based on the parameter estimates a simple projection based
CCI suppression method is studied. Monte-Carlo simulation results indi-
cate that for systems employing short training sequences, in the presence
of strong interference and low to moderate SNRs, the outlined method
provides approximative near-far resistant CCI rejection and considerable
BER improvements compared to several related CCI rejection algorithms.
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Appendix 5.A Reference Algorithms

• IRC: The interference rejection combining algorithm introduced in
[BJ95, BMC99, ER97] aims at minimizing (5.8) when W = IMN .
The required channel and covariance matrix estimates are obtained
simply as LS estimates, i.e., Ĥ is given by (5.25) and

R̂ee =
1

Ntr
(X̄ tr − ĤD̃0,tr)(X̄ tr − ĤD̃0,tr)

H

• STIRC: Spatio-temporal IRC is an extension of standard IRC pro-
cessing forN > 1. The basic idea, introduced in [AO98a, AO98b], is
to jointly model the unknown interference and the spatio-temporal
noise as a vector valued Gaussian AR process. Under this assump-
tion an FIR whitening filter can be derived which makes (5.8) iden-
tical to (5.6). Following the development in e.g., [AO98a], one
obtains:

Ŵ = [IM ,−Â]

Ĥ = B̂

R̂ee = R̂X̄ trX̄ tr
− R̂X̄ trZtr

R̂
−1

ZtrZtr
R̂ZtrX̄ tr

where

Ztr =
[

X̄
H
tr , D̃

H

0,tr

]H

[Â, B̂] = R̂X̄ trZtr
R̂

−1

ZtrZtr
.

• HSTP: In [LCP97] an interesting two-stage hybrid approach for
CCI and ISI suppression using space-time processing is suggested.
Starting from a signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio joint opti-
mization problem and applying a variable separation technique,
a space-time multiple-input single-output filter and an estimator
of the residual channel after filtering are derived. Cast into the
framework of (5.8), the HSTP method is described as

Ĥ = arg min
H

HD̃
0

trΠ
⊥
X̄

H
tr

D̃
H

0,trH
H

HD̃
0

trD̃
H

0,trH
H

Ŵ = ĤR̂
D̃0,trX̄ tr

R̂
−1

X̄ trX̄ tr

R̂ee = 1,
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where the row vector Ĥ is found by solving a standard generalized
eigenvalue problem.

• MMSE: The standard MMSE solution derived from measurement
data is given by

Ĥ = R̂
X̄ trD̃

0
tr
R̂

−1

D̃0,trD̃0,tr
,

Ŵ = R̂
X̄ trD̃0,tr

R̂
−1

D̃0,trD̃0,tr
R̂

D̃0,trX̄ tr
R̂

−1

X̄ trX̄ tr

R̂ee = IMN .

The clairvoyant ditto is found as

Ĥ = G0,

Ŵ = σ2
d0G0G

H
0

(

Q
∑

q=0

σ2
dq

GqG
H
q + σ2

εIMN

)−1

R̂ee = IMN ,

where σ2
dq

is the power of the qth user and σ2
ε is the variance of the

assumed white complex Gaussian noise.





Chapter 6

Spatio-Temporal
Interference Rejection
Combining

By exploiting differences in the spatio-temporal structure of signals ob-
served by a receiver equipped with an antenna array, large performance
gains may be obtained using interference suppression methods based on
structured models especially in scenarios with strong interference as we
have seen in Chapter 5. However, the achievable gain using these methods
is closely related to the correctness of the used models. In case the models
are correct and accurate, large gains are expected while if the opposite
situation is true, degraded performance is to be expected. Thus, using
model based suppression methods, robustness is traded for performance.

To obtain robust interference suppression algorithms capable of han-
dling different types of interference, colored noise model approaches are
frequently considered to describe the dynamic behavior of the interfering
signals. Since the interference in practice most often originates from other
system users, the temporal color of such noise models will in general not
be white. Instead a color defined by the expected finite covariance struc-
ture of the interfering users’ signals should be considered. Unfortunately,
as we know from Section 3.3.1, to cancel the color of such noise processes
in order to facilitate ML data detection is most often not practically fea-
sible. To overcome this problem the noise is therefore often modeled as
a multivariate AR process of some order K to allow noise whitening to
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be performed using a finite impulse response filter.

In this chapter we will study a receiver employing an interference sup-
pression algorithm based on spatio-temporal interference rejection com-
bining (STIRC) [AO98a, AO98b]. As was the case for the model based
algorithm studied in Chapter 5, the problem of establishing the STIRC
filter matrix boils down to an estimation problem. To find the desired
weighting matrix of the noise-whitening filter, we propose a structured
training sequence based method to retrieve the required parameters. By
exploiting the inherent structure of the CCI, we show that the number
of parameters that are to be estimated can be made independent of the
spatio-temporal filter order. It is further shown that by taking advan-
tage of the desired user’s known protocol structure, the parameters can
be estimated using a semi-blind technique. Simulation results indicate
that by taking the structure into account, for short training sequences,
considerable gains are achievable compared to the original unstructured
method.

6.1 Assumptions and Data Model

The reception and detection of a single desired user’s data, interfered
by Q cochannel users, is considered. It is assumed that the receiver is
synchronized to the desired user but not necessarily to the interfering
sources. It is also assumed that the number of interfering sources, Q, is
known as well as upper bounds on the support of the transmission chan-
nels for both the desired user and the interfering sources. The channel
parameters are assumed to be a unknown but time-invariant during the
duration of at least one protocol frame. A frame based transmission pro-
tocol comprising a total of Nfr symbols is assumed where Ntr symbols
are reserved for training data and Ndt symbols for payload data. The
remaining symbols constitute overhead data such as header and tail se-
quences. The receiver is assumed to be equipped with an antenna array
having M sensors.

The signal after the receive filters is sampled at symbol rate, and it
is assumed that the M × 1 dimensional complex baseband vector repre-
senting the antenna array output may be modeled as,

x[n] = G0d0[n] +

Q
∑

q=1

Gqdq[n] + ε[n], (6.1)
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where Gq, dq[n] = [dq[n], . . . , dq[n − Lq]]
T and dq[n] denote the M ×

(Lq + 1) channel matrix, the state vector and a single information sym-
bol associated with the qth user respectively. In the sequel, for notational
convenience, it will be assumed that the model order of the interfering
users’ channels are identical, i.e., that Lq = L for q = 1, . . . , Q. Further-
more, ε[n] is assumed to be an M dimensional zero mean, temporally and
spatially white Gaussian noise process with a covariance matrix equal to
σ2
εIM .

The extension to oversampling with respect to the symbol period is
straightforward and may be modeled by increasing the channel matrices
row dimensions properly.

6.2 VAR Modeling of the CCI

A straightforward method to take the temporal correlation structure of
the interfering signals into account is to use a finite order prediction
error filter as a temporal whitening filter. This means that the CCI is
modeled as a vector valued autoregressive (VAR) process as proposed in
[Slo96, AO98a]. The basic idea is thus to partition the observed signal
defined by (6.1) into two parts, one modeling the contribution of the
desired user and the other modeling the CCI and noise,

x[n] = G0d0[n] + ξ[n], (6.2)

where the dynamics of the interfering signals are approximated using
a Kth order VAR model driven by a temporally white Gaussian noise
innovation process e[n] with some spatial color Q, i.e.,

ξ[n] = −
K
∑

k=1

Akξ[n− k] + e[n], (6.3)

E{e[n]eH [m]} = Qδ[n−m]. (6.4)

Based on this model a spatio-temporal whitening filter may readily be
found which can be used to cancel the temporal correlation of the CCI,
leaving merely temporally white residuals with a spatial covariance ma-
trix —that can be estimated—to be handled by the detection algorithm,
i.e.,

y[n] = WH x̄[n]

= Hd̃0[n] + e[n], (6.5)
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where the filter weighting matrix is given by W = [IM ,A(K)]
H

with
A(K) = [A1 . . .AK ], x̄[n] is a vector of K + 1 stacked array output
samples equal to,

x̄[n] =
[

xT [n], . . . ,xT [n−K]
]T
, (6.6)

and the residual channel matrix of the desired user H = WH
G0(K + 1)

where

G0(κ) =













G0 0M×(κ−1)

0M×1 G0 0M×(κ−2)

...
. . .

...

0M×(κ−1) G0













(6.7)

is the Mκ×(L0 +κ) dimensional spatio-temporal channel matrix and G0

the ordinary time-discrete channel matrix of the desired user, cf. (6.1),
respectively. Finally, the augmented state vector d̃0[n] is defined as

d̃0[n] = [d0[n], . . . , d0[n− L−K]]T . (6.8)

6.3 Estimators

As is clear from (6.5), suppressing cochannel interference using a spatio-
temporal filter implies that the ISI of the desired user increases. Thus,
due to the Gaussian property of the residual noise, to recover the desired
user’s data in an optimal manner sequence detection should be considered
although other methods may be applicable especially in the common case
of estimated channel parameters.

Taking into account the assumed temporal whiteness of the noise and
the finite alphabet property of d[n], the maximum likelihood sequence
estimator (MLSE) of the sent data is given by,

{

d̂0

}

= arg min
{d0}

∑

n

∥

∥

∥y[n] − Hd̃0[n]
∥

∥

∥

2

Q−1
, (6.9)

where {d0} = {d0[n] ∈ D |n = 1, . . . , Ndt}.
To apply the MLSE, estimates of both the spatio-temporal weighting

matrix W as well as the residual channel matrix H and the spatial color
of the innovation noise Q must be retrieved. This may be accomplished
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considering different techniques. For example, in [AO98a] unstructured
estimators are derived using the training data of the desired user. In
contrast to the approach outlined in [AO98a], in this section we propose
a structured method to retrieve the parameters of the AR model. By
utilizing the same semi-blind estimation procedure that was derived in
Chapter 5, we show that estimators independent of the AR model order
may be obtained which are particularly suitable for systems employing
short training sequences.

6.3.1 Structured Covariance Matrix Estimator

One straightforward method to obtain the parameters of the whitening
filter W is to solve the Yule-Walker equations associated with the VAR
model. Based on the covariance function of (6.3), the corresponding set
of Yule-Walker equations can be formulated as,

[IM ,A(K)]Rξ̄ξ̄ = [Q,0M×MK ], (6.10)

where Rξ̄ξ̄ = E{ξ̄[n]ξ̄
H

[n]} is the zero-lag covariance matrix of ξ̄[n] =

[ξT [n], . . . , ξT [n−K]]T .

From (6.3) it obvious that, in general, to minimize the variance of the
residuals, e[n], K should be chosen as large as possible. From (6.10) it is
however realized that the number of parameters in Rξ̄ξ̄ grows quadrat-
ically in K. This implies that an unstructured estimate of Rξ̄ξ̄ will be
accurate only if the number of data from which the matrix can be es-
timated will be large. In reality, the parameters of the spatio-temporal
filter however have to be estimated using a finite amount of known data.
By taking the algebraic structure of the CCI into account, and introduce
the assumption that the data of the interfering users may be modeled as
independent and identically distributed (IID), a structured model of Rξ̄ξ̄

may be formulated for which the number of parameters is independent
of the filter order K. From (6.1), the structure of ξ̄[n] is obtained as,

ξ̄[n] = G(K + 1)d̃[n] + ε̄[n], (6.11)

where the joint spatio-temporal channel matrix of the CCI users G(κ) =
[G1(κ) . . .GQ(κ)], Gq(κ) is a block Toeplitz channel matrix with the same
structure as the corresponding channel matrix of the desired user defined

by (6.7) and d̃[n] = [d̃
T

1 [n], . . . , d̃
T

Q[n]]T . Thus, utilizing the IID assump-
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tion, the structure of Rξ̄ξ̄ may be revealed as,

Rξ̄ξ̄

(

{Gq}Qq=1, {σ2
q}Qq=1, σ

2
ε

)

=

= G(K + 1)
[

diag
(

σ2
1 , . . . , σ

2
Q

)

⊗ IL+K+1

]

G
H(K + 1)

+ σ2
εIM(K+1), (6.12)

where σ2
q is the power of cochannel user q. Hence, a structured estimate

of Rξ̄ξ̄ can be obtained if estimates of {Gq}Qq=1, {σ2
q}Qq=1 and σ2

ε can be
found.

6.3.2 CCI and Noise Parameter Estimation

Some practical problems complicating the estimation of the CCI param-
eters exist. One such problem is that the desired user is acting as an
interfering source with respect to the CCI. Another problem is that the
receiver most often lacks information regarding the timing of the inter-
fering sources. These problems can however be handled by exploiting the
spatio-temporal correlation structure of the observed signals. To see this,
let us consider a vector of N stacked array output signals,

x̄[n] = G0(N)d̃0[n] + G(N)d̃[n] + ε̄[n]. (6.13)

From (6.13) it can be seen that for M ≥ 2, N can be chosen sufficiently
large such that the joint channel matrix G will become low rank as long
as Q < M . This implies, provided that the desired user’s signal is either
weak compared to the CCI or not present, that a scaled estimate of Gq,
q > 0, may be found by use of second order statistics only [MDCM95].
During the training sequence period, the condition with respect to the
power of the desired user can be met. Since d0[n] is known for n ∈
{n0, n0 +Ntr − 1} where n0 is an index offset given by the transmission
protocol, hence, d̃0[n] will be known during the interval n ∈ Ntr where
Ntr = {n0 + L0 + N − 1, . . . , n0 + Ntr − 1}. Thus, during the training
period of the desired user, the desired user’s signal can be canceled out
of x̄[n] by projecting the row space of X tr = [x̄[n]

∣

∣ n ∈ Ntr] onto the

row-null space of the known training sequence D0,tr = [d̃0[n]
∣

∣n ∈ Ntr]
as was shown in Section 5.2.1.

As a side effect of the projection, the projected noise will be spatially
colored. Due to the Toeplitz structure of E tr = [ε̄[n]

∣

∣n ∈ Ntr], the zero-
lag covariance matrix of the projected noise will be symmetric and equal
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to σ2
εP (N,M)/Ntr where Ntr = Ntr − L0 −N + 1 and

P (N,M) =







p0 . . . pN−1

...
. . .

...
pN−1 . . . p0






⊗ IM , (6.14)

where

pk =

Ntr−k
∑

i=1

[

Π⊥
DH

0,tr

]

i,i+k
, (6.15)

and the projection matrix is given by,

Π⊥
D0,tr

= INtr
− D

H
0,tr

(

D0,trD
H
0,tr

)−1

D0,tr. (6.16)

See Appendix 6.A for details. By selecting the training sequence properly,
P (N,M) has empirically shown to be diagonal dominant and positive
definite for a sufficiently large Ntr. Due to the full rank property of

P (N,M) it can be factored as P
1
2 (N,M)P

H
2 (N,M) where P

1
2 (N,M)

is full rank as well. Hence, P − 1
2 (N,M) exists and can be used to whiten

the projected noise. Thus, by multiplying X tr from left with P− 1
2 (N,M)

and from right with Π⊥
DH

0,tr
, the signal of the desired user is removed and

the noise is maintained spatially white i.e.,

X̌ tr = P− 1
2 (N,M)X trΠ

⊥
DH

0,tr

= G̃D̆tr + Ětr, (6.17)

where G̃ = P− 1
2 (N,M)G(N), D̆tr = DtrΠ

⊥
DH

0,tr
; Dtr = [

¯̃
d[n]

∣

∣ n ∈ Ntr];

¯̃
d[n] = [d̃1[n]T , . . . , d̃Q[n]T ]T . Note that due to the whitening, G̃ will no
longer be block Toeplitz, however it will still be low rank.

Estimation of the CCI Users’ Channel Matrices

Provided that the set of vectors forming D̆tr is persistently exciting, the
low-rank property of G(N) facilitates estimation of the signal and null
subspaces associated with the CCI. From the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) of X̌ tr,

X̌ tr = USΛSV H
S + UNΛNV H

N , (6.18)
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where US and UN are sets of orthonormal base vectors spanning the
range and null spaces of G(N) respectively it immediately follows — since
ran(US) = ran(G̃) and further since US per definition is orthogonal to
UN — that UH

N G̃ = 0. Hence, by using a numerical SVD algorithm an
estimate of UN can be obtained from which a scaled estimate of the joint
channel matrix G(N) may be calculated.

To retrieve scaled estimates of the interfering users’ actual channel
matrices, the structure of G(N) must be taken into account. Define γ =
[γT1 , . . . ,γ

T
Q]T and Γ(γ, κ) = [Γ1(γ1, κ), . . . ,ΓQ(γQ, κ)] where αqγq =

vec(Gq) and Gq(N) = αqΓq(γq, N) it thus follows that an estimate of γ

may be obtained by minimizing

γ̂ = arg min
γ∈C

∥

∥

∥Û
H

NP− 1
2 (N,M)Γ(γ, N)

∥

∥

∥

2

F
. (6.19)

To avoid trivial solutions, a constrained solution space must be consid-
ered. In Section 5.2.1 one such constrained space based on a unit channel
gain assumption was defined, cf. (5.20). As will be clear shortly, the as-
sumption of unit gain channels will not effect our estimator of Rξ̄ξ̄ since
the gain of the channels will be incorporated into the power estimates of
the different CCI users’ data.

If G(N) has full column rank i.e., the channels do not share any
common zeros, the inherent structure of (6.19) may be used to reduced
the work associated with finding γ. This by observing that vec(Γ) =
[IQ ⊗ Ψ]γ which implies that,

vec
(

UH
NP− 1

2 (N,M)Γ(γ, N)
)

= [IQ ⊗ Ω] γ, (6.20)

where Ω = [IL+N ⊗ UH
NP− 1

2 (N,M)]Ψ and Ψ is a selection matrix.
Hence, the minimization decouples,

γ̂ = arg min
γ∈C

Q
∑

q=1

γHq Φγq. (6.21)

where Φ = ΨH [IL+N ⊗P−H
2 (N,M)ÛN Û

H

NP− 1
2 (N,M)]Ψ The solution

to this minimization problem is well known and found as the Q singular
vectors corresponding to the Q smallest singular values of Φ.

Estimation of the Noise Variance

Since the column vectors of Ětr are spatially white, an estimate of σ2
ε

may be obtained from the singular values associated with the null space
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of X̌ tr, i.e.,

σ̂2
ε =

tr
(

ΛNΛH
N

)

rk
(

ΛNΛH
N

) . (6.22)

It should be noted that the estimate is only consistent as Ntr → ∞ since
Λ̂N will not converge to ΛN when SNR → ∞.

Estimation of the CCI Users’ Signal Power

Observing that the joint spatio-temporal channel matrix is related to
Γ(γ) as,

G(N) = Γ(γ,N) [diag(α1, . . . , αQ) ⊗ IL+N ]

= Γ(γ,N)A, (6.23)

it directly follows from the zero-lag covariance matrix of X̌ [n] that,

AR
D̆trD̆tr

AH =
(

P− 1
2 (N,M)Γ

)†
×

(

RX̌ trX̌ tr
− RĚtrĚtr

)

×
(

P− 1
2 (N,M)Γ

)H †
, (6.24)

where RX̌ trX̌ tr
and RĚtrĚtr

are the covariance matrices of the element

vectors of X̌ tr and Ětr respectively. Exploiting the inherent structure of
R

D̆trD̆tr
, cf. Appendix 6.B, the link to σ2

q is found,

R
D̆trD̆tr

= diag
(

σ2
1 , . . . , σ

2
Q

)

⊗ P (L+N, 1). (6.25)

From (6.25) it is clear that R
D̆trD̆tr

is block diagonal with each block
weighted by the variance of the associated source’s data. Hence, an esti-
mate of the qth cochannel user’s signal power weighted by the gain of its
associated transmission channel may thus be obtained as,

̂|αq|2 σ2
q =

1

L+N
tr

(

{

AR
D̆trD̆tr

AH
}

(q,q)
P−1(L+N, 1)

)

, (6.26)

where {·}(i,j) denotes the (i, j)th sub-block of dimension (L+N)×(L+N)
of the argument matrix.
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6.3.3 Spatio-Temporal Whitening Filter Estimator

Once estimates of {γq}Qq=1, {|α2
q |σ2

q}Qq=1 and σ2
ε are retrieved, a structured

estimator of Rξ̄ξ̄, for an arbitrary value of K, is readily found using (6.12).
By partitioning Rξ̄ξ̄ into,

Rξ̄ξ̄

(

{γq}Qq=1, {|α2
q |σ2

q}Qq=1, σ
2
ε

)

=

[

R11 R12

R21 R22

]

, (6.27)

where R11 is M×M , R12 M×MK, R21 MK×M and R22 MK×MK,
the Yule-Walker equations (6.10) can be solved yielding

Â(K) = −R12R
−1
22 (6.28)

Q̂ = R11 − R12R
−1
22 R21. (6.29)

From (6.28), the weighting matrix of the spatio-temporal interference
suppression filter is immediately obtained as

Ŵ = [IM ,A(K)]H

= [IM ,−R12R
−1
22 ]H (6.30)

6.3.4 Residual Channel Matrix Estimator

Although structured methods exist, cf. (5.24)–(5.25), a simple unstruc-
tured approach is taken here to find H. Utilizing the protocol structure
of the desired user, a least square (LS) estimator of H is readily found
as,

Ĥ = Y trD
H
0,tr

[

D0,trD
H
0,tr

]−1

, (6.31)

where Y tr = [y[n]
∣

∣ n ∈ Ntr]. Note that due to the assumed Gaussian
property of the noise, the derived LS estimator is also the ML estimator
of H.

6.4 Numerical Examples

To investigate the performance of the derived detector a system deploy-
ing BPSK modulation has been studied. In the examples shown, one
unknown interfering source is present. The discrete-time transmission
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channels were modeled using FIR models with two symbol spaced inde-
pendently Rayleigh fading taps. At the receiver, an antenna array with
two elements was considered and the fading was assumed to be inde-
pendent from antenna to antenna. The desired and interfering users’
maximum channel support was upper bounded by L = 1. The tempo-
ral window length of the structured parameter estimator, N , was chosen
equal to 2. All results presented are average values based on 5000 inde-
pendent channel and noise realizations.

6.4.1 Training Sequence Length Dependency

In the first example the performance of the structured estimator versus
the unstructured estimator suggested in [AO98a] are compared for differ-
ent signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and training sequence lengths at a
fixed average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) equal to 5 dB per antenna. The
CCI VAR model order K was set equal to 2.

In Figure 6.1 the bit error rate (BER) performance as a function
of the training sequence length Ntr, is shown for a detector employing
either the proposed or the unstructured estimator. From the figure it
can be seen that by taking the structure of the CCI users into account,
improved performance may be obtained for systems employing training
sequences of short to moderate length. The results also indicate that
the gain increases as the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) increases. This
is a logical consequence of the consistency property with respect to the
INR of the proposed structured estimator. An interesting observation is
however that even though the performance of the structured estimator
will diminish as the INR decreases, it will be first at very low INR values
as a detector based on the unstructured estimator will perform better
than a detector based on the corresponding structured estimator.

From the figure it can also be seen that even for large training se-
quences lengths, the performance of the detector will be improved, at
least for moderate to high INR values, by using the proposed structured
estimator. Hence, it will be first at low INR values as the consistency
in NT with respect to the unstructured estimator will start to dominate
and thus produce better estimates that the structured estimator.

6.4.2 Impact of Noise

To further quantify the behavior of the structured estimator, performance
results with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for different SIR
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of the detector bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance using the structured versus the unstructured estimator of [AO98a]
as a function of the training sequence length Ntr for a fixed signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) equal to 5 dB. VAR model order K = 2.

values have been studied. As in the previous case, a fixed VAR model
order K equal to two has been considered. Further, a training sequence
length equal to 20 symbols were considered during the tests. The obtained
results are presented in Figure 6.2.

From the figure two interesting things can be noted. First, the per-
formance gain of using the structured estimator decreases as the SIR
decreases. From the figure it can be read that at an SNR equal to 5 dB,
the gain falls off from roughly 1.3 dB at an SIR of -20 dB down to 0.5
dB at an SIR equal to 3 dB. Second, the performance gain increases as
SNR increases. Compared to the gain at an SNR of 5 dB, the gain at an
SNR equal to 10 dB is roughly 0.4 dB better for all SIR values simulated.
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Figure 6.2: BER performance considering the structured versus the
unstructured estimator as a function of SNR for a fixed training sequence
length equal to 20 symbols. VAR model order K = 2.

The explanation of both these observations stems from the consistency
property of the structured estimator with respect to the INR. This since a
decreasing SIR/an increasing SNR, implies a decreasing/increasing INR
as well.

6.4.3 VAR Model Order Dependency

Finally, the independence property with respect to the VAR model order
K has been studied. Two SNR values were considered, 5 and 10 dB
respectively. As in the other tests, a training sequence comprising 20
symbols was employed. The results are shown in Figures 6.3–6.4.

From the graphs some different observations can be made. First, the
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Figure 6.3: Bit error rate (BER) performance as a function of the VAR
model order K for an SNR equal to 5 dB and a fixed training sequence
length equal to 20 symbols.

most striking observation is of course the improved performance seen
when switching from spatial to spatio-temporal processing, correspond-
ing to changing the prediction model order from K = 0 to K = 1, in case
of strong interference. As can be seen for the high INR case the perfor-
mance of the structured and unstructured methods is roughly the same.
The reason for this is not surprising considering the fact that both esti-
mators are to estimate roughly the same number of parameters, 8 for the
unstructured and 6 for the structured estimator. As the INR decreases,
the subspace fitting approach will produce inaccurate estimates due to
noisy null-space estimates whereas the unstructured estimator adopts its
parameter estimates in a robust manner to the more and more white
noise-like CCI signal. Further, as the model order of the prediction filter
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Figure 6.4: Bit error rate (BER) performance as a function of the VAR
model order K for a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a fixed training
sequence length equal to 10 dB and 20 symbols respectively.

is increased to better describe the dynamic behavior of the CCI signal,
the impact of the quadratic increase in the number of parameters that
has to be estimated by the unstructured estimator becomes evident. As
K is increased, a dramatic error performance degradation is observed
which completely removes the advantages of considering spatio-temporal
processing already at fairly low VAR model orders.

For the structured parameter estimator a much less dramatic change
in the error performance is observed as K is increased. For high INR val-
ues almost identical error performance is observed when switching from
K = 1 to K = 2. For higher filter order and low INR values, a slowly de-
creasing performance trend may however be observed. The reason for this
error degradation is at the present not completely understood. However,
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modeling error effects may very likely be the reason.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter interference suppression based on spatio-temporal inter-
ference rejection combining (STIRC) has been studied. To retrieve the
parameters of the spatio-temporal noise whitening filter, a structured es-
timator tailored for short training sequences is suggested. By exploiting
the inherent structure of the cochannel interference, it is shown that the
number of parameters that are to be estimated can be made independent
of the spatio-temporal filter order. It is further shown that by taking
advantage of the desired user’s known protocol structure, the parame-
ters can be estimated using a semi-blind technique. Simulation results
indicate that by taking the structure into account, for short training se-
quences, considerable gains can be achieved compared to an unstructured
method especially for spatio-temporal filter orders larger than one.
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Appendix 6.A Properties of ε̆[n]

Lemma 6.1. Let ε[n] be a zero-mean Gaussian process with
E{ε[n]εH [n]} = σ2

εIM . Define ε̄[n] = [εT [n], . . . , εT [n − N + 1]]T . Fur-
thermore, let Etr = [ε̄[n] | n ∈ Ntr] be a matrix of dimension MN ×Ntr.

If Ĕtr = [ε̆[n] | n ∈ Ntr] = EtrΠ
⊥ where Π⊥ is a projection matrix then

E
{

ε̆[n]ε̆H [n]
}

=
σ2
ε

Ntr
P (N,M) (6.32)

where

P (N,M) =







p0 . . . pN−1

...
. . .

...
pN−1 . . . p0






⊗ IM , (6.33)

pk =

Ntr−k
∑

i=1

[

Π⊥
]

i,i+k
. (6.34)

Proof. First, note that if ε̄[n] is stationary, then ε̆[n] will also be station-
ary since all non-zero singular values of Π⊥ are equal to one.

Hence, since ε̆[n] is stationary, the zero-lag covariance matrix of ε̆[n]
can be written:

E
{

ε̆[n]ε̆H [n]
}

=
1

Ntr

Ntr
∑

l=1

E
{

ε̆[n0 + l]ε̆H [n0 + l]
}

=
1

Ntr
E
{

EtrΠ
⊥

E
H
tr

}

. (6.35)

Observing that the components of ε[n] are independent, (6.35) can be
rewritten as

E
{

ε̆[n]ε̆H [n]
}

=
1

Ntr
E
{

Em,trΠ
⊥

E
H
m,tr

}

⊗ IM , (6.36)

where

Em,tr = [εm[n] | n ∈ Ntr] ,

εm[n] = [εm[n], . . . , εm[n−N + 1]]
T
.
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Examining the (i, j)th component of the rightmost expectation in (6.36)
yields,

E

{

[

Em,trΠ
⊥

E
H
m,tr

]

i,j

}

=

=

Ntr
∑

k=1

Ntr
∑

l=1

E

{

εm[n0 − i+ k]
[

Π⊥
]

k,l
ε∗m[n0 − j + l]

}

=

Ntr−max(0,j−i)
∑

k=1+max(0,j−i)

σ2
ε

[

Π⊥
]

k,k+j−i

= σ2
εpj−i. (6.37)

Since Π⊥ is symmetric, pj−i = p−j+i. Combining (6.36) and (6.37) yields
(6.32).

Appendix 6.B Proof of Equation (6.25)

Lemma 6.2. According to (6.25):

R
D̆trD̆tr

= diag
(

σ2
1 , . . . , σ

2
Q

)

⊗ P (L+N, 1), (6.38)

where D̆tr = DtrΠ
⊥; Dtr = [

¯̃
d[n]

∣

∣ n ∈ Ntr];
¯̃
d[n] =

[d̃1[n]T , . . . , d̃Q[n]T ]T and d̃q[n] = [dq[n], . . . , dq[n− L−N + 1]]
T
.

Proof. Let Dq,tr = [d̃q[n]
∣

∣ n ∈ Ntr]. Straightforward calculations yields:

R
D̆trD̆tr

= E
{

DtrΠ
⊥

D
H
tr

}

= E
{

D1,trΠ
⊥

D
H
1,tr

}

⊕ . . .⊕ E
{

DQ,trΠ
⊥

D
H
Q,tr

}

=
/

similar to (6.37)
/

= σ2
1P (L+N, 1) ⊕ . . .⊕ σ2

QP (L+N, 1)

= diag
(

σ2
1 , . . . , σ

2
Q

)

⊗ P (L+N, 1). (6.39)
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